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Imes Card to Voters Setting Forth
His Claims.
In a card issued to the news-
papers of the state Former Gov-
ernor James Cripps Wickliffe
Beckham. for seven years chief
executive of Kentucky and by a
slight margin defeated in the
legislature for 'United States
senator, formally announces his
candidacy again for the latter
office. Governor Beckham's
card is clear and he leaves no
doubt of his intention to make
• hot feral' the others who are
__the ram The
card is self-explanatory, satin
as follows:
"In answer to a great many in-
quires. I feel that I should with-
  out further delay, make known
• my purpose in retard-to
preaching race for United States
senatorship, for which a Demo-
cratic nomination is to be made
in the statniary nex ug-
ust. Following my retirement
from the office of governor about
- five years ago and the result of
the senatorial election in the
general a.asembly of 1908, it was
not My intention to again -seek
 ub1i _office. Zig
induous and difficult service as
governor, frequently dealing
with serious and critical ques-
tions, had prepared me. to wel- had ample opportunity to' deter- 
the flan-et-gritted her clothing.
E MURRAY LEDO-
- 
-  - -
MAILAY. 11113111101111f.11111/1141:1414. 11111011111112111 S. MIS1
throw of monopoly in ouria..1
dustries, the re-adjustment of
the functioas of the government.
to serve the masses of the peo-
ple rather than those favored
classes which have fattened up- Miss Annie Conway
, of Pah
on special privileges, and for is, Destroys Her Life.
other just and needed reforms
outlined in the Democratic pro-
gram. However much we may Had Recently Retuned From
rejoice over the recent result at
the polls, ousavictory is not yet
won, and will not be won until
we have substantially fulfilled
these expectations of the people
OWN LIA
Nashville hfirniary.
I'aris, Tenn., Dec. 2. This
afternoon about two o'clock at
her home on the corner of Brew-
er and Ruff streets, Miss Annie
Conway, aged about 22 years, a
beautiful, accomplished young
society girl, committed suicide
by shooting herself through the
heart. She had been in ill
health for several months, and
recently underwent an operation
at Briggs Infirmary in Nash-
ville. - Since her 'return . home
she had at times-appeared
feared that her mind was be-
coming impaired. -1,1,in the
past few days she ha made
threats of self-d e st rue ti on,
 whieh-eaused her friends_ _
great deal of uneasiness. When
the nigh act was corhmitted she
was in her bedroom alone: She
had been in bed the major part
of the day and was clothed in
her night clothes. The had
placed the revolver which car-
ried the death-dealing miasle
obligations placed upon him in
the house, to aid him in keeping
dent that the admirable man
these matters, and it is essen-
tial for the success of the ad-
ministration that we should
riaesbe vegnwnaeicthainmvgtehilannws.eito Ilaemmwpait:iiittthehy: 
.v1-
we have elected president
have in the senate as well as in
faith with the people, men who
of the
pwroirnth-
his:policies. and men who are
willing and capable of finishing
cuccessfully the %%ark to be be-
gun.
"I seek this position -as sena-
tor from my .native state not
merely with any selfish consid-
eration of the _honor it may
bring me, but for the broad op-
portunity it wouldafford me of
rendering some useful and pa-
triotic srrvice to the people of
country. I believe that 1 have
such experience and training as
well-over the heart and fired but a
would 'make-me reasonably tingle shot- The bullet entered
prepared for the work. I an not
come before the people of -Kiett_ the aPP"--47-4.1_,Ldeath have• been --instan-
tucky in this race unknown to
lic career in the past, th_ff_ have 
or untried by them. In my pub- did she place the revolver, that
So close to her body'itaneous.
amt-eni°31-the-.rehef-ft°111- irte- whether or not I can be
• taa public responsibilities and the
-----1'---Peace of -private life -which- emit
Mersa el Noel. lissised.
Paducah. Ky.. Nov. V. An
important case that will be tried
In the Marshall circuit court at
Beaton is that against Mrs. Lu-
cy Griffith, charged with pois-
oning her husband, Edward
Griffith, a prominent business
Man on April 29, 1911. Court
will con ven Monday. At the
first trial of Mrs. Griffith the
jury failed to agree. It is un-
derstood that the jury stood nine
for conviction. The parties in-
volved are prominent and the
CASS has attracted interest all
over Western Kentucky. Ed
Griffith was a son of Postmaster.
Griffith. of Benton, who is
pushing the prosecution.
We wish to call your attention
to the fact that most infectious
diseases such whoopieg couch,
diphtheria an leo ever
contracted w he child has a
cold. Chamberla 's Cough Re-
will (joie e a cold a
greatly lessen tile d er of con-
tracting these diseases. Th is
remedy is famous for its cures of
colds. It conteins no opium or
other narcotic and may be given
to a child with implicit confi-






Jury Gives --tince Elliot
Life Sentence.
Renton Wadlingtos Convicted of
Voluntary Mae/laughter.
Mayfield, Ky., Nov. 30.-Ths
wilful murder of John Dallas at
Dukedom, several months ago is
being avenged through the
channels of the court, the rfirst
conviction coming with the trial
of Clarence Elliott, who was dee
clared guilty of murder and his
punishment fixed at life send
tence in the penitentiary. The
jury was out 26 hours, return-
ing it oritillet Thursday morning
at,,,11 O'clock.
Thb following verdict was re-
turned by a jury in the case of
Benton Walingten
with wilful murder: "Vie• the
jury find the defendant, Benton
Wadlington guilty of voluntary
manslaughter." •
Although WadIrrigton, was
tried for wilful murder yet the
jury changed the charge in their
verdict. The first report after
reaching a decisin-Ikeda-the
punishment at fifteen years in ,
the penitentiary, but this was ,
illegal as they can only fix the
charge and the law fixes the
length of time to serre,----Boa
voluntary manslaughter the Pun-
! ishment is from two to- twenty-
one years. This verdict did not.
meet with the popular approval
of the general puplic and was a
great surprise to the people It follows. Dr. KingNew Life
was expected that--Wadlington pius_doet_bun
doze the bowels.
would receive as -great if- 'not + They  "ea* _pers
uade ahem
a more severe verdict thtn Clat- 1 right action, and health follow
s.
ence Elliott. who got a life sen- 25c at Dale &Stubblefield. •
. tence.• Jack Magness, charged
ed so many kind and flattering.
assurances that 1 might as a sen- my candidacy for this high of- ministration. Louisvile Times. 
tried this court.lah Freeman %vas first on the
flee, seeking their support if
they believe me worthy of it,
and advising them to vote for




The Ledgea this week elm-
tains Ex•Gov,--E-Z. W. Beck-
ham's formal announcement to
the voters of Kentucky for the
very important position of Un-
ited States Senator. Mr. Beck-
ham is one of Kentucky's brain-
iest young men, capable to MI
the responsible position and de-
serving of the high honor at the
hands of the people of this state_
In speaking :01 his annoence-
talent the Mayfield Messenger
says:
"ThilYemoifrits of Kontsety
will well remember the outrage
of defeating Mr. Beckham and
electing Mr. Bradley the Repub-
lican to the United States Sen-
s:to a few years ago.
•"11r. Beckham comes before- •
the people- of Kentucky as an
able, clean and honorable man:. 7
one who has been tried in the
furnace of fiery opposition and
has _dot- been found wanting--
-ncrw he in-
the United States Senate :in
place of Mr. Bradley, and a man
will hardly be found in Ken-
tucky who can defeat him for a
position which he was swindled
out of by corrupt Democrats melt
designing )„oliticians.
."The Democrats owe him a
debt that will never be paid_un-
ti) he takes his seat in the Un-




"But from the people and the
press of the state, I have receiv-
ator from Kentucky be of some
useful public service, and grate-
fully appreciatirg the honor in-
plied by such expressions..I have
decided to become a c..nt.tc. .- he can more faithfully and 'sue-
fur the- Democratic nomination cessfully t*irve them."
for that office in the primai-
next August, arid to submit na
voters of the state. I .
Jags Web M Lass M.
There is a .strong Air' out
that the coming vacancy on the
State Board of Control of Char-
itable Institutions will to a
Central Kentucky man, and that
. Norton Fitch. of Jessamlne
but the spurt of blood faom the
wound extinguished the flames.
-The-only-person in the, house
at the time was the housekeeper,
who on hearing the report of
the shot, suspected the worst
an.1 cal!,A for help. Mrs. Beu-
ind general confidence I rest good d h j :
ie‘e
tucky ;have known me long Ceieretnakiin James introduces
enough and well enough to judge I MaIllate Appropriating For
' by what principles and purposes' !Federal Building Here.
,me. I have been frank with
, in my public' life, and how well'
bility or obligation confronting; 
or ill [have met every responsi-
I have [always been influenced I





at_all times; frequently man 011ie 
M. -James has
when 1 belie:ed it to bejto my .duced. 
a bill in Congre.;s asking
'for an appropriation of $100.000
persor,0 disvar.tage. • and 1
scene, and with Miss Conway's
ho se rushed into the
be.:droom in time to See the vic-
tim of her own hand gasp her
last. .The revolver Was held in _
the right hand, and when the
shot was fired it was dropped
by her left side.
This revolver -she took with
her to the sanitarium in Nash-;
and sent back to her .home
Paris. - She was a daughter of ,
the late Geo. W. Conway, who Here.
was , for many years deputy
county court clerk of Henry
county and later clerk and mas-
ter in chancery for the county., Only one ho
gshead of Asso-
She was the youngest daughter elation tobacco stored with the
county,
ceed Judge A. J; G. Wells, of
Calloway county, whose term
soon expires. Mr. Fitch is one
of-the heat _known Democratic 
politicians in the Eighth dis-
t', t. been re-
garded as very dose to Gov.
McCreary. He has all along
been jointly with them will not be
•d 
Latham Case Coati:tied.
says a_pokceman tO s_ _sweet
crowd, and- whacks heads If it
don't. "Move on now," says
the big harsh-mineral pills to
bowel congestiouNkrid suffering
If you are troubled with chron-
ic constipation, the mild and gen-
tle effect of Ch bealiin's Tab-
lets makes them es 'ally suit-
ed to your case. For le by
Dale & Stubblefield.
OUR NEIGHBORS
Trigg County News of Past Week
And of Interest to Many ,
and is survived by one older Cadiz Storage house remains un-
sist•cr, Miss who holds 'sold Twelve other hog:leads
the responsible position of time-
in for the purpose of erecting a k -
have, never let them remain
candidacy to the Demacratic 10
0 000
trusted with official responsibil-
ities, or whether or Wort am ae-
xustomed to redeem my prom-
ises and obligation* to them.
• "Upon their sound judgement
ASKED FOR
f 1 
-that have been sold and paid for
federal building in the e. • if are yet_to be shipped out. 
.
' doubt aboukiny position upon g 
city
the
the Louisville & Nashville Rail- 
important llolitic.u! subject. Murray. He has also introduced - company. . 1 At a Meeting of the Execu-
now. a like measure askingfor a sim-."1
• ".1.3 up.3n the iissaes r.. G. T.
 Abernathy, 1. A. tire Board of the Farmers Un-
liar appropnation for ‘hts home
prominentbef:)re Ole eountry, it (Swain and A
. A. "Ialivei-...ais ion of the county held in Cadiz
well town of Marion, Ky.
the peole af Kentucky 
isived almost simultaneously and last Saturday, itwas ascertained
It is ,ible that this 1),11
know 1..,v."1 stem!. and what my • P°3- - . ' '-- pro
nounced Miss Conway . dead. that the Union pools of the
itt  -it th.. t
 and
I am in .n.rarty aceord with the account of the prominence of i1 wa ved. The physicians found Mr. M. Herman We, of the
i
Mr. James and the further fact
principles (of.',.the platform Of L,....- L 
has asked but for
a note on the *esker. in the bed- IN ii,-,nisk
the Baltimore convention, and t"'"" "e "as asn
.".14 "lit aor very -h• h • 
--------- amilatry. Miss Jes•
- 
room, a ic was not addreseed, sic- U. ' C Wallis. of the Glenwood
but stated in substance that she country...were married yeater_
had suffered all her flesh could day afternoonat three o'clock.
stand and had decided to termi- M M 'Peal d •
little in the way of appropria-
it would be my, endeavor as a tions of this character it is gen-
member ofathelsenate. without 'erally accepted that Mr. James',
ta ' display, t, bills will receive the considera- • Q.
 ...
neatly and effx ieraly aasist Pres- nate i
t all with the peace that -
both' branches of con- nie Futr
ell were married' yes-
iden t Wilson and his-   titan of 'n death. In a few mie-
utes after the shooting dozens •
adminis-
tration is fulfilling the promises gress and liberal appropria
tions terday morning at ,ten o'c
lock.
made to the le in that plat- will be allowed for the .pui 1-10211811 of 
lien were present 
to 
offer 
 The marriage took place at the
set out in the measure. ' e
i._  bride's home near Merchon's
aid and condolence, *MOSE
C. 
17 bridge in the presence of the
first to arrive were Rev. .. . o. here of the immediate ram.
—red-coughs that retiat-w-aterfiejd avid
form and in the recent campaign.
Party Masai& to De.
• "The verdict:of the American
people in trie',.recent National ordinary remedies requi
re both ,., Her brother. •Ed -.. F. Con- "les and a few sPecial frien4
election was unmistakable -and external and internal treatment. 
. of the Canadian Bank of , lirs. Clyde Dow
ns returned to
emphatic. They _voted for a If you buy a dollar tie of BAL..
 Commerce. in Mexicncity. Me-, her home in Louisville last week
definite change inrcertain Poli- LARD' OREH 'NP SYRU
P ice, was recently found-dead aftersa uvisit.,..k.of 
several week'
cies of the government and res. you get t remedies Yriu vvith I bullet wound in. hie side 
'he' to ".er .*...,---,-- Mk,- a a
ration sif ' its control in the--need for the omit'. There
 
. I
ere which probablY arffed on her 4.alre• "
•111.•—•--
people, dethionemett a die la a BERRI )
 PEPPFIt - •
power et' tope-..:i interest,. re- Rt1S_P 'TER for the chest. 
_ _
••• • eitiren living in the southern
Gel Yron: „, rt. o• rt afar  with s+ith bottli• ty 
terve; ssia-Irelle:raet -4-4110..4,1ftiv4„...4tiaa .Iaat
• tints a•i• t • Om- ..‘ f;•:e.& r t. e•.• nievr 




amuse 0. a_ Presen --s"--toronet W.-T. Sno
w came to count) had about *TittitIO'Paands - co le  Ap 
should be elected_to:the senate. for 
hold an inquest but this was of tobacco pledged*consideration. and on
Fourth- of July staggers hua:an-
ity. Set s;over against, it. how-
ever, is w:Yrahrfal
by Bucglen' ica Salve., of
thousands, cely.) ed_ from
'burns. cuts, bnises„ bullet'
wounds or explosions. Its the
quick healer of boils, u'keers,ec-..
seam sore lips cr plies. 21.. at;
Dale & Stubblefield.
alytic stroke. H.- eighty
years of age.
Mr. Leveingston L. Pope and
Miss Mallie I. Ika..ens who live
near Linton, surprised a nuns-
her of their friends Sunday
morning, Nov. 24. by driving
over to Esq. B. pt: Sholar's
where they were quiet,: mar-
ried. f . •
County Clerk Davis Wined li-
cense yesterday afternoon. for
man-Fare of -Mr.
man and Miss Mamie 13.
Diuguid. The marriage 'Neill
take place today.
Mr. Arthur T. Banister and
Min-Nam:tie Adams, a popular
_couple  AO o ..b,.
Cadiz several were Misr-
siva last ever.big nix_ !y_Irkia,
Reccrl •
+M. •
Home lured Last Thursday.
The home 'of Richard Boggess
together with nea.-ly all of
contents was destroyed by fire
last Thursday at about 12 o'clock.
The' fire originated in the roof of
the building near a chimney and
was under great headway when
discovered owing to the extreme
; The Latham damage suit, in
the Federal' courtat Owensboro
I was Continued Monday .of last
'week until the next term, A
number of Callov-ay citizens are
defendants in the suit.
: BURNED TO DEATH
high wind at the time. His Aged Calloway Lady Suffers Nor-
home was located a few miles ale Deadi Win asthig
northwest of the city. He 'car- Burns From Body.
ried $600 insurance on the build-
ing. 
•.
Makes the Nation _Gasp. 
*Mrs. Nancy Barnett, of du:
Shiloh section of the county.
The awful list of injuries-en a and about years of age and
one of the most wide!:: known
and esteemed ladies of the en-
tire county, was buinCld to death
at herhome last Saturilay. She •
a as at home and was 4rtssed it
a flannelette stilt and in reach-
ing to le mantle board to se-
el-0- a nrateh with which she ex-
pected tong-ht a lamp.- it being
about five-o'clock -in the after-
noon. 'her skirt was- draw* -
.the fire and the flames quick;y
• -spread over the entire garment.
har_n__ir.g the victim in a horrible
manner and from the effectso
which she died Saturday night
at about ten o'clock. -
The only other occupant of
the house at the time of the fa-











son, who did everything in his
power to extinguish the flans.
Her clothing were burred en-
tirely Item her hody.
rs.-EVireett. wiks the -Widow'
of the late W, J. l3arnett and
was well known throughout the '
east side of the e•ounty', r,She
-survived by two sons, both my-




She was also an aunt at?
••;tiarrt4tt, and Una Bab-
a of this place. The fan-. 
_
Teral_tias held Sunday and..7
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COMPLETE WORK IN 5 YEARS
it.war.-Tra meek- looking own or
Mule it may not last. •
•Rome nes smile In tbe fare of ad
mrsity, but they don't mean it.
 - • -
Perhaps a girl's red hair Is Mr tbe
purpose of keeping her temper warm.
Many a Married man spends the
rest of hie days wondering why be
did IL
Congressman Humphreys Flouts the Sus.
potion That the Mississippi Ririe
Commission Se Abulished.
W•thitigton.--The river Ala halibut
co:entitle- of t hi. honer is ing 4
bill, ultieli tliairimin Sperkmen hopes
to pass throneli the hooey White. ese
r11istnias lethijaye. tevegreseinati Hanoiof-Leuisiane and Congressman Huns.
phreye of Miesbielpvi ere going to insist
Most people •damids• id:L/14' sew





itc):1;11141IWZr ?-frr e"unliintl‘the letter Ihit
•  • missive/ and hope to have a Jrclaratlier
compared .with the mamas steer interested in the bill conituittingthe got
Mexico's war lecke like the zotillr ertunent to the 
anupletion of the levees
opera kind. within eve years. . .
The government sengineem estimate
Sometimes a man tries to please his that 11 "ill require about Svis.naahlaal 
to
erg,. Jest the opposite way be would raise the whole Weer !Ms 
to a grade and
Say other -woman. sootiest strong 
enough to withstand •
fined equal to the one whieli Passed 110*-11
The trouble with the man who mays the river last- spring. 
Heretofore the
Is smart thing is that he always beck, lasso diatrk* ha** been rentribetine
It for a return date. about U fur every. Si a
ppropriated fie
levees her -the federal government, but
A southern- aviator who /sniped the eongresentes from the kiiier 
river
from a biplane praved-thist-it-dismote-issise-40-iiiituesiegengrema hereafter to 
re•




to au,uruuri.ate two dollars for-every utir
Ws may be sure. that -te *•a-airese-ereised-tre- t fre-ve-restnelevrte
hen which eats • ceihent..floor in or- SW_ Humphrey. was asked what 
he
der to lay hard-shelled -eggs. :'; thought of the prop.wit ion • Is ii.11 11.14
111.041::*4•10 by err ta in 'interests on; the
The dleenvery that typhoid (greets, gissiosiepi rivieete here the elisseisippi
Carried al io by bugs and roaches.-adds river'rerinmereems shell/devil einl-elie•re
a few mare things to be swatted.., 'To ibuliali the is•looppi, river c•otti
W0U1.1 not ...may lue_ a ...flint.
1140Plell In an aeroplane accomplish- bliiieler, but would nothi
ng shirt of a
es the siemlnale Impossible by in- calamity .to those 'who live lelend the
creasing the hazard of matrimony: levees on (fie lower If such
a .eroposition were aerionely neelr at
That the stingless. ere la. 11111.. o let b
cursor of the singles@ mosquito is the
earnest prayer of New Jersey people.
•
November has no hay fever, no
Christmas rusk and no spring fresh-
ets. Yet very few poets sing its
New York's barroom for women
Is variously considered. Some inno-
cent observers are envious and some
IWO 00t.
About the only thing that can be
said for the eclipse of the moon is that
one may watch it and smoke at the
saute time.
every eonteressman who iutderstemin any-
-amp *beta (be' question, and I beim
not the remotest doubt that such a sug-
gration_would be , eyeseirlieliningly de-
feated."
••
Nese Gave Sigs if 'Feelings as &steam
- Pronounced.
New York.-"iiyp • the ;Blood,"
"Whitey Lewia," -Lefty Louie" and
"Dago Frenk," the gunmen convieted of
the murder -of- Herman Rosenthal, were
sentenced by Justice Geff to die in
eketrie chair at. Sing Sing during tlw
January 
A Terai woman left Sitlo.00 r
None of the conslemned men gave anyfo .
visible sign of his feeling:1. Aceompsnied
support of old maids tut bow are
they going to be con•kted of being 
by 't414"..df Varburg-vr and 
twelve 'kr"'
old maids? 
tree the four Were torr4.1 through A big.
silent crowd out silo the criminal courts
'build lug. thrust nee the re.on tan and
taken to the Grand Central station,
where they boarded a trait, for Sing Sing.
There, with esierles Decker. former lieu-
tenant of pollee. c.orelenined AA instigator
That man who pleads for anesthet- 
of the Rosenthal tniirdse, they will await
ics for rats would probably -want dale- 
Pt,'nu1tnm-
reform administered to the' Sy before 
The wives of 'Lefty lemie" and 'Gyp
swatting him. 
• ; the Blood" an-1 a adster - of "Whitey"
1, Lewis were permitted to walk with. tbeir
• story from Chicago says there are', 
ftoin the train to the taison.
Nobody denies that aut..mf.b11,41 are
becoming cheaper, but th.-n floe can-
not eat even the costliest cuts of an
automobile.
calves there Worth 115.000. That's notb-
S200.000.000 FOR PENSIONSfag: there are calves on Fifth avenue
Mew York. worth 15.000.000.
Sherwood Bill Has Materially Increased
Pay of Veterans._„
W4411.1.0.41.-- Appropriat:•oi. cif nearly
d210,0•ii5,inno for peusion• I. set.-ratan of
▪ 'li11.174. "A1:1 Ia,. neeessAry at the
ghort •es-ion a.f Th.s imusia41
on. • taf t
flier seitre 0,1: mak:. tip
a ..!ene-t of
rem in ef hy the
'.411erW.441 bli Ise. winter ,•71.1 Ilse pro-
portiot,ste, it re•••.• of tlic general pen-
sions author:red b th. 41.1. •
Estimat•-s by member. of emigres* in-
dieate- teat (Ti.- r.-gular pension bill pr,b-
al.'s 1.• II earf 'about Sil'erion.ioo.. eine
in it•Af. will be a re,-n -break "ii ee al
as the Sheryl...4 law my.;
n1Y-ry
r:r • :a.. -
.14'hile there will be little legesIstitne
President'. of lateciational Company Di. 'Always Alf of Mystery in Case 
sari except to appropriat  it is it
retied to Produce Document That - Guy. Dtx-Patrick Has Made Res. tart that th
ee' hills sill be mere item
ordithitily important le the feet pier,
ecutive Committee: 
they is iii eery iii ii h In the
. second place, they will Ire- etiornioUs irt
- - .. Albany, N. Y.-Albert T. lestrickearlici ti.. aggregate. . - ... .
ceicAgo.--IL C..klaskins, president. ..it . is serving ri life erne:rice ie Sing heel Weer tbe•edding• machine. .•iniplef••
the fot-ernatiotial tlarreater Company. ot jrtm for the murder of William 5141-1, their weife-fiett itsreis 4. they st ill err
emoricie bere the bruait al a ay. ..re cr....- Hier, all 114:0,01 millisinAire, in New loth "apprepriations ane author/rale, in all
eantniiiAt ion by .%ttorney Grosvenor. e.. city uti SepteMbc•f 23, limn, %AA par- pbil•Aliality of iienrly $1.1anymilni. in.
a . . ,:rur,-vioned-br-tMe-. Dir. ' - - diCaljetia went, to the biggest_ rallied.
el the _hearing au the  harvester ee,..4,,_ triera.aatrieikr, boylothweasiseatere.clofvr.omiii_gthg.:11:1;
time suit here. ..; . ' A .rivers and harbors =hill, abieli sill
ewes in the history of the g.••••arraient.
It .devrlopecl as a result Of Mr. 11.1.• December, luon, hAiii mode a rensark•tol carry about Selleiiiitemo, and a public
kills' esAminatiini that the gut ernme: t ' fight ler freedom. A le wyer by protein- Nemeses bee ,.,e.„ I „ue tu„t Is. thou
is laying great strew& upon the impor- aeon, he protested ale is 41...%. Biggins anoRpuitam, are on ow card,.
401141 GIME* .1011  .1•11.1.4 ..... .roplUnited the death .mitenee to late iln• •
lesmer otrivial, to rue McCormick 411 .1,641.11Mellt, declaring that the governoe ETTOR PARADES 5TH AVENOE
The dictates of fashion has put the
ban upon switches and puffs We will •
soon know what our best girl really
looks like without her disguise.
There are some things we do not
understand. One of them Is the mad
and almost universal desire to change -
the color of a meerschaum pipe.
A Los Angeles youngster stood on
his head on the top of skyscraper-to .
'Nest his nerve." lie eas arrested,
for shattering the nerves-eft passers
A taxicab In Athens,. according, to
-as =thane, is called a polipolytan.
tocInetharmorale That's abet a
taxi chauffeur is called in nes country
when be presents his bile
5-
Milk makes an excellent tonic for
the hair, according to tee prima donna
who discovered the 11e.i0o lump of
asthenia. Those press agents do
Pipe Lines Must Report.
hive to work bard for their money. 4-1-•  •- ' 11,
Beef is probably going higher, but 
. .
rabbits will soon be on the market, " ; I •
At the same time they nin eiet b .
widely popular until someone invents'
a device to dig fit out of the teeth
A playful persop threw a Melon into
a passing taxicab in Itrooklyn the oth-
er night. Many_ an actor along the
great white way is praying that mel
ors ticresotetercome-reiputate intetithril
for ben fruit.
America's oldest dome* says modern
physicians are not much better on
was' than the healer of • half (-en-
quires') But the *old fashioned doe
a and
dleesoot to treaCtbeybave noeadays.
An inerease of more than one-third
tit the number of cigarettes eresumet.
. hi .tbree menthe Is another proof that
edleertising pays,
 •
Mayor Fitzgerald of Bolden favors
▪ Mw limiting hatpins to miz inches
e-a$11.eanee4-_--lailke !Mania.
Sts attempt be•Soforce
"Woman- makes the most of key
, saes an "ad" writer Mr a de-
- pertinent store Ant that descent pro
veal the department store from otter.
- Mg her all- the aid she will accept,
•
Committees Wiped Out.
Weeleee:aie-ett 1:: • ••• : -
of een.:1 .efed nest
ll•i. lerw 1.,.
jad .• t, :T.. .1 the ifixi-e u.11 be
in Lie e .94 ..f 1 ---------Sm• .
" atrate r) 4 -
of NebilAska, alit/ a 1, :4 .•1111 a eel-
•tor. The Rel.iiiiticane base fared little
betrer 11111,reg;Fir.4., the Ales and meens
eommittee. Serena rsyne of New
Yotk sant Joseph VI', Fordrer of Mich-
I igan are the only Republiein member-ef that esessmittes. wise was set awe
Jaunt's herring. - lied no legal right te ...Alice! the original
The*e letter». meet a period .frinn De sentence and impose a punishment of -his Thousand -Laborers March. Singing the
camber, liet.,, to January. 1905 The let- imprisonment. ' ' ellareellaise." •
tens, it was said by Mr. Grosvenor. re- . "Three has always been an air of mvs. NeW Verk.-eiffli 111e .. the street
ferred to price lilting, atipvreseon of cone . tery is this important C.1.0." GOV. Di% WhI1114. vi•ry name -.pens wealth. elanit
petition in rpri011A seetio1111 of the iseun. said. "Quoting Men the minority epee
try and to methods of hendling atoll!. imi of the court of appeal.. the stmts.- when 
nos:it:Ill  sawpo rityheAt";:tr.1 7 to...1,4f:. ..f life"
who were sailing othet" titan lilt. rnA its-re that 'oserroUll.leil the detentl•nt
tional articles . Oen% el :(hat a fair and Impartial Trial 11-134- 441"4"-a- )4°41'4- 44441S -40
4444 -lb"-
letters all. 1.1-....111te then• at the hearing..
Mr. 11.1.14C111• wa• directed to gig these wo• seereely- prissibtee ---- - 7 - 
7'--- - . ..t1:111, 1...10.,...,:liitiou,otot:Aft.i.r17,1.1....::11,:.,gii1:1,": :,tai  i.I :1:.k.....IN:i.1:1,:r 1:zi-
-I trust that Mr. Patrick will ileside • ".11""7 -
' the center- J....ph .I. Liter. a ru.1.1‘ -
wive ennimittee ilAted .luly lc, 1!•et, 31 . "During the pa.t year 'I have
Mr. 11A.kin• also wale gi••en ewlifi: di- his energies to A complete vindicAtion oi






it Iva, rut :mated elvirge. were much consideration to this ea., all A ill '
made from a ..11e. eortiMit 1 .• • to ....one soptioord ii. at ti,' 11"1"ndau1 is 111i !tied 
, faiiisanids laif au j!k1;s.47.3.d.1:11.1.,..titrivjiiir:b..:tt..1,1.1: j'in.l
other method in the menagton. at et tie. te haVe :1 loll 1.31-,1,116.•
.1:;:::.1":::;;;:i.j‘;;;In.b.11:;ar:Iseds.:.;":1::utt'lli..;..:hgl.I:;, ' illil.:1-.7n1:1;41."..11::::- :1.'::::AllIrt.1"iirl":::al:rw::1'.
larought abanit the .1...itb of Mr. Rice. not ""'"ki "1"-.4 4""" 1" I ."'"" ''''1"-"". ilir"
1 11. ii.. n Ake-I.:cis ii the a-tentue 110•11.Iti,... It was prim-i-pally upon the t,- : - •
In. vs ,,f 3.,41... a I.,. co,f..,.....ii h,L, i„ g ad. 1 eim. pione.1 a fel earuation ''ii his lapel.
nirni.re-rert. chloroform to Rice at the biet- 'ea '14/4-11 •41"-rii - -lik.'41°Dd -1"-unt."--ki".̀"
hest of Petrel wbile Rice wits:a-bee, • hiteeftm...114.,:i:il-til.ypie:eirbi-froonini: fitrebnryi.it..aengairerl:iteil,
(lot Ihitri..k was eonsic•,...1. •.1.nies es- : in" 1""  A ""h4elmit.""4 lAmotingly. he
"rise eunceirreet ant haa long been able
to hide hi• identity from the eublic.




-foams inondivicsaaly 'rhea- en0o.I •
HI- r,,mr1.1..ty •4,1 I haw. hal in trs
bl• 111111-6,
0•11 DINA OS As, Deus fine.. sch • 111.,
ILIDNICY
P I I. t.
POOTIIII4MaUltra co.. n•n•i•. Y..i.
Take Notice!
have you a Mend addicted to Deis es
Levier? Ifs' adrirese me at once. C. P.,'
414 Ilichliss M.. Grand Rapids. Wahl's%
and learn tionediing to pear advantage.
Detailed infremail,m in plain 'rive!, ye._
Noptiviraimrsts. awe gene rele• Hof. assail, reseuve amyl.
• smitnnartionlmn-t•-•-••• 4a .55
VILEK. scassassaemass.a..••••:.74.
Pet tits Eve Sative
Rf LIU'S
SORE EYES
41 le dIfflett,lt 11 NUMMI ellaCt
this dual role or k stertunrtt- said ir '-
mate.
-yo prevent Malaria is far better than
tn cure it:- In malarial countries the a
&Air OXIIBINE regularly one earl, week
one Miss' Vourn.11. from Chill. ind Peva,
anal othei malarial se-rubies. Adv.-
*al,. &pal-tine:it
In this conneetiont Attormy Sir -senor
:
-Vou. a* preeident of the ...Meg c;iim
tinny. Are tier th• of
your company Anil for rho, i• it ticia•Ar
report. I want you te mul.r.t it -1 liar
if they have been taken from
yoo are responsible, and yoit ..;„!,it to
know it. I want you to gs} 111...'repOrt




International Trading Will Reach total
Of S35.000.000.000.
Washing/mi.- el 3 tar ti.'
1.11..inesiri Will re 1.-1, the
enormOu• ..f feS,00tieSi.1.111141. ac-
State Has Never Before Produced So Wa-!ohatoti.---The depArtmeaut is
Much Grain. !making plans tO sure for th.• 1....tortt .111
1.411.4111., erepe of wheat. shelter of the Army of veterans, 4 ezif.e..
co and oats this rear Are the lareee crate as sell an Federal, who are to At-
% tete] the madaitnialiacret_itil_the 1;r4c1.! Armythe 4rAte ever has produe:-.1,
of the Republic 4.11 the ba41.-tiel4 'of
to • report of the state hoard 'it agr: 114ettv..burg ne•t .1111•• shim th.i' fiftiethcorditig to a report 14411ed by Ow 1.411.411, 11.. ire't' win-at 
pro_p.„,,t
anniversary of the great biter Will beof foreien end Jemestie comeerce I 91 '1' 1PM 1.21 T.:0111.1XX, acres. The re- celebrated.
Th.- new tienr.• will ..r.d.airl.-h a, rerot.i. 1"
1_31,1_ Hl_er ealiV1114 111_
It is roughly- estimated 40,000 vet-for it i. !mar billion dollar, eir;,.:intearotub:)i eei i l"'rt '""I'''' •
•Ls, tra.de in luta isud inure -11". v''''It''' - 1 valjle 4 KAn!"' '' he"' . e-f.r..41".nerly:".11titri y. Is:, that aid gre. t .Leal.  iiil 
Niany persons do not realize that a
it done in 1 ••9:0. t went y-t • •. vears ago. corn At .1 ...It. Ili!! '''yeAr is $111,s7..  • • -. • ,..i.k.
' must be done to rt.-lair:- .iiarte. 
of read stomach well cause insomnia.
. or :about .1-7.7Loinamou more than n1 1911. • .' • - • . Coffee and tea, drinking being-suck. , -sel ere teener ricer •11111. V h. ......:
_ ,Ilstorgan Corners Mosey Market 1-11" "r" I"'"4 1- 17'4 ;a," '9 194" " "..I'  dent-of ;Ite.Cnite..1StAt..-:1;losT..7.•.eir-ti-...;-. 
an ancient and respectable form of
- -See- % --A --aie ix • 5.1... ..r.e. 4/.1111-44.11 tt'eir value Was $164.2'.12.7.21-. "Th.
, .• -., .. , - •-• ..,npani,-. !, , ! •-rol-lierear 111 s \ • 16... of th.....- of leo% tee pelves , '"';' r&'''' ''''t''' silt '' '1. 1'1'7'1 7"4"^ otoi of the principal causes of dye-
th uit ..;,,• 'Morgan yields acre in each inetePee r",,-I.kr•abl: ,'In.,.1.1,..n,:. 1,,:i.iiiix... ...,..,t I, 0..,,.., .::.,,i7.3..' a
Ye." - ; of .tales Atm otner ho7A111... u;,.. ,its• 1
. ‘ .., .: • • habit, few realize that the drug-e.af-
funs ceiroffueeta..asn.d tea. IS
piirvienie7a anndtaniii:vo.i:. 11,•,- I.,. it1.1 I k.•t. P-1.• ,,,:; rite WA• 1.4.1-.• I...A.7s ...-r. •
of the local coll.  1/. ... hut t",....a. ee. „: th.
re. -̀..,i 1,i, t.. ta.iit• per e ii• -11,e h4,•114e.t -1h I. •..ar KA11.-A4 rais011 114•u....., _I . ,..... . - ... , ., .  . .. , , W11110111 their usual portion of cof-
r...• . •e,. lee: 1. i• rif•tr ..r., I x foorrh ef .01 the Boer eii .. ; 1"•'''' nun -I he th I.-----------• •••  ea- . fee or tea. the caffiene topers are
,n .r., ._ . _.4.,.. .4.,.,, ifir./,,,,,!,,..,_i :.,,, the 14 ,t. I •..t:1:.... Th.. , .! i 1 .
-She ported Colonel. 
nervous, irritable and fretful. • That's
. etie ee I, r..4, Illr• lt, 1,•,1 11 1....e, 
.t he way with a whisky drinker. He
, • , o. • - '... e; l'...-ze i a 1!41-I 1.1 .,'.0110."4.41 Ii lied',.. Tha• Aia- ,: - . ,„, , -- _ - has got to have his dram elti settle hie.• : •
  __ enerses -habit.------------------ .  _  t rem- yeed_ee: .a.cril_i.s......-__Li_:;.1 bgAsel..._
-,..., . :-... its.. •-p... x: les .`1,7 :I 'Id: 1.311.14%.'.`17 .T.‘lrif.t"„.. i.,,,,m, res.. in 1...;‘,....,.: ..
. ....Are. ot busle.;..... :.ens a I -oh - i - i, 7-.0.1y .1;iii, ,•.'.,• 
Iser•••••. 
, a.tre...-t, 1..., in . • 1: 1,1te:ii...o.:1..p.,,.1, ,, I.*, t.1 :1:,,:„....14  opit:is; .aum.•  
, 11- ,111- Tel It NON ..1 111 1'.. 1. I
14'. 111a111`r if you want to try it, becenen
To leave off coffee or tea Is an easy
elves a - gentle but natural
legeeme the irony of fate that while
the grass widow Is in clever, the -reel
Widow should be In weeds.
irs,11.1, ran.* 11.411Ina quietly r•dere.0. 5als11111•1111
of Meath 14.110444 1 f.-. hours. 145aa5loir.••••••
tree imam peens assasete..arsaineess.
The Reason, .
"Mine is a iitiutelot." he -moased-_--- - -
lie moaned about it because his lot
was so sunny be couldn't sell it.
The World of Elegance.
”VVP never buy anything In this OS
pensive store. Why do you gaze tot
hours at -those duminleale -
"Well, Edward, one learns from




"What was the story of the opera?'
-What I heard ran about like this:
In the first art 1 learned that Mrs.
Wallaby. the society leader. is about
to sue h.:r husband for divorre In
the second act I learned that Mine
totta Plunks smuggled in that fa-
mous pearl necklace. and in the third
heard that Mr Gerald Piffle is rap
idly drinking himself- to death."
Peter Doubt's Recipe for Success.
"When 1. am asked." the Minnie
epees Met:Fenger quotes Peter Doubt
as saying. "the secret of succesa, I-"
-Surely onbody ever came to you for
.that." interrupted his wife, with just
a touch of sarcastn. "Not up to sq
far," admitted Mr. Doubt, calmly.
"hut some day some one will, llotia•
to. Everybody over tiny years of age
is asked, sooner or later, to way what
he thinks is the secret of success.
And so when they ask me I shall say.
'Simply this: if you feel that yogi
must be born, try to be born lucky."
-
A DOCTOR'S SLEEP
Found He Had to Leave Off Coffee.
• •
dorel4hl'GPOlidtw-'Disco---serer Dead. contain any drug-nothing but food.
- - re--To the nerves eiedEdoes not
lieno. Neve Jeer • Berke. pirtner of Plesieinns know this to be true. isf T tine. Wils-rn Jano.4 Mat-t• tit. wig,* .. Uric Irnhanive6e%
rrdWrilenr)1•41r of a long-
standing cage of Nervous 'Dyspepsia
by leaving off coffee and using Pea-
nut.- pays the. doctor.
• I also enjoy refreshing sleep, (Se
which I've been an utter stranger tar
to years. •
"In treating dyspepsia in its various
types, I find little trouble eh. n I cat
induce, patients to qult coffee awl
adopt Posture.*
The lir. Is rigid and "there's -
reason," Road the -tittle book. "The
Road to Welton*: hiapligs.
Post urn now comes in concentrated:1
powder forth. called Instant Postum,
It Pe prepared by stirring R level tea-
senonfitl in a Cup of hot eater, adding
sugar to taste.-and enough cream to
bring the color, tit golden brown
Insfaiet I. Post= is enneenlent:
 theeiniPhe witetet and the flavour Is
always uniform. Sold by grocers --SO-
anettla 30 et,e lee-rue tin 60 cm
, A &cup triat-t* mailed Mr wroeerliii
Jilin* and 2 cent stamp for postage.
Pest um Cereal , Ltd., Dalt lo Greek.
Mirh -Ade
9 000 Tutks Surrender BABY IN THE WHITE HOUSE
: to., ,,.:
Squat Standard at Morality,
Plitlactelphia.-e- What -Select* ref hy st-
eer* a1,1 ae!e‘ste• iobP one of the mist
steeessfal eantentioviri ever -held by the
National' Anictican Wommee. Sufifrase'
Association Nellie to an eat here after the
adopt** at telcolutinibe on several 
pseleat
mend en ...vie) istanitard of 'morality for
man and weasel's- essemeseil..tise govern-
ment for its ellfortai to 0114 esk1•144.reial•
ille11 vise and favor arboration among
amides "to the end that wars might hi
prefleated..
•
eel/ '-esise°•-•eie "wile rialesetweepe. ee• 1.
• ; '••••••
Ii
.BRIGHTEST SPOT OF ALL
siorigill
HARVESTER TRUST GOV, DIX PARDONS




/MANLY 11.100,000.00U MUST HE Allk
PkorRIATEU.
-
WILL OE ROUTINE SESSION
Demegrats Pr pare for April Sesame
Tilts Order Puffing Nonuser!'
in the Civil S. MC.. 11,1,iv II
Iterekefl.
111(0.1111111/1011.-The last seitai.011 of the
voliyares, *Well opeue.1 it
noon 1111.0ti.loy, will _he fenniarril niuse lay
matters reluiptig to the itist)41eird eon-
gee.. than fir iitiesiema of isiliortanes
and dhreet beeruig. other words, the






Ivo/ Does • Sharp
Pito" 1.1" rein Hit You,sere
p.••••1 ifiT-ViTiirkeiir4fie---Steliei-
iirrsion within the lends of thing* ow-
litany nevessary for the routine of gore
vent:wilt. .This iii•-aue that. _the .piteutite
of appreprilition bills sill be the chief
resulta of thereverhtg-sreaion.
Should the i .tier of l'reaidesi
Taft, placing 36,000 fourth class post-
ampler* in the chiselled eerier, mit be
revoke.' or anspetillisi by Need/err %VII.
son. there ale be very ieethe way
of federal isitonetee for Detnieritti.••ment-
her• to bent.or. pre...tire
La. hair the Taft order revekel fir 411*.
GOVERNMENT CHA1101111 COMPETI• !fp 111111211010 Uf 11100 1011 ION witi be made by fem....rote mem.
• TION SIJPPRESS1011. TrozirtyrintuormarstaL---- -berm. terwetentelert-itetimr, e
undersiriod to he a hearty silb...4110er 10 
100 LETTERS TO-BE soovar--wArluvint-i-mr--  -
1 11111  /114111•
- -Dealt Witb-Meetiag of Rs. fey
Confederates and Federal' Will Be Re-
It • Nog.,
nth hhiniee,
serially it lb.. '







ill _for the ides' r
I run it
I frelay, ti say,
Mons us Daigle
if loess.
I se Ileati's kidney Pills. This r..,
remeity tures bad
A (3444A444) t'Atult. •
'1' ttiflatoorom 4.* row Nem Pr,
ii.r.• "I tool ••••• e.1, •
onsaa me Ride. re 1 rouni not sirni•io
1̀.4"...15;81::1171;...,1
D-O-A N 'S
,•• •• hear the %Tee*. .sanies president of tile Stelf• ealifornis. died, ri, at' here.
M h.-Ise-en the, Povt of 1 tedeae halls of the Where Bee e for lne veAr4 Rinke Wit,. one of -t ri
batch A lb mot &I. . t me in Ill ',fl tigUre• in to ..... .,11" life.
-4••ittc thc• tont Hyrf- 'ma  ,
Republican Suceeeds Rayner. 1 he hrlar is 16 1111-11th• 01 4 4044.-
11.0 Mots, NH.- -fee. 4:01.1.1.0rough an. plume, diviehter of Mrs. 1,0,01
the appeintnient of n illem P. ef 1:•1. igh, N. C., a tsvorite meets of
Bop. natioma committee- the n. it 1.-c-.1,1••111. Cos. tt il
man fie- Ntar, land, to seer,...1 the tate ,•on ..••• to hlsc. ote,1 Mr*. Cothvai,
t S1/111`. ••411.11tor leeener. tie to make hee hear. in the Weete Woe
:in serve out.41.-lisnuanr>.. 1,014_ • during the four yesira-feetri -March 4 at
col Ratildell Dead.'
5.'a-Iiirigten.--4 oli, 11.iii:. 1 NI. Ransdell.
sersianest-arine of th.rateeted Styles
.sesele.erremer I-nit...it-States niirrhs1 for
the llistri'41 of 1-.*Iiimbin, awl an intimate
(Cone of tee late' theeideet -iiirriaon.





Los Aegeles.-The worlie reerit4 for
attitude with passetier was' hmia,d,
when Atiater .1ohn s•
eendee to a height of 5,111bri fee., flat ty
was made in a monoplane.
•
- Selling*Ligest a Felony.
. !els. Kai.-- lee, fret emeirtien untie
the .1•Atmasi law %%hell mike. tietsi.te.it
1 -Oat mei. ..f the ptoVhitleri littiter At••
. a felony vas n•Inreted by a jury **tee
lira Leer. Ito.enl•erg.i,l'n.ler the !prom.
ivif tit" ventim. :'Mt* leis
eneerg will he
e-stence.i.to th... twaifiefli4rey.. ; ,•
,  ._ .......„. , _____ __:_. __, .........a.....:
.Seow at 4tlantl.
Ailintee'res. -Th.'v feat atiow.,af
11;c4alo. 1•21:.'„ bete' .11




Women Enter Politics. •
Ineten. Vi ...nen' will take pi I•nti.
eant part in ties mterithe ••ity
in %lore 11.mi .0.0‘,1
men•oha‘e re4(610111.1 iii F,011 121•411• -
nearly three ten*-, a, male as lures iimisly
Ile_
. WilL,Pbotsaripti Wain*
• Cleveland.- 6.--rtlief of Peeve Keeler
Matted Wliers that henceforth all tees
anii•wainen taken to hea.etearter• -frven
grill .a..0ms and quest fenehle places meat
be ••photogra1h.•1 sad IneAsilrs11 by the
ttillow. system.
New 'tore. 'the Rev. .Dr. Robert c.n.
. ylpr, ferotor enter Vill Of the t hunch of
Jar nun divine diedlat his:hada* hew; aged
it
the Messiah, avid a whitey Contra i in.
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- - fear always.  el
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siege that had
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/ley say that coming emote ease
'timer shadows before, but eertsinly I
whelk E.Idt Mf °Inc°
the afternoon of Aril te-eiltii, a
• maelstrom of mystery and tragedy
Into which I was about to plunge. I
as worded and anxious. It Is true,
but only as every young man is who
ds.lamself for the first time deeply
love. There was no pongee of evil.
foreshadowing of the terrible chain
events that all but destroyed me
f in -my fellow-man, and left its
Priark so deep upon my memory that I
to not believe Was ever can wholly
efface it. .. .
Sven now that It is all ended, and
Das shadow which hung so heavily
ever tbe household of my sweetheart
Wm been dispelled and the band whose
_ Ilheelllah ingenuity 
and w 
Irrofieht-
gilt Is paying tee DenalfY-
reck to so nuttry-thereeent
bihlnd
Orison bare even now I shudder at
no sight of anything yo'il(ne• A scrap
of yellow vapor vividly needle-anal
 . - fear always will -seesaleethe painh
events of the last few weeks.
Lhad. been waiting ever albeit my re-
. .t•I• a from court for e.telephone fires-
tone* that bad not come-the word
from Louise which i felt would decide
gay fate. I had written to her the
  Italliat borers, askew if I might go to.
iber in the afternoon to speak on a sub-
Sect of importance. I knew she would
Understand the object of my letter,
though all that I had asked was that
like would telephone me earlier than
Ow whether she would be at home
  From my _windowet_had_ Watched the
great hand on the Metropolitan tower
clocecreep slowly tu twelva---As--t
chimes began to sing the hour of four
I felt that I could bear the suspense
Uo longer. Message or no message. I
Would go to her at once. Before the
vibrant note of "On-n-n-n-e" had oiled
away I closed my desk with a bang.
ea the fourth stroke reverberated I
stood with hat and overroat on. my
hand on the knob of my office door.
Sloping yet to hear my telephone ring.
Impatiently I waited a minute and
then dashed toward the elevator. The
telephone, I harmed afterward, rang
elmosit the minute I aas out of the
room and Louise's voice called fran-
tically for me, but I was not there to
hear.
It was only a short walk up Madison
avenue to the home of ileneral Par-
rish, the father of Louise. With the
doubt that possesses every Imer on
such a mission as this, 1 a:diced it,
wow laggardly, as misgivings filled lay
heart. now quickening my pace as
hope routed my fears. As I turned
the corer into the stneet where the
Varrish home is &Rusted my steel
were leaden. What right hadt to ask
Louise Fattish to be my wife! The
daughter of a man worth many mil-
lions, a girl of exquisite beauty and
of many accomplishments, en... who
could choose a husband wie:re ehe
willed-whit right had I to hope that
Ishe would ever consent to become the
wee Of a struggling young lawyer
such as I? To beoure, any family was
of the best. With my earnings and
the modest little fortune my father.
had left me I would be able to provide
for her. But as yet. though my pros-
pects were bright. I amounted to noth-
ing In my profession. It would be
years before I could hope to-give my
wife the luiuries to which Louise Far-
Maim had been accustomed. .
On the other hand, I felt that with
Louise as My wife I could do gregt
things. I loved her with a great love.
I felt that her affection and companion-
ship would be inspiration enough for
eny man to conquer the world. I
hoped that she loved me. I recalled
the trifles which seemed to. show, at
!east, that she found pleagure in 1117
etrebety. I tried to comfort tnyeeteloa
ey remembering that General Parrish
was • self-made man, that when be
married be was, as poor_ as I, If not
poorer I knew that, be liked me and
had confidence .n 'me, *tie It then.
after all. I asked mytelf, presuming
in me to hope that Louise would lis-
ten to me and that her father would
consent to her becoming my wife-
yet. why had she not teletiboned!
As I dragged my hesitating feet
across the street I was aroused from
my reverie by the rush of an autource
bile that all but knocked me over.
'With an angry impreemion at such
reckless driving I glanced up and
✓ecogniaed the man who 'occupied It.
Re was standing beside his. chauffeur,
ea If ready m leap out. It was Doc-
tor Wilcox, a noted practitionee yip
attended the Farrish family, and whom
I had met at their home. I plunged
forward 10 ansious dismay as I PAW
the machine ha)' before the Parrish
door and the doctor Jump out and rat
up the steps
My first. my *My thought. WAS of
Louise. N'bat could hive happened?
out:
ePh, Hardline thank God, you've
come!". •
It was almost the first time she had
Icalled Me by my name, certainly the
first that she vier had given herself
to my embrace'----------  her clove-
ly, thrilled through at the thought
that it was to me she turned in time
of trotible. Then, alt at once. I was
aroused by the opening of .-the door
through which Doctor Wilcox had gone
and the appeentece of a maid, who
ran along the ball.
"What is et f -Bife hriediehed
I asked.
"Katharine." moaned Louise, "Kath-
arine-ehe has herseff!"-
For a moment I was stunned. The
first-thought that came to me waa the
impossibility of it. What place had
Familiar enough, though I was, with telephoes that Katharine had met
tragedy in this happy, greet home?' Louise had merely told him over the
deeds of violence, with self-murder as with an accident, so he entered the
•
t
"Oh, Harding. Thank God, You've Comel"
It thrust itself forward in the courts
and In tbe lurid head-lines of the
newspapers, that such a thing could
intrude on the peace of this well-or-
dered household seemed beyond my
comprehension.
" I telephoned to you. but you were
sot In your ohles," sobbed Louise,
still -clinging to me in the ahandon-
Mont of grief.
"When did you telephone?" I asked,
even ender such circumstance* rejoic-
ing do leani that PITO had telephoned
"Jnat after she did it- I don't know
when it was It seerne ages ago I
treble to make sterol,' believe ft Meet
hare been as accident, though from
Loulse's manner I Leafed tbe worst.
Yet Katharine runlets was the last
person in the world of whom one
would think In conneetion with sui-
cide. A quiet, reserved girl of Meat
strength of charactor, several rears
older than Louise, her dignity and her
well considered actions had led nme to
believe her far lees emotional than
her younger sister.
"It was an accident, of course," I
Said, though doubtfully.
"No!" lapped lawise, shuddering
anew at the thought it tire horror she
had lust witnessed. "I heard the shot
and found her on the diaan Mr
room. The revolver was still in bar
hand-her owp reviver.
row the first time it cams to me
with sudden vivid fore* that la the
eider sister's life, behind the smiling
mask of rererve she always wore,
was hidden some sow ret sorrow. un-
derstood, now. that far-away -look In
her eyes. I felt there may have been
-there must" have been--ceneested
the knowledge of some niyittery that
Impelled- her to Uttar-ale-fel eland. Vet
little did I rulopeet. whither my efforts
to find why Louirees sistee bad shot
teereatif would leml ma.. .attille_dld I
imagine In what a web of criminal
cunning, of baffling. Clint., of bidden
evil, I would find myself-
As I strove to soothe Undies all-
fatten the doctor appeared at tee door-.
itay and imperiously beckoned me. I
tried to 'remade Louise to wait out-
side, but she elung tit Me WA,. a
friglitened child and Waisted an me-
companying me into the TOM. -
ales flashed through my mind I
garnet analyse Nether.5 only know
revel-Me the house but keep beetled
Si 'doctor. "We
through the door when I. too, dung
myself into the hall and stood there
wa in with rot volovaehanoth to ask
a fellation of the white-fat-4A, horror-
stricken maid who had answered the
doctor's ring.
"Where is alter t beard the doctor
ask as he flung his coal to the maid
and started up lb. Before *be
could - answer him Glenn were hurried
foot steps on the upper landing and
Louise peered down, the sulk(' in
her face lessening at the welcome.
sight of the doctor.
I gave a silly cry of joy and started
Up the mains.- Doctor Wilco% Was
ahead of me, three* steps at a time.
and, following Loulsee silent dine, "Dere," said thee doctor in the 
met
had disaenared In a roam ogs tones of authority, "I want you to
the sr coral floor. when I, with out. kelp me cane her into a quieter 
phicee
ADDroache I did before I oteleate."
act think to ask abet bad happened --'1111w-Isite-sildd-16siwilmo--gurdwartilg
`vita- was tit or what the Matter
lily onfy thougie was one of joy
that she tree alive Ill well. What
mattered If Louise was Ate? And dhe
emotion- that Stied me st is still Moro
Intensified when she ran etei-I-6--49. -4-1111-fo rend the Auctoes fake 
and put the
throwing herself into my arms, cried question she dared not ask.,
"Wiiirshe liver
Doctor Wilcox shoat • hist head
gis"17hley.iti just alive and that Is an:
I can not tell ye, whether or not we
can save her. 'I' re must be 'than-
lute quke. I am nem; to probe for
the bullet and se ...hart course it has
taken. Please telephone at once for
these two men. They are my hospi-
tal aides. As soon as they arrive- I
will operate."
As quit kly an we had laid the Renee-
less girl on lainise's bed. I -telephoned
for Doctor Wileose esaistante and
was fortunate In being able to reach
both Immediately, loulae and the
maids meanwhile were kept busy by
the doctor preparing for the operation,
so it fen to nay lot to break time news
to General Farrish when be arrived.
hewer as Mete Mi Noir the oppor-
tunity to be 'useful. "lute My rooms.
They are off 'le street and lialleh etti--
eter."
I sew the leek with which she tried-
bath his daughter% Du elder had dO
ways been his favorite. ea is ellag
the case with fathers who have se
son. Katharine had been both suit mid
dsuahleo to blur More her mether%
death genie years ago she had beea
pnicth ally head of the household. 11
wag in her that he relied fur every.
thing, and it was with her that he
diseussed all his business affairs Such
assoilatton bet WrIPti hron natural/7
bad strengtheued the builds into Mr
more t Ian he ordinary fat be r au&
daughter affect ion.
"My peer little girl-- Kathartneelar
little itattrartne,'"-tiwareertied in miss
a agent' that -wrung hvart---1111t
him.
lige-lirit-thouebt was to go to tooIII.
but the doctor forbade his present*
in the room I persuaded hire to go
to his "en •partnwrnts, leaving him Ia
the hinds of his valet and promising
to a... p him informed as to Kathie
nine's onditioa.
I eplyeas I felt Per him. It wee d
Loui44r i thought most.
with set constantly, le give her DA
  1/4
6.,
Wee it itr. Crandall?" Asked Louise ' cake- tn iniall""anlities 14 .1/:
 Hine'
Add the nuts 'last. !Jake or- steam
Kfil ay. fair II. • ho 1..,vo •
&het 'mows Swot/IL
it.' is Who* -toiler, hen
It. Who haolVII, Slot Snows ot that he
hangars,
If. Is rel.,- W.A. Ills,
Ii. wit. knew. sot arm mmwsraset-Wrot-as
brews sot. ------_
Ile la a feel-ehun him
Mis edge Mews realeana la rs,,es he bees*
. am. ---
N. la a child-leech HIP
-.A flit/IAA Pre•alebi
COIRNITMAIII DAINTIES.
Herr Is the reds* for • famous
Christmas fruit cake which haa
need the fables of eieveral of our
eresteeets. 40~am...ea& forallittell
Christmas Fruit Cake.-The
elite are am fulkosa:-..A.euund of bul-
let a pound of sugar, a pound of
browned flour. sifted, twelse eggs.
fit,' POUtidi of seeded raisins. ohe Led
a half4 Potted. of shredded citron, a
glass of grate Jelly, two teaspoonfuls
Of melted chocolate, a poun.I of can
died cherries, a pound of candied
pineapple, a pound of blanched al-
monds rut fine, a pound of shelled
pecans rut striall.•a tablespoonnal of
ginnamon, a scant tablespoonful of
nutmeg5 half a tablespoonful of an-
omie', a scant tablespoonful of pow-
dewed elevate a glees of grape Jake
and two teaspoonfuls of rose weter.
Soak the almonds over night in the
i:rosewater. and the fruit in the gripe
jutee for the same length of time.
4111-1"414731117111112"the well-beaten 4w—e
then the spices, grape Jelly and choc-
olate. Next add part of the flour, mix
well and then fold in the whites of the
ems, beaten stiff. Roll the fruit to
et-the-rest-ofehe eerie, ;Melee ltinto the
succor of my presence. As mon as 
from four to six hours in lame or
Doctor Wilcox's' assistants v arrIved.4 
small greeds If steamed, dry off in
, bringing- with them a nurse, Louise 
the-even for epfhour. •
and I were both battened irons the r 'fi Vol *u Yient -
Mahe a large
room. Gentle I der* her into a Mae 





a wave of heartrending agony as
swept over the veered He came into
his home erect, military, slightly per-
turbed, but still in manner and bear-
ing the vigorous old- soldier, fully
master of his emotions. My words
that told "him as gently as was pos-
eible hat had happened seemed to
sap all his vitality ins tam became
ashen pale, his lips quivered, greet
icre coursed down his cheeks, his
shoulders bent under the weight of
house almost wholly unprepared
the shock my news gave him.
I had before seen ,strong mea
never bad I witnessed
4411.;41_r. twi fa jiuis to. boiloold would.never etehe-theni:04,




Ilk aireheareetedieteetate auaneedeliorseti t -you
explaIn 
P be QM Ises ONO what an•
so? 






understand what we wanted, but final
ly she remembered that there had
been a telephone call just before
twelve.
"Who wanted herr asked Lades
and I together.
'fbe girl shook her head as tt N6
w !doted.
"Think, think." commanded "What
was the name! Who was it" If yee
answered the telephone. whoever If
was must have given his name"
Stupidly she shook her head srgain.
"Was it Mr. Crandallr asked Lou
MS.
bight came late Hildac‘firee at saes
"Now I remember," -she exclaimed
"Dot was MM. WW1* lidrANIffillIIV
CIV BS COSVIIMUNINg
al-
sitting-room, where, with the door
ajar, we waited to sae if our aid might
be needed. Tearless sorrow now
weighed heavey on her.
"Ten me everything." I said, with 
flooletalatle-Rub two hard cooked
my ernm about her. "Why did she do 
yolks with a tablespoonful of butter,
"I don't _knoW," eke-cried- esIt-
can't understand it at all!:lrbere.i6
some Mystery, some terrible inymery
that I cannot fathom."
"When did you see your sister last?'
-"We bad luncheon together. She
was sweet .and kind. Si she always
was, but e_cirruld me that something
was worrying her, -We were to ha
gore shopping together this a/termer*
but she told me that she had an er-
rand that would make it impossible
for her to go with me. I had re-
ceived your note, so I told her that It
would suit me much better to pot the
shopping off until: tomorrow. Right
after luncheon she went out-where, I
do not know. She did not use the oar
or call a taxi All I know is that die
eair gone about two hours. When she
came in I was arranging the flowers
in the dining-room. I beard her enter
and came out into the hall. She rants, a half, cup of shrtAided citron, pe_fiTiVel 'relitr firli7toes pitPr tilleV•Vir leasoeir
walked right past me without a word one-half pound of chopped suet, a halt oTtiZV" n51)4 akA"',12r17,1̀4. 4uu"•1-11".1*1
and went up-stairs to her own mom. 1 cup of candied orange peel, a half
ran up. after her, thniking she might cup of chomieri almonds, a pound of , The one time man d
oesn't mind put-
be ill; but just as I got to the door I brown sugar. the juice of a lemon and ting his foot
. in it when he step,
heard her turn the key. I understood an orange, with meet spices to taste. "into a fortune.
-hat she wished to be alone. About A half mine,: would he sufficient for
!alf an hour later I beard a sound Ilk., this amount. 
, Constipation el:1Sn tad artioll•Ir arzra.
.. shot and rushed up-stairs, calling to' A cup of grape. jelly or a cup of 
eau, tuaro discs.... It is tiewoughly cued
tar irr. fteree's Pellets. Tiny sugar-amated -
rho w 11 •im wove his recipe. Wes. Adv.
-eked and we could hear her groan One may .add helividuality to
log. I had the butler burst open the 114141ee mutt-at by various seasonings. Many a business man who claims
:Igor and there we found -her, fast marshmallow Pudding. -I- soak a 'he wants only a fair miroflt must have --
ahem lee Wps when you sawlehi, stir fourth of a clip of candled cherries in in mind a church fair preilt:
33 death, with her own littie revolves orange Juice to cover over night. then • :
rlutelied in her hand." • rut in email piPee3; cut tine a half Important to Mother
s
Examine' carefully este) bottle of
e"What do you suppose made- her cup of walnut moats, add a half pound COTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
--hang* her mind about going shopping of marshmallows cut In :mall pieces, infants and ehildrc-o, and see that it
eon you?" I asked. "Did she receive asrup of heavy cream, two tablespoion. _
any letters or telegrams today?", lois of powdered sugar and a halt 
Beare the
Louise thought for a .moment teasponful of vanilla. Mold nap! chill. 
Signature of
;Frozen Putiding.-Dissolve two ta-
blespoonfuls of powdered gelatin 'in
half a cup of hot water. Cook togeth-
er a cup of sugar and a cup c4 water
until it forma a thread. Add %Ohio
sirup the beaten yolks of three eggs;
beat until cool, then add the kelattn.
teed in two Cups at whespee create, a
cup of =tee.' choPed nut meets: • half
ternate layers of- sweetened and
whipped cream and fruit of various
kinds. Finish the top - with fruit And
chopped nuts. .
i
CASH FOR "shag. X.4
5 etre
RAW
half a teaspoon of anchovy paste, a
few drops of lemon  juice a  data
white pepper. Chop the- whiles-
rice the yolks and circle will( the
whites on a slice of tomato.
shnid.. would_ be more happy
and the mass of people in it
just as wise. if they would whistle mem
and argue lora.
Cas, asseer
Remeteliammterta-1 see the  weeth.
er forecast says "continued cold."
Komick Monne-Probably referring











W • sr. Af•••t bunts,
RS hours, hummer =Ili
rims** evoveolasim• sail
pa" the h 51..., martial)
.1 sol t • f 1' count sol.rett/nta,
mad motley Ow rune 'Ear 2,.12 2a,v,,..ot la
',velvet W. par wipr2..s. when set .2. ..2dIss
hi tor cost salt,* of shisivirot. Writs today-
writs now fur ear priallist -It's has. Dire. P.
1. Goilhimilli__CAL Tars Ckle Way-.
rind Your Own Grain
Mee the-time- mod teem* rd hauling
your corn to tha null. buy • MONARCH
MILLaedgrind the mesh',, ',autism table.
y.,u are sure to hive cleaner, fresher and
more meal. Send today for • Masseeh Mill.
AND SAVE MONEY
re. eftallif curs Weal. sit Ms& of
foo.I of I Was 1.111. et.' , op".
18111.11/1 err
fop. trial wito pn.. it. •1,1••
aloW Faaa •••••sat ••••••••• y•oi
as4 a." f.,f. rot% ,4
5114 turta••• shomsat,..n.
Spout. %Odom Co.,




















The following after-dinner story
was related by Dr. Henry Churchill
King, president of Oberlin college, We
-fare the crilg*No Conaleaational club
"I was standing out in front of one
of the big exposition buildings at the'
St. Louis Fair. when a man came out
krf the building much the worse for
liquor.
-What's the name -of thish her.
betiding!. he asked. U he Peeled away.
"I told DM the Same of tler betid-
ing.---------------
" 'Thanks,' he said, 'I was just is
it, and I wanted to check it off.'" •
COMPANY DISHES. Selecting Recruits.
"That's my idea of a pleasant Jog."
"What's that'?"
"Scouting .for a comic opera (sem-
e
?MT PIT roe 1-11,121F.A
:::;224f,ney"Card_t172or-





fore answering. her 'herder form still
shaken with silent sobbing. Gently I
brushed away the tears that gathered
in her eyes and drew her to ,rne until
her head was pillowed on my reouider
I doubt that If in her distress she no-
tleed my action. save In the sense of
'comfort that it brought her. Holt ter-
rible It Is to see the woman that YOU
love suffer so much and to feel pewee
lets to do anything to help her!
"so," said Louise, "I am positive
iiterFae reeteee4Pittieteltee or tele
gram today except an Invitation es
two that we read at breakfast We
were together practically all the time
until:saner luncheon."
"Perhaps Borne one telephoned Is
her." I suggested
Louise did not wall any message.
We summoned her sister'senald. who
was crouching outside the door like a
During the holiday season, when
there is much entertaining done, a few
suggestions may be helpful. The fol-
lowing mince meat shou1.1 stand some
time to season before using: Use
third as much boiled meat as chopped
apple, a cup of raisins, a cup of cur-
In t'se For Over 30 it!ars.
Children Cry for Fletcher's CastOria
Especially where reirting is concern-
ed„a little learning la a dOgerous
thing. .
Air a summer eerie there te medieine
that 'rite compares with oxinixr_ It not
pound of candied fruits d a M
mile mid. tip the ...Teem. but taken rillt-sai
rep of miens which have been 
soaka.d Shcleric, prevents ilarta. Regular or Taste'
over 
formals at Drugileste Adv-.
night In orange juice. Freese.
The candled fruits- exise be added- Soule people fail to win became oth
when packing, and if en layers the- ens do not lose. 
•-,
dish Is very pretty. 
- If desired. a sauce of sweetened and •
aavered_whissid_cretIM may tre servef CO. e nstipation




A Wide Breach, UVER PILLS never
faithful animal, and put the question The Illobsons and the IIIIfurs are fail. Purely vegeta-
to her. i3he was In such a hyptericel
state that it was difficult to make her 
net so friendly as they used to be." hie - act surely
'No The Tdobsons' new ears it 
but gently on
ninety horsepower. while the Mature
machine is only sixty horsepower."
He Begins to See.
"When / first hit town," remarked
Moller Heck, "I uster stand on a cor-
ner and wonder hoe all these city pea
ple managed to live "
"Weil, seeing a• they have got ill
out of me in four days. It ain't such e
mystery atter all.",
Real Clase 1.2
hacked an' opera' eompariy ones
Cost me Witless, ton"







Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SIMI. PILL SMALL DOSE, SMALL MK&
Genuine must bear Signature
W. N. U.. MEMPHIS, NO, 49-1912,
I. P SO'S REMEDY
r2 boot --ugh IFysap re•••• see. te,er e"
" 
i• time WA/ /••• Poire•Mgo 1


















O. J. JE.NNINCiS, icDrrait.
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lithe Lodger is authorized to Ogee
11111111ew the voters of 
Calloway county
11111 Candidate. for the 
various offices
suggisd below and subject to the tic-
of the votOrn at Vot
-1111136-priluary diction. •
Ter Aaaepaor.































ce the first time everybody
thought tit& all office hold-
. PRENINPYIN
For a Long Life.
This I. the ;weal:I-114ton for long
Iffo given by an old geittleman o
stectieut, -who is ninety-nine years old
and well and cheerful. -Live
temirerately. be slow to anger.. doll
wOrry. U111.--ptentyr of exorcise -fn the'
Trish alt, abet* all, keep cheer-
fill." .
Should tbat system. get run down-
ingestive organs weak--the blood thin
GAS pluggieti. Illiktf-Ai-not. which to-
delicious combination of the niedleiter
-building( pmpertles o cods'
era would be-it-wept out and liver*. with .the ttowielos
Democrats put into their places. 
re,:trded ‘It.inndoitoanic iron add
the people Mr. Cleveland Aid the mood for atget
body-builders oneVery much to the surplise of all
ot apply -the-rule-- that had, at- v
ways prevailed, but established vino' does oi
the precedent of allowing ap-
pointees to serve out their terms.
This precedent has been observ- We wish every feeble old per.
In this vicinity would tryever sinceand there at no
reason to belieycitwIll be done
away with after March 4th.
• osurises TAAL ,
Cut rstboe thick allege of stale light
Mid end lay theni In the oven till
dried through:- thee put them in •
-11ISSW convinced that, ter e - -letTitold *ear 4.-----witara._16.e_re_i_lis _or 
the
who should be rewarded for a golden brown; ham ready some
party service. .Thia opinion scalded cream or Sew milk made only
ipmeeurnent will pus' into the largely prevails today, even if as 
thick as cream with a tablespoon
0 the - Democrats, e of butter and flour rubbed together;experience and-elliettney----nre pop the hot toast into this a moment
ail 
  makers of Wilson's cabinetiiimmaiwit_oniamisonlyiltitl elniost desirable.- , Why sii]niild a •
disb• make plenty of it. for Iii. libel)/
slid then pH* it in a heated coverd
- -man hold office--in
• iwestitin has been . repeatedly $0 P Pa en, ts any
.' thent forever because he has, be better than at first if a little creom
' t asked if Murray's postmaster done his duty , "There are is poured over it and it is set in tht
IOW- be removed after the Presi- I ovea until healed through. --others-waiting" for an opportu- t-
4. s
• ' t • 111..1 1 .. •• ;
----REMEMCAA s-tor1.- covirt SPOES--
t4), 
' \Viten Pangs of nger
- nut
relit:ism* the l'rt. I,•r, si.•
trial at thetn'"'" " 
tit( house. •   TRY THESE THEY'LL PLEASE
7 - r COFFEES
ea, We have some liliige.StOves L-D EGGS' 30c. 
Golden Days, White House,
I.Tnivevsity Club, Maxwell1r, to close out at cut prices..
'4111"---"vant I-t -lts a-11.1:mds you have arurwin
4111:1510i."0‘,..0‘,04:•ft.,40.1;901105
We Are Wanting to Make Room 
• Holiday Goods
Itochester. • T..
Nov. 24. - Pastor
Russell of !trefoil-
lyti is here. 'Wit re-
.
port too. et' his ad-
dream** from the
test. "Thant.% be
tfitto flott for Ills
unspeakable Gift."
- I I t'Ortuthlans
lz. I.
The Pastor said
that in order to
appreciate the
Scriptures on all
subjects, we must boodle the Word of
God honestly. We must recognize that
our Lord Jesus is one person and the
Father another person. . The oneness
between the Father anti the Son is that
declared by our Master Himself. say-
ing Hatt lie ;nil life Father are one
In thesnsme *purse that Ile desires all.
of Ills disciplep to be one-In mind. in
PorPose, in will, in effort. (John evil.
21, 23.1 Our LOrd Jesus is God's un-
able Gift. • -. --
The 5.-rip
deviator took the.natlare of men in or:.
tier redeem shatters; but that hi Wm
there waiS no sin. Only a sheet.. one
.ctistld give $1,1144•611 Itatisoill Adam,
and t resterm from (lest rout in. not
-calf Adam. bot _sit his •tootterily.- In
s't and death t•ltrote-li bite
„...1 •• r 'thew slo.weiT loat
set before our Lorill creat j••y. the
tialtienee of which led Jt...ett cedure
.eleterfully tia-tiNfer rx-eefitei,.  Ili.'
earthily life. Ttlk J4 4y co.hillts.41 to
1,4-.4: 414 Ilk. pien•-i.re 144
Iii.' ri4ther4 Can II;s i•ri+inli:e
-Iiritiaing many sous orv - the- 
.6•4.41. in , • •
4,b111•6  • .1.1Y In
ing 1,y and by the u-erl•!",. Itest,..-er. de. • 
.;Illant...t.req::::‘
liveritt;:"Ittent front the ower of Satan. VS °Days* a/
sin and ilegith. -Wheiefore.- St. l'aul
000vs. "a=ad "Lath hi...illy exaltid i . *Ad I 
'.b... -it •
far above "angels. principalities and so !..r.01irc
.,"1
peWers. ttria"-et ery-natueittortiaitoined.:* •- • 
14,z1 by
An Oppos:ta Course Front Satan's. ,1
11TII*1;04111 et





COUTf,t• pursued by Satan whit that fol-
lowed by our Lord. Meditating am- -
. Labels designs. Satan found an oppor- -ye
J .P. 1-1-0IAT
Rol; a nice fresh fish, pick out- t eV-Ivarent r8rtIOthr""tril-*--
  S.11.40LILIIL ;rein. lenity in Eden. Ile 
beheld In our first
-seesaw sittls--salt_ass pap
per: mix ono-quarter pound of flour
with one quart of milk; put in four
small onions, small bunch of parsley
and a sprig or two of thyme, salt, and
one' half teaspoon of white pepper. sin :Ind death into the worki.
Put over the flre and stir until it Our Lord Jesus pursued an 
oppoote 
.trai Courts in Kentucky and  
Immo a paste; take off and add one- course. stud demonstrated Ills loyalty Tennessee. _
heir pound of butter and yolt4esof two and oto.dirace. St. Paul li i ti ii cites that '
eggs. althea:At the Logos was 
11111.11 1114.7,iller i
than was Lucifer. yet Ile nos bumble.
Scratch! mech! The .more youPotj 
Put one-quarter cup of .freshly
Cream Horseradish Sauce. 
noel -meditated not a lecorpalt".i." 
as
the. .Gre4.1i. te..xt declares. GUI. it.
_ scratch the wo . e itch. Try
grated horseradish in a bowl, add one- t" t". 
""'"got not l't.' rotble'n' Itt 14t*
•
42 And in order to do this we have S
concluded to make some close pri- •
ces and give the people the advan-
tage of some real bargains. To do r)
this we have decided to conduct a-
quarter level teaspoon of sal and four
tsblerpoons of cream bean light.
Use at °nee, as the sauce separates
by standing. This is an excellent
sneer. to serve Cith rnast beef and is
tspedelly good with broiled steak.
equal Itua yn the contriry....pr
Lord willozty aecepted the tfit-ine pro-
posal that Ile st i 1.1 be hummed to thr
• Wane for a 
time. in onier to
carp- out the Father's !Tin
'to the- Church. Jesus
'N1e:1h iti!.. snit. 4;jjf
$4•14. v • -•.e4s1. •'.4.1••-•
value. but Ile 1•••_11,...re ItTEN DAYS SALE
Beginning filimonAlfEnd,, iEunfifilS thDEC.• DEC 1gil, !mil 1111,e)
It




 two inches from top and buttonhole
outside and mints together neutrY.
Make. a casing to run ribbon through
for drawstrings. It may be made of
colored lining or figured
muslin with lining to match.
• ,
I ̀  r V;(111 
•
than u..r1.1 H..
• • s% 1 • . • -•
. .4.. Their 114-4 _;••• •'







ent of Fancy Doan's Oir. It t. For eczema,he nicest You




t• •, ft.-to-kind 4144 a` t•$ • •I• FoR Etiibie Eat
AILS facteverythinr except Calico and Brown Domestic.. •\Vt, iirapose to do :II; kinds ,„..,,.,
ti HORSE-
leat-elect is inaugurated. - - .nity to serve the administintiont -.
'Not. so.- we have seen Mr. Corset Bag.' and the country lend would do l
Deems' commission. It says he .. . I Take a strip of whit. or gray linen
't -sal_
ssappointecT-for-a tenit-offoilf-'1- %  
". one yard long aneseven and one-hall
veers hem the 21st day of March, Jovial and popular. attentive. 
_Miles wAirs:Ming for searns. Ent Ii-
to. business, but . a full-blood choose and outline the word "corsets?'
kioliter any small flower you ma







e only knew , Ne good
people. you would be
unable to supply the demand: Is
the finest tools nag strength-creator
1 et er used."
Vinol on our agreement to return their




by his party loyaltypvon the of-
fice he holds and he is not at all
liable to be removed-unless
precedent be swept aside.
And there is no reason for its
continuance. It is merely a
preceedent, and may be said to
I. be unwise. It can certainly be
commissies no help to the party in power.
Nike 
Mr. Cleveland was the father of
civil service, but those who be-
lieve that "to the victor belong-
the spoils," believe there are
plenty of capable men wbobave
the most skeptical are - ' .9
had.*
._:_linIng_to.match also. Leave bag (teen 
FOR OUR 
.5
0.4.1 t•s_brior into existence a race that
would till the earib. eSM-retl-la
be ruler tar prinee over Mb: hunnin cre-
ation: and by so doing, he not only be-
cline a retied against 'God. but brought












Misunditrit•nd.ny of Whit Constdulat
tho Divine Penalty For 5.0 HAG Nil.
.00 LIB n Respect to 
Feature






SANTA CLAUS surely is going tolo the
right thing by the people of this town this year.
YOU will think so when you see ourgreat HOLI-
DAY stock, which is now in shape for your in-
speetion;-Our-stoelc-is-the-most complete ever
shown in MnrraY.
We. Haim _Presents .for
Everybody _
No matter how young- or how old -7.--come
in and make us prove this. It Would be nice for
you to come in and select and pay for what you



















5c, 10c and 25c Variety Store to
---- • •sesiwtimisosesompeoae••
:
01•••• ram act 6ry ; ;$.1A.dinno Read McCall's
The Genuine DOMESTIC!
•••••••• Prems14 P66444,074 t •
oe Approval, 1
• 1. ,• ty.1131 l'r 4•44,4t. T 11,
U.
.1 , ••• Ther -
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Marray, #2‹.
Will' practic't in the Fed-
issbion Autbori
^.. McCALL'S is • large. a$4161i. 1...d.
i' .. 4.-4.1y 6:6..16•1•44 11110-psen n. •rahlt
1.1..casia• 114•1 • ad•dans to thr
nem. asti effsesency of I




1.. ,,O,.,, . ennt I 44 •
• i.1.• 4,4t a•• al ..•
4- .4





%lir 111 1•%1- 11'1 ;•••• 1%. 4. liar
616. qtaan.1.31%. nal en,nnenli,
4...n.1
1401.14-lmaa*, •.t itr. all. '4 sp•sid
1144666•6•1. of ea Mai, • %II* • al IN. ...IMMIX
...... ila• ow 1.. Al•• •4c
DWI •1•4•01.1..r, a• 1. • 4410.f •Vollefilrill
11141WILIffe. ..! 34,4 4., • if .4.a a-• , pr.)464. ii$:••• 4. • .11 . s. .• • 1111:
••••••-111..e.•111.101eit a
On -In a ono. 1,, , ...• dor %141 $1.1.'"- If v.,.
440., ••••4 1.:
TLt &CALL COSPAT.I. nxixid 375k. Orr, Teri






- . 0' Brillg-
* 
-,z1., 1 stcii,. for :,:,,I. . . '.....Itl! Shoe It.r .:•.....' • . . ri es and give
S' hrotigh the stock and get the same redui lions on -all 4 S'ati.:4aet.
11PW. -
. . [louse, .ad tiss clown trat$
•14. I•• _111411-1114.11s ;1•••10
guaranteed, or; yin.. re:oil:Mims goventine.
• 
It we are I,. 1.00 ottr enel,
--
ii . your money
aTso preparki to do nibber--ti.„ i',..• .-f .vle T -e.,r4-. -• C4'44:444 .4 -
4 
_ i MOM' 140 e$1400.441 of nilleti t . , • I•••
FLOUR
1 Tile ..-•,,,,.....„- . , .6, ..to, :t! • 4- . ,41, tire, work. All woili at rea-,, ,  .• Omega, tlistletoc.
 r1 4 SOnalile prices. Figgro_ with ,h.r..,Ic,.. 1,...:.. , ,,, I -1. ..:- ... ' - Ohelidt, Gold Dag.
us'before going elsewhere. 1 st„,„,,,: Thb. 4 LS,: :4140114` 1•44 'ill 1141















i.'\u Of 1:0,1.- is • 1 •011
I•to•It-o prftn-rert tr-virn--iirt. Ittri- t... G...1
LOVIER & PARKS "' 1"' ""'"'Ik"
l$41.• 11;ilt
o• 111.e.1, 







a ItlithitItl.c(tach anti in
vie • 1$63vvti
e;, rwalb.,•4 lb fiah
gained
p.a-it •
• 1, it'. is '• IT, 14111.1 t
4. P • I, 04.111‘5.., ••4, • 4,
t , , , , s:
111.14 1111 4• %tip, ,4 v4.-411 •••
111. 1,11.1144, .1,110411c:7.
ft- , ea the oea .1.,..t11
/41411, iti .-..4.1i11,41 
.• I. NI o.le Got
e‘
.16,404 . • se.y%.
• 11 .4 4104
....ar4,4a14,144$14444/1.444-. -41.444.4•4.4..
•
With -every 10-lb Bucket of CottolineFree 
we will give one 50-cent Cook Book aree
141 mist- I
•01,14 •••• OW Whitt. V.





































Cooking under modem methods and con-
veniences is, made so attractive the whole
family is becoming interested.
"These biscuits are delicious; this cake is
excellent," says the fathq 1 made them,"
says the daughter, and thjtather and
daughter beam with pleasure.
Royal Baking Powder as made
baking a success, a pkasu,re and a profit, and,
the best cooking today the world over is!
done with its aid.
...An • am"°' •
••••••••••••••••••••
• •
4 thCAL AND PERSONAL. •
IR 2 •
il•••••••••••••••••••
—Dr.-A7V:iteltee- is now oc-
 ellpying offices up-stairs in the
Farmers & Merchants Bank buil-






L. B. Hubbs left the past' week
for Dalton, Ga., where he will
locate for the winter ant, prac-
tice his profession.
-Mtss-bllsara-,---ef-==Peineeton;
arrived here the Past week and
spent several days the guest of





Young man, pu some of those
dollars you
in the People uilding & Loan
Association. D. Holton.
ly and en 'oy
Bleod Bit
tonic. Pr' ,
W. D. 04bron is
nee building on the Gatlin lot.
near his old stand, and which
will be used as a blacksmith
shop.
A lazy fiver lends to -chronic!
dyspepsia and t. on,-
weakens the w nle system.
Dan's It 25c per box)I
act mildly on e verand bow-
els. At all _ 
stores.
• Mrs. J. (;. Jones wishes to an-
riOunce to hot. friends a the
public that she is now 1 ated at
the Harrison place. et er Depot
and Pool st south
the Hotel, an .its the pat.
ronagteof the pet e and
the country who deaire first class
board at reasonable prices: either
day board or otherwise. . For
ToiUstaiig. have good av, -further-in-
sleep sound- Citizenephone.
fe, use Burdock Mrs. -1. H. Churchill is the
e family system guest of her sister, Mrs. Miller,
Judge John C. Dabney and
daughters, Misses Jane and Al-
berta, arrived here the past
week to be the guests of his sis-
ter, Mrs. 0. A. Butterworth, for
several days. Mr. Dabney re-
turned home after a few days
while the Misses Dabney re-
mained.
_Conn Linn and wife, of Tulsa.
Oklahoma, arrived here Wed-
nesday to be the guest of his
sister, Mrs. Tom Williams, and
friends for several days. Mr.
Linn was recently elected coun-
ty judge of the county in which
Tulsa is located, which is one
ef the most lucrative pieces in
the county.
Sickly children neen WHITE!S
CREAM VERM UGE. It not
only &intro rms, if there be
ny, but it ac
Murray Chapter. 0. E. S.. For baby'e.croup, Willie's daily
meets in regular session Friday cuts and bruises.mamma's sore
night for the moose of elect- throat, G
• lng Officers for the ensuing year. I Dr. Thomas'
A full attendance is desired. household r_
Our line of furniture is corn-We have agency for Standard
Sewing Machine will sell on
s lameness,-
ectric Oil-the
edy. 25c and 50e.




ur. & Und. Co.
C. W. Gibson has purchased
the blacksmith shop at Penny
and is now in a position to take
easy payment or Or
Murray & Und. Co.
Mules and Horses.-I will be
in Murray Saturday f this weekr) to buy good mu rom 4 to 10
.144 to lfiicare of the trade that might
bui-good sad- eome to his shop. Mr,
die horses.-E. H. Haley. is a splendid workman and will
command a good patronage.
A complete line f single and
A
Mr. Noah H. Falwell returned
to Calloway last week after liv-
ing in Texas and New Mexico
the past twelve years. He has
purchased the J. V. Meyer farm
just south of the city. The Led-
ger welcomes him home.
Albert I Jones. the well known
salesman with J. L. Martin &
Co., is contemplating making
the race fpr jailer in the next
August primary. Albert has
many friends in the county and




all kinds of enition. Baker
& Glasgow.
Herefords. Bill Wymore will
have a carload f registered
Hereford yesQigs here for sale
at public a io Saturday of
this week., None but the best
and registered -stock.
•
J. E. Thomas has moved into
tht4Y-exton residence on North.
Curd street, it event vacsted byi
0. A. Butterworth and family. ,
who moved-into the -resitleneo On-
;southeast. oaf the city the past - '
' year, has rented the C. T. John- - •ger.
• son place on Institute street and I
w,i1 move to town at an early . Kinney Jones, a well known l
(taw. Dr. Walter Johnson has young man of the. Wiswel sec- ! T. M- Lamb and II/ill Thom
a-






Th4pew hardware and Furniture
atom at Hazel is the center -of at-
  traction,. have you been_in since
we received the last big shipment— -
Stoves. Come in and take a look
at the Daisy Washington Cast
Range and our Leader. They are
the beston eat-th, and Prices are
at the Bo
We have a line of
both for wood
Bony Jones, &tempts .
J. H. Steel, He set, !Cy!
6885111131‘98.it!
N. L. Gilbert left the first 'of THE PRAISE CHTINUES
the week for New York and
other eastern points on a busi-






Dr. -Wildy Graves is the own-
e of a new autorreceived by
him the past week. The ma-
chine is a Metz run-a-bout and




els. Price 25e per- bottle.' Sol
by dale & Stubblefield.,
The unveiling of the memorial
windows recently placed in the
Methodist church of this place
wilU take Place -Sunday night,
December 15th. This service
was Called for a previous date
-baton -ac-count of weather con-
ditions-was-
above date. The program as
published in the Ledger of two
weeks ago will be carried out at
the services.
Wheezing in the lungs indicates
that phlegm is obstructing the
'ALLARD'S
YRUP loosens





on the west side of the county
this week.
J. F. Strader, of Hickman,
Ky., was- here the put week
the guest of his brother. Jim
Strider, ancrfamily for several.
days.
When yot—Th—re litMous at-
tack give %Tablets
a trial. They cellent. For
sale by Dale Stub!) afield.
Mrs. Hunter Furchess and
children, of Ooltewah, Tenn.,
are visiting her father, J. T.
Padgitt, of Hardin. and will rct,
main in Kentucky until after
the Christmas holidays.
Heartburn is a syrnptoen of in-
digestion. Take a dose of HER-
BINE in sych cases.. The pain
disappears inKantly. The bow-
els operate speedIfy-and you feel
fine vi oretts and cheerful. Price
Sold by Dale & Stubble-
I have at my home ne bla
and white hog wei ing about
150 pounds. r can have
same by calling my home at
the Creg Rolla! ce.
J. D. Hamilton, manager of best proof of the merit of poans.
the Murray Land Co., 'eft Tues- Jim Luton, who some week or Here's a Murray .
day morning for Morrilton,and ten days ago purchased a one- _A. P. Overby, of M y, Ky.,
other Arkansas points, -he- will half interest,--in!"- the Hughest says: .1
w-0m or
be the guest of his father and grocery, has disposed of his in- I was trot.,
sister for the next two weeks. tepest back to Mr. Hughes, who kidneys. /
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield and 
will continue the business under .all of my back
children returned last Saturday 
the firm name of E. A. Hughes  steped or lifted, s
afternoon from Mayfield, where 8r Co•  I caused me much misery. At
they were the guests of her stemr--aasim- cream stanc-I night the ache-in my back great-
brother. Jas. Wilson. and family
the past week.
John McDaniel. of Murray,
coughed upl and ejected. Price and Miss Glatiys Tidwell, of the Scrap Iron.- "K. C." Farley,
2:ic, 50c and $1.00 per bottle. city, celebrated Thanksgiving the iron king, has abouqtwo
Sold by Dale & Stubblefield. by having the nuptial knot tied carloads of iron ready to load
Thursday morning at ten &clock
Burgess Parker, who has been and wants another before Christ-
home. 
Rev. E %V Nelson, at his




&kr deck is a.-
Seethe.
& Glasgew.
a little spendinginepsy for the
10:15 train.- --Alavtield \lessen-
holidays. Send word-to "K. C."
, when you get it ready. 2t*
Everywhere We Hear Good Bo.
ports Of Doan's Kid- •
ney Pills.
Murray is no exception. Every
section of the U. S. reSoundS
with praise of Doan's Kidney
Pills. Thirty thousand persons
are giving testimony in their
home newspapers: The sineer-
of these witnesses, the fact
that they live so near, 1111—dte
aisturted my rest. I arose in
!the morning feeling tired and
• languid and nervous p e 11
bothered me. Sediment contain-
er! in the kidney secretions prey-
ed that my kidneys needed at-
tention. Learning of Doan's
Kidney Pills, I procured a box
and in three days they relieve
me. -It required but one-half
the box to effect\chomplete cure
I am glad to say at this cure
has been permanent and I there-
. fore have no hesitation in al:ow-
of Murray a few mees. left the; 
ing you to publish my state-
r-eelsidence and will occupy it the of this week after a lingering
son. Wellnow n citizens north
rented the Mrs. Edna Grogan tion, died edw‘sday afternoon
next year. • Airs. _ Grogan and
.--stm. Lloyd; _will _move 1J he E a son of 
Jas. Jones and a broth-, 
For sale by all dealers:-- -Pricethey will locate and make their
- a strene factor
WaeTs street recently vacated , -'' • • D. Miller place. near 
New-Preyi_ 1.:* .$f Prof :AV i 1 Jones, fe-datTr '-
futie, -hemee. • The Ledger is 50 cents—
 Rester-Milbeen co.,
erv permc--1------recrif,"! th s, .9pt
emiid Buff4lo, New York,. sole agent .
lnd for the,Un'.ted States.'by r.. N. ll.,tizied. • Advertise in ',Niger - Results. 4:•nce, zuld re:•ntly pureliaced 
"; the thit!a:i I scli..)1., eaF4 id
.  by I.V.,•:-. 1;ro..r.in .infl s4.,n, IlLrt. ,
.! . a•.ty. r) . .., I V. .;=. •:i .1)ior.- i,. • -ft -2:1' -,1,.- ervintvT1 a 'reeve' ' • ' Pt 1).:T :he r.arnn P.-
that
disordered













AND SOME GREAT HUNTING TALES HE NOW TELLS.
ANY HU,
MAKI SUCH A EN DID SHOT
As that show,- in tht -etch tt 11,1 naturally be enthesizistie
over his SheILL t 1. to 1 hii friends where he bought
them; and el! about the A .rful shot.
Buy Your' Sh Gun shcRs Riglat Here,
Am True, and o the resu. you Need not rear.
•
. ,







perded upon; and that it is plea-
sant ane safe to take. For sate
by bale & Stuhblefield. •
. I
-Judge G H. Bingham. ,co f
r:•eneeal secretary--of
the 'Planters Protective associa-
tion,. was here this week trans-
acting business in connection'
with the association. Lee Clark.
county committeeman, returned
home from Clarksville wit h
Judge Binghani where ke had
been this week attending a itieet;.•
ing of the finance committee' of
thtassociMi.on of'whigh be is , a
member. Judge Bingham was
formerly judge of the Trigg-
county court and is one of th.e
ablest men today couta4cted. with-
the association.
•UP. ' I have a male
year Tin at my ho two mart
west of on -route n,
marked tw
slit in right t
ender a la
1 .1 A .•
.1a
rbits left este-.,
rsAl ith -white I





prove,: the quality of breast milk
- it supplies the material for bone
and Muskie—if scanty or thin,




t thvh an cidc
SION
tile st 4 lixer.oil
-tufs-iti ^ tiny
particles -re soinibling maternal
milk and Cad; particle is eva tea













as past week for Arkansas, 
whereEaper







John Wrather. one of the
County's substantial citizens re-
siding in the Stella section of .
thexounty, ,dierl_last__Sunday_et
about 45 years-of- age -after--a-
lingering illness of consumption.
He was a good citizen and his
death was a loss to the commu-
nity irt which he lived and the
entire ,county. He is survived
by a w fe and several children.
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-Miss: Fannie_  Rory. Anottller I Will Prove It To You
of V. C. Bucy,, south of MurraY Atfily Expense.
and a sister of Maurice limy, Of
this. city- was united in mar: ‘.,N•1,r, 7,140,,,trtETS
rr--
tinge last .Sunday at the '`r4i-
dence 6f het sister, Mrs. Walk- i; 11:1 sE








relatives anti .friend_ rir..!,!•91b1.10,;1
in th
as 
Milla'nCycnintl• -with whom th:111.‘"iar" }t:r:1;f1"8"D
Will, SENO TUN
a




on vv;.A14, :ji,48.;".R-rm nn A 11J/44
alley win 
biate4.1.-*„.....„0, imA ail A 
TA 
Avipra.V17..q
r 'oi s. in htp lest
*AIN







































President Informs Congress of
Our _Relations With Other_
  Mations.
AMERICAN DIPLOMACY WINS
Its Success in Settling Central
American Troubles.
DIPLOMATIC SERVICE BETTER
'Reorganization Has Done Much to In.
crease its Efficiency-Adjustment
of the Sealing and Fiseeries Mr
punts-Interests of United S
an the Near and Far East.
• -,
Washington. 1k"- 3..-President Taft
SIShootted to congress today the first
Dit several messages it 1%311 devoted
---n direntretoreign relations and
••• WM as follows:
Teethe Senate and House of Repro-
raentatIves: • The foreign relations of
Oise United States actually and poten-
- Iltitilleane_M. the state of the Union tto
as degree niff Widerreati
b surpassed by any other factor in
jibe welfare of the whole nation: The
Sweeten of the United States in the
Moral. Intellectual, and material rela-
tions of, the family of nations should
be a matter of vital inter_e_11_41.4141.7
- trfotic citizen. The nationirproteEs
, rtty and power 'minis* upon us du-
which we Can not shirk if we are
Eau
be true to our ideals. The tremen-
if growth of the export trade of the
tilted States has already made that
trade a very real factor in the indus-
trial and commercial prosperity of the
country. With the development of our
linduetriea_the_foreign commerce  of
E
o United States must rapidly ten
me a stilt-more essential factor In
economic welfare. Whether we
Nave a far-seeing and wise diplomacy
bed are not recklessly plunged into
anneceliary wars, and whether our fee-
sign policies are based upon an Intel-
ligent grasp of present-day world con-
ditions and a clear view of the poten-
tialities of the future, or are governed 1
by a temporary and timid expediency ;
Sr by -narrow views befitting an in- 1
t nation, are questions in the al
tot-native consideration of which must
aonvince any thoughtful citizen that
bin department of =Hottai polity of-
fers greater opportunity for promoting
the interests of the whole" people on
be one hand, or greater chance on
e other of permanent national in-
cY, than that which .deals with the
&reign relations of the United States.
The fundamental foreign policies of
be United States should be raise.d
kis!' above the conflict of partisan-
'ship and wholly dissociated from dire
ferences as to domestic pollen. In Its
Soreign affairs the Unned States •
should present to the world a 'united
trent, The intellectual. financial and
faidustrial interests.of the country and
the publicist, the wage earner, the
termer. and citizen of ahatever Otell
pagon mute cooperate in a spirit ef
111..11._pattiotistp to pnonote that na-
tirmatsolidanty which is indispensable
ite national efficiency and to the am
kainment of nationen ideals
The relations ef the United State.
Vith all foreign posers remain upon
tsound basis of p•-ace. harmony -ard
ennship. A greater insiseince mon
.. " mice to Arneriean citoens er inter-
s ts wherever it ulay hwy..- he'll de-
nes of embassy or legation who have
received their In!tial appointment,
after passing succeesfully the regaired
examination were chosen for ascer-
tained fitness, without regard to Po-
niiral afilliatione. A dearth of candi-
dates from -southern and western
states has alone made It impossible
thus far completely to equalize all
the states' representations in the for-
eign service. In the effort to equalize
the representation of the various
states In the consular service I have
made sixteen of the twenty-nine sew
appointments as consul, which have
occurred during my adriiinistration
from the southern stame. This Is
per cent. Finery ether consular at.
pcintment made. Including the promo-
tion of eleven young 1114-T1 from the
consular amistant and svident ite• r
prnter corps has been by ererieseeti or
transfer, based sob ly re-• re ere e •.• :.
shown in the service.
In order te assure te 'Iv. I ..• ---
.-Ird other in' rot's , f. the 1
,..--1*. A A •-•-•- •.-.1,".r • • . ' •* •
!, • • ''- r,'  - 7-
r• , :: , •-.-•
I._ -:a•lor •:- '
' sem.. !,...o-t : • •
1 ure non- p. • 1 -
I Larger Pro s _n Mr En•b.- -s• -s
1
' tegat•D•IS and co- C.,:ler Ex, .!4'..'... i
of Our Foreign Reprallundm--
• tives Rec mendedtee And a ..erenger emphasis of the „In e‘,T.hection
-of mine-Mei in cemnierciel and
a- fennel- annual report. I
teunh some ot the essentials
the "safe management of the for-
get renations of the. 'ratted States
4 to endeavor. also, to define clearly
Thertl--111ere Malted divisions If Latta. strategy. and to legttimaie
American affairs and of far eastern,. alms; Ill. an effort frankly Crested ate of foreign c
reditors and the men
near saateni, and western European to the Mersa.* of American trade up- sore of revolutionary
 disorder
affairs. To these divisions were called on the axiomatic principle that The second advat
ttamt to the Unit
from the foreign eervIce diplomatic tne government of the United ed Stalin is une affectI
ne chiefly all
and consular officers p ing rape Mates shall extend all proper the southern and gulf 
ports and the
Hence anal knoe ledge gained by act • support to every legitimate and binenesa and Indust
ry of the south
ual service in different parts of. the hetiefielei American etate•rprise Melted Th.. reptililies of Central
 America and
world and thus remitter with political How great have. been nip results of the Caribbean poetess .gra
nt natured
and remitter-Mai conditions in the re • this diplomacy, coupled with the mat- wealth 'they need only 
a measure to
Khans ri.ncurned Th.. mark was high. 'mum and minimum provision of etablitty and t
he means (if linativial
ly sperlailzed The result is that turiff law, will be *Mil by some con. remuneration to
 enter uptut an urn of
where previous!) this government eideration of the wonderful increase peace and promperit
y, bringing profit
from time to tint.' would emphasize In in the. exis.rt trade of the Vaitad and happitiess 
tie Meatiest% es anal at
its foreign relatiens one air another States 'Meaux.. modern diplomacy the PUMP tim
e creating eimilitiont•
policy, now Amerlean Interests in ev• commerrial there has been 4 dispel- sure to lead to a fl
ourishing lei
arm quarter.4Mellte globe are -MEM _OFIFOrADH.__ PlitiVifi:'74111101IN of
tialtivated with equal aturiduity. . it name but materialletto alms. Pio* I wish to effi
lliyour 'speed ationtinn
Merit System in Consular and Maio- strikingly erroneous is girth- an ins- to the recent ctec
erresess Idles,
matte Corps. pr. mem may be seen /rota a, seedy (Minolta, for believe the 
terrible events
F.xpert• knowledge and professional the results by which the 411plomary recalled there 
during the nivolutIon
training Must evidently be the essence es the nettle] States cam be judged of the past summer
-the useless Jere
of this reorganization. Withotit a Successful Ifforts In promotion of of life, the de
vastation of propertst.
trained foreign service there would Peace. the bombardment of
 defenseless eines'.
not be men available. for the *Irk hen in tint -field of work toward the
the reorganized departtneht of state. ideals of peace this government Ile-
-President tleveland ham-- taken-the-negotiated, but to my -regret- was nnnble.
first step toward introducing the to 'cotieunimate; two arbitration (re-
merit system in the foreign service- ties which set the highest mark of
That had been followed• by the' appli- the aspiration of nations toward the
ration of the merit principle. With-me substitution Of arbitration and reaFt/7t
c7.110111 -inedillit.- to the entire 'etattinnale for est. In the Sigitentiefit Of Ihterna
bowels.. Aline-at- tiothTeCtTheiw teri r. -111-re efforte
been done In this direction with regard - Of American diplomacy several tiers
to the diplomatic service. In this age .heve been prevented or ended. I re
of 'rommercial diplomacy it was evi- Mt to the successful tripartite
tit train Anon or ilmeArgenttne republic; Mir-
an adequate personnel in that brench zit, and the tatted States between
of the service. Therefore. On' Novem- peru and Ecuador; the bHnging of the t
at.' their Augment, to- establish their-
be,' 26, 1009, by an esecutive order 1 boundary dispute between Panama -.currency -on a 
stable Melia. to retnove
placed the diplomatic se-vice up to and Coats Rica to peaceful arbitra. the custom house
s from the danger
the grade of secretary of embassy. none the -staying of  warlike _prepare. of revoluti
ons be arranging fdr their
eitinte-nn a etnefin me same irtirl-r rons when B
ina Atsdnibe -Dominican Metre- JAMMU-tea-1MM and - to 
.estab
non•partIsan bag!! of -the merit see- republic were on the verge of hostiln lish re
liable banks.
tern, rigid examination for appoint- ties; the stopping of a war in Nicaraip During this last revolu
tion in \lea-
ning gad promotion- only for otitennueurde hattIhrOtAnternecine strife ragua..the governme
nt of that repub
eiency. as had been maintained without in Honduras. The government of the I lie having admitted its 
inability to
_excretion in the_COnsular *Mice. Chit/ed. States wan thanked lot _HAUS: otect__Antericate life  inideeetortt 
grrevelozt
Stitisties as teinninifinin-Noniplittreameentininelnrowartiminversivort
enraf-narine ores of whiner lawitenoonne sun
Character of Appointments. ,. able relations between
 the Argentine the part of the malcontents, and has--
How faithful to the merit system republic anti Th
e diploinacy- requested-4Mo government to as-
sume that office, It became neessary to
land over 2,000 marines and blast-jack
et% in Niegragup. Owing to, their
presence the cementite-el -.government
Neearagea was free tmeleyote its
neention wholly to Its internalIrou
Mee. end was thus enabled to stamp
mit the rebellion in a short span.. 01
time. When the Red Cross stipple.;
s.:rit to Granada had been exhauseed.
seen persons having been given fend
in one day upon- the arrival of oth.•
American forces, our man impelled
other uefortunate needy Nicaraguans
!rem their con haversacks. I wieh to
congratulate the officers and Men of
the United States nary and marine
corps who took part in re-establishing
order In Nicaragua upon their splen-
did 'conduct, and to record with stir-
row the death es. seven Amerimin ma
rue's and bluejanets. Since the
re-establishment of peace-sand• order,
elections have been held amid condi
lions of quiet and tranquility.- Nearly
all the American marines have now
teem withdrawn. The country should
soon be on the road to recovery." The
only apparent danger now threatening
Nicaragua arises from the shortage
of funds. Although American banker's
have already rendered assistance.
they may naturally be loath to ad-
vance a loan. adequate to set the coun-
try upon its feet without the support
of ROM.' such renvention as that of
June, tell. upon which the senate has
not yet acted
Theenresetent alindedebrIelly to the
enform ment of neutrality laws. to
Secretary. Kreme- visit to Central
Amenca ;eel to the unfortenate die
turbencee ir M. -o. Continuing:. tie
r, • r.i 7
Acricultural Credits.
A nie • ;se, nue•.•
." • t 3 uar by tee .%.••••1
can die' met.. rf in • Is
.14, .- • oi
cr. dit s..- - ,1,-
tries. - • • ' • - •••
and how nonpattisan has been the eche of the United :natio is 'active In 
leek.
duct of the diplomatic and 'consular lag to assuage the remain
ing ill:feel-
service* In the last four years may be ong between this country a
nd the Re'
judged .from the following: Three public of-Velma-hie In 11m-
recent Cie-
ainbessidors now .'pening.. hold their 'il war heChina the nni
tnd Stems sue-
present rank at the beginnhoe of the cessfully joined with the o
ther inter-
administrition. Of the ten arntereem est.-- d powers In urging an
 early cese
dem whom t have appointed: flee- we're ration of hostilities. 16 An ag
by promotion from the rank of Mtn- hag been reacned Mite-pen the 
govern-
toter. Nine 'ministers • now see-virus meets of Chile and Peru wh
ereby the
held their present renk at the begin celebrated Tetena•Arica Mati
nee, which
ning of the administration. Of .the. has so long embittered interna
tionat
thirty ministers whom I have appoint- A-elation% en the emit coast or south
ealevenneweee prorneten _fronenhe adilustect 
lower grades of the foreign service or Shnultamonely came the news
 that
from the department of state. Of the the boundary Memo.. betw
een Pere
nineteen missions in Latin America. and F.essaalorehad entered upon a stag
e
where our relations are close and our .4 :tuneable settle:1n nt. A The position
interest Is great, fifteen chiefs of mite of the. United States in refere
nce -to
Mon are eervice men, three having the TACI13 Arica dispbte between
entered the *envie.- during this admire Chile and Peru has been one of non-
tat ration, Thai thirty-geyen iseereta- in(ervention. but -one-of friend's, in-
flio:nce and pacific counsel throughout
the period during which the dispute
In question has been the subject of
interchange of views hutween this
government and the two governments
immediatelyneencerned. In the gen-
eral easing of international tension on
the sect coast of South America the
tripartite mediation, to which I have
reterred, has been a most potent and
beneficent factor.
China.
In China the policy of encouraging
financial Inv. stmeet to enable that
COULItli to itself has had the "re-
sult of giving nes life and pole-teal
atm:kat:on to the openeleor policy
The cenesist••nt pnripse- of th•• pr•
aohninistration has tie•-n tat • nemeisee
the use of Aim•ro•-iii le tee
tit of :Alla 1.1) 1.7•
let of 1:•..se r.
ti IA 1,1- it- .< • .••
.• 1..•• I ai.d - ;-
.r, 1.•• •
1.. Ir. 4,  7.•
r..11 - nil
7 •
the killing and wounding of women
anti children. the torturing of non -
nettbatatits to smart voieributions.
;end the suffering of thousands hu
emit beings-might ham, neen avert
oil had the department: of state,
through approval lb., loan tonven
1 • .
year INS abowe that this rate
of aevance has been maintained, the
total domestic exports harem a milit-
ating' approximately of tintionomoote
as compared with a fraction over
H.000.000.000 the previous year 
It
'a also significant that manufactured
unil partly manufactured articles' cots
item, ea be the chief commodities funn-
ier 'ii,' whim, of our augmielled ex-
ports, the demand,' Id our nen people
for 5.1150 in pi 'II requiring that an in.
.•reasitut penmen" of our abundant
agrieuttural products be kept at home.
ha the fiscal year 11111 the expert. of
articles. In this various stager of man-
ufacOne. port _Theleding-toodetuffs Imre-
ty-tir 'wholly' manufactured. -hatount -
approximately to linel.feempio. lit the_
fiend year 1012 the total *As
11.1.22.0ii0,1100, a gain of 1110 14 41.4") •
Advantage of Nestinnem and Minimum
Tariff Provision.
The Importance which our mnnufam
lures have mounted In the rommeree-
=sof uutacthe .world lafn conihetimer_troltulettentrrepitiot got jhn_e
draws attention to the duty of this
government to tole its utioost
or, to secure itnpartitil treattnenefor
•Americalt produci• in. all markets.
lion by the senate, been nermittedeme • Healthen•man
awralal-ricalay-ia Aninge
entry out its now weiftleveloped poiley '- lettrortild.-fteterein
ime is beet ageured:
44 encouraging Me entendhig of fl by the puseeseim• of
. topper preens
teincial aid to nean neutral At:tern-art for proteeting a
nd pre:noting our
settee with (ha' printery objects of foreign Mu& i
t is funeral that
meredine itteterorhmeetentions by as l• 
resent ries should -Mao_
ineting those- republics to. nth:shill- with some. 
unmet% • this 'deadly'
-expansion of. our colormeree If isi
.4tne instances the thenteeire taken by
them to Meet it ere not entirely- eget:
table, a remedy ihould be found. In
former meseages- k- have described-the_
negotiations of -tb.a stepartment of
state with foreign govileaments for the
adjustment of the; maximum and min-
Innen tariff as provided in section 2
of the tariff law of 19e9. The *dran-
k. settorod--by.--tles-
ou-r "trade relatione to,ier -this law'
have continued during the last year.
and some additional cases. of disci-On=
lnatory treatment of %hien we had
reason to complain- have been re-
moved. The department of state has
for the first time in the history of
thin country nobeitteed ' _sunset:M.0M
nmennavort•dmation treatment froth
all the- countries of the emeal. There
'are, how, tier, other instances which.
Oldie arTaresely not me:Kneeing un-
AIM' discrimination in the ,41•!lt.il. of
1.44110a are neverthel•-ss: eeei•ptions
to th.• complete equity of lair it! tru:et-
ment for Ante•tlean products thet the
department or state mantes . me, has
sought to obtain for Ann rican Com-
inert... abroad.
Necessity for Supplementary- Leigsite
iation. I
These developmentre tee e -the
opinion conveyed to you in my annual
measure- of MIL that while the max-
imum and 'minimum provision of the
tariff law of 1909 has been fully jus-
tified by the success achieved in re-
moving previously existing undue dis-
criminations against American prod-
ucts, yet eeperience has shown that
this feature of the law should be
anvended in seek way as to prevent
a fully effective means of meetain
the varying degrees of discritninetory
treatment of American commerce in
foreign countries still encountered, as
well as to protect against • injurious
treatment on the part of foreign gov-
ernments.. through either legislative
of min inistrative measures, the firan-
ctal 1111••Tt•S•94 abroad of American cat
t7.`11S U114.144-• enterprises Ninlarge the
reark••t ter American commonitiees.
I can not .too strongly recommend
to miler. ,S the passage of f•Orae such
a-natal rig ne•asure as the bill which
was remenntended by the monetary
of mete in his 1. tti-r of December
1. Th • el .'..et tto'. propot•-ki
in brief. ti. ,;
.,••••iri.n. 1.7a ja..;:s
; 7' •
either reiatii.ns have only servearen thn 4""nlinnn'i• "
 ' '
- • Iltreneinmi our 
friendships with fee. ere.
 .1 wish to .•
anxiealeilte ;1
lanemee It tries by placing those friend- preprietions umie ... I • ••• -
hips upon zi firm fa undatien of mall- bc•Irete that the te -• r. - .,.-
.s. avewell as aspiration(
refers. briefly reviewing thee- more tnn ehtn'ent7.1hy ea ' ''' 
rat--
- illmonrlant events.-ef the last year in "" r̀'s. 1"." • '.'" 
to: •-
r foreign, rogations: which It is my 'Ir"--nses 
of Pro.*S r• I '• '.
bit, to do as charged with their C•311- 
based in each •cave • ; • , ie et- . -'-a
et and because diplomatic affairs- t1:41, t ("4' li'nng an"' I' ; -.• f"'-.r-•'.. 1̀ , 1 lot.al 0.01" r
iit , - , • ,,,,!1t•-r, ' , •
. net of a nature to make it ap. 
en a nntionn 611 acceernire..aen ere ; nem Intent si me •• nee h 
mar .. eey
innate that the secretary of state der 
the gent7ral direatien of the elo .1
partment .of , state . 
had already teee I,. : e In all ,,,.; 
i h,..
. 1 above - histarie.•s. has atiillitt. di.. I- n
- .1w-Ilno. with- I --adae2r .c. . tare t• a great railer itr,-tireteroureneeof -tem
sought of placing our foreign sereice powers winch has Men s• h•41.1,1*.:4
on a basis of permanency,
various times advocated pro:14ton by , of transition through labia-heti., great
1 neve at ; conspicuous during the perilees I- 
nod
-teectain concrete policies which. are 
congress toe the aceuisinkin of govern- ' chinene meteor, 'has been "melee
- e inrid,..1 modem mentetarom of the ment-owned buildinge for the rese
Its of the foreign policy of • the 
deuce and offices of our diplomatic an
neon. so as to place thorn more near- 
Central America Needs Oa. 'Hipin
Debt Adjustment.
disputed and tradlUonal Madames-
-united States. ' : 
la Ceptral America the aim has
itirou.gh •r•• them
m. re of scs • li:t.:711/ r•
.• a no at.i, 01 /1...7.; .1!!:1:117,-
• Inc o;ttiral pe; th•
" Pon.-ct 10 • se ei"ni • r• facti , i-s for
the,farin•i-, ra of %.;•al ita
eortence to sles.netsete smite nee
_worm r% _ well•estalesisheti
farmers. eisien! blimi us to the face
that lack of capital -is preventing a
tieevelopne re -of thst nation's yrieul-
tural n and adequete iii-
cicase er tie land under, cultivei tem
that agre ,:11•:ral prod-I.-Den is ran
failing beierelelie incomee In papule-
then; and Melt in fact, although thee.-
imeteie.• ean farmers are metri•
tallied in increasing prosperity' be-
cause of the nature' incieme in pupal-
hution, wei are not' den-eloping the' in-
of
breeding In preportionate numbers a
race of independent and independence-
loving . land owners. for a' lack 'of
which no getsieth
pensaie. Our farmers have been otir
mainstay in times of crisis, and in
future- it must still largely be upon
ly• on an equality with gentler officers been to help such countries as Nice- their stability and
 common sense that
of other nations and to do away with 'resew" and Honduras to halip.thene ; this democracy mu
st,reily to conserve
the dlenellnitintlen which nthenntsn selves They 
are the immediate beno Its principles of self-government
must necessarily • be made, in some Meanest. The national benefit -to the The need of capital Which Ame
rican
ealleetees'eeeiftteeeetavee.°F 
of mj having Ian"' United States is two-fold- Vim. It is farme
rs feel today. had been exeert-
nn 
The n'Inntenine 'obvious' that- tho -Messer. -dee-tense ney 
.put•••1 by t farmers of- tedeopen erne
more vital in the neighborhood of the
Panama" canaland the son.' of the
l'ariblmen than anywhere else. There,
too, the maintenance of that docteine
falls mama heavily upon the Vetted
State& It le tberefore ems-reed that'
the countries within that sphere shall
be removed front the Jeopardy in%ol•-
ed by heavy foreicn debt munch:toile
national- finances and from tie, ever
Present danger internatiotial COM
auto to ttIS011ier At .1110111•
Hence the Uniteet Steles has- been
glad -to encourag•• and eopport -Amer-
ican bankers who acre willing to lend
heloing hand to the rmaineial re-
Mibilitation *of /melt eouttriee -honcho,.
this Matte-tat inhatillitatten enti-ttre-
protect...tea of he r-rustom 11(1311sta, from
being the -prey •of *avid he dictators
1
• r ;:i •
7!" '
1.•
eoreenizatioe or the State Depart-
ment
Atithe beginning of the present &a-
lien! ration the United States having
i
ily ilifel- -alma "its position ie.&
rid power, with the reeponsibilitles
rust uposi it by the results of the
nishAmerican war, and already ee-
PPMtelf in laying the groundwork of a
*oat foreign trade 'upon 'which it
i
rale One- day bee- more mid-
re dependept, found itself without
• machinery for (dying thorough at-
non to. and taking effective action
Oen, a mese of intricate business
nital to Americas interests in every
eillountry in the world
The department of *tete was an
ierehate and hiadeeetate machine tack-
le* moot of the attributne of the for.
----al" °Memel asystrest. nieetern emerter-
• *nth inn appropriation made nerin my
gememmenem ion by the (-onetime 'on
nimmist e. '1909, the department nt
State w-ae 'completely reertanized
:
which I approved on February 17, 1911,
was a rioht step in this direction
The secretary of state -has already
made the limited recommendations
permitted by the act for any one year,
and it is lay hope that the bill intro.
duced In the house of repregentatinee
to coney nut these recommendations
will be tavorably acted on by the con.
etrese daring Its present session.
IMplornattey a Handnilitdott Commie.
cial'intercouree and Peace.
The -diplomattcy of the present ad-
minietration has tionght to napond
to modern Ideas of commercial inter-
course.. thltilite -has been -char
actericed as lubstitutine "dollars, frn•
ntulletti. tit- Is one that appeann alike
to idealiellenhunianitaeMn sentiments.





"ee z.,• Of Its.•
4 1 , I .1 r.:
ago. The problem had been success-
their centuries-old farms, many years
fully veered in the old world and it
was evident that the f -mere of this
Country might profit by a study ot
Weir systems I thereinto ordered,
through the department of state, an
invesegniton to be made im the Melo-
enatie otrecrs In Europe, and 1 have
laid the ra salts of this investigation
before rho got 4`rflOrA of the verities
states with the hope that they will
be utitd to advantage in their forth-
coming meetitig.
• increase of Foreign Trade.
In my last annual message- mill
that tbe Smell year mullet June 30,
mte I I, nes moms ovine-at elleen
highest record of exports ef Anos.rtran
products to foreign Coilntries. The
•-• mosimao. evaeoca.ememieditiffeeemementilti
Th,
.•1411•41littIWO/ ell t om.••
-_bitilii-unas the soinsellea.ip
bow far, if at all, It is neeeesarfirof
protecting and preserving the Anted.
ant fueseal herd and for increasing
its number This is a question re
gnarl" ezetninntien of the present
rendition ef the h0.141 Atilt the treat.
thellt *11101 It flui.ft• the light Of
aetual experience and .scientifir Meets.
tigatien. A rareful reseal:Mien of
etne subject is now being made, mid
This genternment will Poch be in pos.
session. of confidential.. *a•nlitatit of
new information about the American
„Atoml herd, which has beet- secured
during the past lesson and will be of
;stoat sakaa_lo_deistrmining-Ihk-otonh
1*--elsevaid-appear--thai 
wee ie any uncertainty as 1 e
real necessity for imposing • rinse
Ill'apors at this time. I shall take
tall eatly. opportunity to address
it •pectal message to congress on this
sublime In the belief that this anyone
mint should yield on this point rather
than give the slightest ground for the
eharge that we have hewn In any way




 the 'ithu of 
joupflayeNpiougkrttseta.viAj,t1.:71:
.7.mrtit newt __concluded 7-..-between, the
l'ulted Stales and Crest Drente
adulating, with certain mediftese
tione, the rules and methed of
pre:sedum reenfrimentied in the
award rendered by the North Atiantle
Come Fisheries Arbitration Tribunal
on Miptember 7, 1910, for the 'melee'
Meld hereafter, in acConlance with •
the principles laid eown in the award,
oi_questions  arising with reference to •
the Ise of American-lilting -
liberties under Article I of the treaty
of October 20. Isla, between the
United States anal Great liritain. This
-agreement received the approval -
-
nlaii9 rat ill*-11 by the' two governments
on November 15 last, The mile and
a method of pence/ere embodied in
the award provided fie. ..determining
by an Impartial tribunal the reason-
ableness of 'any new fletwry regula-
tions Oa the Minty coasts of 'new-
founilland salad nanada berate such
regula•ions mend lee Unforced against
American ft neirrnen ruirlpg their
treaty nhertiee on Mope meeta. anal
also for determining the delielearion
Of 441.4.1.14h fltaAT1, more than 10
'Miles wide, he atmordence with t-he
de ,tinition adnisteet try the trimmal 'of
the n.eaning of the, eord•-baye" as
 used in the-treaty. -m-
-
Imperial Valley and" Mexico.
In oral, r to trelee possible the more
eff.etly.• performatil.e of the work -nec-
essary- for tere conflnemtmt An their
present % ineer• I ref -the watentron-ther- -
lower Colorado river, and thus to pro-
tect the people ed the imperial A-al-
ley, as well as in order to remeh with
the eovernment of Mexico an under-
standing regarding the distribution of
the, waters of the Colorado river, in
which both governments are much
interested. negotiattems are going for-
ward with a view to the establish-
ment of a_emelinvinary Colorado -river
commission. which shall have the
powers' necessary to enable it tp do
'the needful work and with authority
to study the qui-Mien of the timetable
distribution of the waters. _There is
event' reason to benicee that an un-
dentanding upon .this point will be
_reach( and that an agreement will
be earned In the 'near future.
The message told what the govern-
ment has 'lone in rennectioa with the
liaileati %liar and in placing-the -goy-
in-nue-et Of--Libieria position to VnitY
It' •!--1.1s. Tbentiew cenditine ftf.
fair in C!o!.. a 3F Ff't fersh, and
th tar i•ier- with t'a etre! thel
.tela -it, ••-• • r +its were
• tail It eameieded
I.• Meer or lit-at on
cemory which
. •11-/ iii.' l'hitud.
• •. .ceei SCAlt• Of date•-•
th t• ix -7:1'1111 of :7. per cent ad
I. -r. provi•LA in. the, pr• sent Ian
- :at are eut elate
SpecianClaims Arbitration With Great
Szitain.
The e• :,cr••. -ra.nt entered irte.
-9.011 1-t.., 1A States and Great
itnitein Augme le. MM. for the a:-
tett:anon of outinnintline peenniare
melee, a miteeiele t.f ClatallA and the
ta rill, of subnit,sion h.tve been agreed
at on by th.• two governments, anneto-
gethe r with the speciel nen...tient
were miaowed by the senate on July-
10. but in aceordance with the
terms of the agreement they did not
go Into Utft•Pt until centirmed by the
Imo governtuents by an tot-hangmen
ntates,nehicti ems done on Apritele
--P40110144t$40.6,ider11441-1111--.11-__ tr._Kut tele( -of -oar -diplomat,- has- been
reset for a supplemental scheMule ofeeto adjust those principles to the Mile
claims to be submitted to arbitration ditions of today, to develop their moon
under this agreement, and meanwhile lanes. l'oltne practical applications of
the necessary preparations for the an the old pniociples repanded to meet
bitratinit of the Mitinvetnrinded 1wthee-meme_ottnatinus.  Thus  are being
first schedule have been undertaken evolved bases upon" which can reel
and are being carried on under the be superstructure of wines whic
h
authority of an appropriation made for must grow with the destined progress
that purpose at the last Cession of or this nation. The successful core
congress. It is anticipated that the duct of our foreign relations demands
two govornteonts will be PreParod to a bread and a modern view. We ea*
call upon the,arbttration tribunal, eilme pcm meet new questions nor build tot
**Wished-ander this. aaree_meat.,Ito uree• If we eoanne oumelves to
meet at Waehington early Dont year outworn domnas. of the past and to
to proceed with this arbitration. • the perepective appropriate at out
Fur Seel Treaty and Need for Amend. emergenee from colonial times
 and
meat of Our Statute. coaditiene The opening of the Pans
The act adopted at the Imo session 'ma canal will mark a new era in our
of Congress to4ive effect to the fur', International libt and creel* new and
.seal convention of July 1, 1$11, be. world•aide conditions which, with
tween Great Britain. Japan. Russia their vast correlaUoas and consm
and, the United States, provided for •quences, will obtain for hundreds of
the suspension of all land killing Of "years to - come. We must not vale for
seals on the Pribilof Islands tem a pe- events to overtake us unawares. WI%
riod of five peon, and an objection conthintty of purpose. we must deal
has how been presented to this pro- 'with the problems of our .external rte
vision by- the, other parties in inter- ' iations by a .dipiomary modem te-
rse which miss.* the issue as to poen-erne magnanimoue, and fittingly
'tether or net this prohibition Oland expressne .4 the high ideals of a
killing is isecomnstent with -theetiom -great nation --------  
the tertemet the treaty _ •. • WII H. TFT '
lations • The Seventeen" for rata The White House. '





































































do It the n
becoming a
4-011.101. :
a. NAI. 11r41 o . • the 111r,..-11eld
ef our :e • a " We
have-erre ran 1 or, •, ;
tee nreat. 4. "Moe- • .,• • 1.
have 1111-.,.._:1 A 7- •,•; 1. rmse
five p.-re.!? NV.- hale b,.11
ler*" I in tienetemeln to nev•lep our
dorneStii- rem itress ant alba) ith-nur
n - The flatten IA
now tno mature to continue !Nits tr.r-
.-irn leetitivorars PAW,-
dit ete- noteral to a peeiple to velem do.
niest4c ageoirs are the sole concern.
In die past 'our (We:navy has often
consisted. in normal times. in a-assere
-as:einem of the right to international
'.A,tiSt•114re WI. are ',12•11f in a larger
ra let Ion with broader rights of our
own- lad obligations ethers than
ourselves A ninnber of great guid-
ing principles were laid down early in
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coed' rontwr rot,fing for r..11
--tenth thie badr *freight att irround •
34 Se. _Xe_e_all love peace: when things am_
condi* our_ way
Al a getieral thing the IA& oirinan
Please glee me the following infot tees. each cooler 
than the last. and soft flannel held over the end of the who wears a. watch on his wrist
finally in cold water, with a few di-nits finger. Anoint additional partins;s &wins. need all his pockets to carry
Altation: We have received an invita- _. ,_
-timetor an "at 'hiller.- The card readre-a-ut-1rulutuu dr-au' 
astringent to close about Self an tech e'en until the toi, money is.
"Mr and Mrs. John ltronn, Mrs Wm. ,th,ma 11/ares-"a --.1ii-lalikra
cia--"R‘ leab- whole scalp has been Tri--tral-Qi. the Ittil
v • -
pat dey and your massage in pose being to get the Cuticura (tint'Smith. 
Miss Breen." How many and ' "e IT
CHRelieved isa tie Meese.
what cards must I send! is any- other 
complete, meat on the scalp skin rather than on Iresit°r•r• '4,0"wriert;',1:;" ("I a • Auali at
 I
A good 'marveling ‘ot7-teRing cream the hair. It is well to pier* a light e.."etsvas. lid'. al' 
sta. Ads -,
noes-age neceseary!--Makel.
_ ouch as is now used 
by Many beauty covering over the hair to ptotect the
1 
i .Kiml to Watch.
Ne message is necessary saw the specialists to 
aid In removing dust pillow from possible @teat. me Pesti "Dtbbs apparently has no bed hab-
-- and dirt --loirticUs Dom -Lb* 4ttitar 41 -morning. strautpoo-wtth Cloth-era Seep trw
emitting of three cir Yoiir Mir& • made of: One ounce of crembaa. °fie and hot water. Shampoos alone may "Beware of that man-"
three of your hesband's. to arrive on
Ing -elan In moderetely hot- watar,__partimr; gently r
ubbing ~team 44114_
then in warm and rinse in several we- meat into the partin
g with a bit a
The Proper Thing to Do.
glossy leaces. In fart this is g btelliti- 
e a treatment s most effective,  ai.ree-
will be on the surface rolled up into 
sit kinds. cat% analest ana .p o lied !deli-- the- whole 'corm. OXII1IXF writ ecsr  'V" ""*". "7. 0"1"'"'""
!al than for a wedril;ng. for everything 
able and economical. On retiring, rLbt.er al"I at t,
ol coal...I W.. hava a
steunkt t.ene armed envelope tor Meg 611. A
wiartsw-wortted out IS the deiorations
--Inenest-ebermienutanaer._
Next wash the face anti susrogg,,,, 
. Ie. b. la tr,.. enter. M.-1,11..n 't evurts-lit" Iltinnwe Yeur ce
relite,,n. Adv. - L'os"ff. p.e.-"rertinen,etEn't", 1'1,,„,i
w then begin at the side and make a . 
11.1c..en-Thoress trell se-M,
- mess los. Tenn Ads..
FOR FACIAL MASSAGE
Something That Is of the Highest
Importance in Preservation
of the Health.
SKIN MUST BE KEPT CLEAN
Oa the Careful sad Complete Rs,
Ifitreal of Impurities Depend Not
Only Good Looks, but the
Proper Condition of Gen-
eral Cleanliness.
It is absolutely essential that the
skin and pores be carefully and thor-
oughly cleansed, scrubbed or steamed
by holding the bead over a basin of
hot water. This process not only re'
moves the surface accumulation, but,
properly done, cleanses the pores
from all impurities. Then pat the
skieewith a soft towel, and before al-
lowing it to become thoroughly dry,
quickly pat in a generous amount of
cleansing or rolling cream This.
while the pores are still warm and
open, will sink well into them, and.
searching for tiny dust particles, will
adlyere to thcni and roll out when,
after ten minutes, the fare is wasted
'in moderately hot water and pure ess-
tile soap, and then rinsed also-In Lot
water. Now, before the face dr4es
thoroughly, make an application quick-
ly and evenly of skin food over the
entire surface, and begin work at-
titi*-you_mIght_wear an  tOgiette hi
your bah', but I would rather see a It is to be observed that. In all the
ribbon bow or a flower. ̂ ar it which- •various manipulations, the rubbing is
ever is most becoming; the style right invariably at right entries with the
now seems in be low on the gide, the lines of the face,- and in giving a face
ends sweeping downward. Either massage, whether they,. are lines or
gingham' or gingham la correct. Both none, it is always .best. remendier
coats and coat suits are worn and to work In the opposite direction from
either are perfectly correct-and up-to- that In which lines are, or may form.
date. Slippers usually match aerie- for the reason. that it helps to remove
gowns, and are either of satin or kid. them. Or retards their coming. The
However, black satin slippers may be lines of the forehead run • naturally
worn with any frock, or patent leather. from temple to temple. excepting be-
Gloves are not removed when a lady tween the eyebrows, where the lines
shakes hands. Both large and small form in a say commonly called a
collars are worn, as the fashion plates „frown." In the movements, the soft
show you, If you will loot them over.
Mtn-a -crowd the boy take. the lead
to clear the way for the girt, othemlise
It makes no difference. The girl walks
on the inside, not between the two
men. Dresses are worn a bit below the
• erne-tops, although the length of
skirts always depends upon the height
of the person. About your hair, I can
only say, as I say to all girls, try to
do It the Most natural and the most
becoming way.
No man ram stand is his own light
Without resting a shadow.
ars. wiesiew,s eestenie Prole ter cidhiemi
teething, softest, this guars, lassiersir
ilipLallayepaisi.euras coal col,r..s.r. • bottle-MA-
7-
thWie Simple Folk.
"Do you think two could Jive- on
my salsey-10--
"Two FIB Islanders might."
A itrr.rit miiii,rity of summer ills are
Ade t.. Malsrer in suppressed feria los
situ& awl heiebrel...a ant but two oven
thillW---11X I DI teK-enehenherthe--
mem tied tones us the satire system A
His Successor.
"I suppose you eiliriot y011r son to
step into) your shoes when you retire?"
No. I hardly expect that; but he
has already taken my seat in the front
row."
WOMEN SHOULD NEVER -
USE HARSH PHYSICS
- 
Women arum especially suaceptible't.
eonstipation and their snore dr-Worth
organletna rebel at the violence of
cathartics and pureativem. Drastic
to.-cecinas like Salts, Mineral waters,
pills and powders may *Nord .tetnpo-
rso relief, but their iioletit, seller us
the stomach and bowels twat to up,
Set the entire system.
A mild laxative is far preferable arid
irrh-lrbo-ewshisettes
simple laxative herbs with Petiole Prw,
iieribed by Dr. W. H. Caldwell, and
sold in drug stores under the name of
Dr. CaldwellS Syrup Pepsin, 11 Ideal
for women, being gentle In action, pos.
Rive in effect and pleasant to the
taste. A spoonful of Ryrup Pepsin at
night will bring natural relief next
morning and, used regularly for •
To OnlIreAoira 1.711,"1"et, r r %gruel brief period, will so strengthen and
ant V47,4' re illwror‘lowrillynosTire isi rri7 tone the muscles of 
the stomach and
?be formula Is p petal.' an every bottle, bowels that there will be little tt any,a...bowleg It lesion', quinine and trus • WWI's' 
er
f nu and tare=retaal Mg fru" further- need fee medicine. 
Irr. Caldwell's Syrup-Popes auk be- --•
procured la any -drug store. Yeee  -Mar Mind. -"••
•, "Wiwi Ca your Wes of as ea
hand, Mrs- Muchwedr
"One who will begin paying you all.
mony without waiting for the Judge to
name the amount."
Al A IMENIMDT VOR 'MALARIA
Is any form Male Babel" has no equal,
It be most obstinate and long
standing cases.
gives pleasure to certify that the
ornale Rebels' cured me caching and
malarial fever, with which I have suf-
fered for a ions tinsec"-August Epps.
nanee's Shops. Va.
It contains no quinine and is egisally
beneficial topics and old.
glIale SO cents, all druggist'. et
Kloesewskt& ..Wsiehtnaton..U.C. SAW_ _ _ _ _
Mme anagedrelle on a postal-to or. THIMMERCATITILI
MENK- -
W. B. Caldwell, 103 West Rt., Monti-
cello, m., will bring a free trial bot-
tle by return mail. Adv. 
DIENIPH I 3 .TENN.
- ..--- --- --- -- ----CAPITAL azoo.cato.tro 
StiertAth 1100.000.10__ _ _ _ __ _
Many a man who would hesitate to 11:119,711 57L t rtr. 
i.A ra ril ali./nL A IT ,..,ara• J-011.' Militillat
cook of his 
wife.N. II 1.1.0eglir iisa. W 104.1s
ort, ill A: lipurd. T. 11.. TA'. W. niteinar
make a wife of h s cook will make a
_ . 
'3 PER CENT PAID ON SAVINGS, CO
MPOUNDED QUARTERLY
-a
• Every Invalid woman Is invited to consult our Staff of Ph
ysicians, SurgeonsI
• and Specialists, at the Invalid's Hotel and Surgical 
Institute, Buffalo,
• N. Y., by Letter or personally at my expense.—R. V. 
PIERCE, M.
little 
LAMM' .tbe- moms. ri,1 volt Milaria anti .LeCkee t Haven-to,* goad. Ds •
cl
Not for Me to Decide. •
Your columns have been so helpful
to others I would like to have your ad-
vice. I have been going with a boy
for nearly a year. We go 'out riding
on our bicycles and In buggies. Neither
one of our mothers object, but the peo-
ple talk about it. Would you advise
us to listen to what the people say if
our Mothers do not object? Is it
wrong for me to let him kiss me good-
night4 Please answer through your
columns and oblige.-Mary Louise.
—
Seems to me, even if your mothers
do not object. that I would be careful
not to go out too often with this boy.
It is not nice to be unpleasantly talked
about When there are mothers to
consult I never lay down any positive
rules. but I must say I would not let
"him" kiss me good night.. lie has no
✓igna-lis your kisses and he should not
ask to do it Of this I am perfectly
sure. Be good friends and comrades
and keep the love-making out until
you are both of age.
For a Holiday Wedding.
At a wedding which is to take place
on the 26th of Dece*Mber. at the coun-
try Fome of the bride what will be ap-
propriate for decorations? The cere-
mony will be at ten in the morning, a
breakfast to be served after.-Rural.
Nothing could be prettier or more
appropriate than the Christmas greens
with the colors allotted to the (wawa
A Young tilers Question.
Will you kitaily answer this budget
of questions? Can a girl of fifteen
yeare wear an aigrette, and how should
it be worn, low on the neck or stand-
ing straight up? la, this word pro-
nounced gingham's or &Ingham? Are
coats more stylish than coat suits for
Juniors? What kind of shove are worn
for evening wear? Should a lady re-
move her -glove when shaking hands
with a gentleman or tidy? Are large
collars on coats more stylish than
small ones? Which should take the
lead when passing anyone on the side-
walk. the girl or the boy? Where
should the girl walk when she is with
her brother and one of her boy friends
Is going with them? How, long should
a girl of fifterni wear her dresses and
how should she wear her hair, 1f_she
has not much of it?-"Brunette."
If you are going to a formal party.
este .
Father-How lit it that I fintll you
Wising my daughter? Answer me.
sir' How is it?
Young Man-Fine, sir; fine!-Satire
FREE TO OUR READERS.
The readers of this paper are offered
a free sample of an honest cure for
Headaches, Biliousnesa, Constipation
Malaria and Indigestion which gives
prompt relief, going directly to the
seat of many illssethe_Iliter._ .N
sea,' no griping and no constipation
follow. It assists the liver to perform
Its functions naturally without any
balls of thumbs and  anger-tips  only  
tear-to-pieces effects. One pill before
should be employed. Never rub down- Tutiring is a dam' You wake 
up well,
This remedy sells for 26 cents at your
ward. The forehead must be mas- druggist's, but to prove its value to
gaged from the eyebrows up toward you the Bond Pharmacy Company,
the hair line. And never rub Inward Little Rock. Ark. wjlk mail a sample
ward, 
the temples but gently any address upon request-Ad,,_ _ _ _ _.
The next movement is begun at the King George Superstitious.
corners of the nose, or the cheek. and An incident which occurred 
while
firmly and gently the massage is done, *the king was out shooting 
recently
with a rotary motion upward' andout- over the Hon John Ward's 
preserves
ward, as far as the corners of the at Woollsey shows that the mona
rch
eyes This is repeated several times shares with many other pers
ons the
on both sides. - superstition about the 
number thh,
Massage of the nose comes next teen. The eight 
guns were Joined at
and that is done with the thumbs, luncheon by
 five women of the parts
and consists of a rotary motion from staying at 
Chilton, and the king no
the base of the nose to a point just Acing the unluck
y number would not
above the inner corner of the eye. sit down until 
Donald Harding, the
This, too, should be repeated several acting agent upon 
the estate, was
times, and care should be taken that called in to make th
e number up to
the wrinkle natural at the base of the fourteen.-Ne wYork
 herald.
nose on both sides be thoroughly
cleaned. This is a common place for
collection of dust and other foreign
matters which are not thoroughly re-
moved in the ordinary process of
washing. After the face has been
massaged as described it should be
gone over with a short rotary move-
ment This little rotary movement is
very Important and no matter where
you start always keep running in an
upward direction; never down.
The next movement, pinching. con-
sists of going all over the fleshy por-
e.? the cheeks and the neck be-
low the chin. and gently picking up
small particles of flesh and softly roll-
ing them between the lingers and
thumbs_ Care must be exercised,
however, not to bruise the delicate
-muscles of the face
, The movement under the chin Is
particularly imgortane and if proper-
ly exlicuted, is instrumental in remov-
ing or preventing the unsightly double
chin. The movement should ale ays
Regular practicing physteisue recommend
and prescribe OXIDINF for Malaria, be-
cause it is a proves remedy bv veers of es-
periesee. Keep a bottle in the medicine
chest and administer at first sign -of Chills
sad Fever. Adv.
Creditor*.
"Bliggins says he owes everything
to his wife,"
"That isn't true.- replied Bliggins'
father-in-law. "His wife quit leading
him anything years ago and then he
started in owing me."-Washingtoa
Star.
I Demands of Trade., -It would seem a flagrantly clear
ease." said the magistrate, adding, to.
the burglar, who had been haled be-
fore him. -What have you to say for
yourself?"
-Not much, your honor. But I hope several times that day, 
were inform-
you can give me a short sentence ed that the prospective 
hostess was
This is my busy season."-Judge. not at home. The othe
r ster re-
i severely.
,be arm- pe seek toward the ehia, THE 11FAT TREATMENT --FOR- 
"You mustn't look so ple
end outward tow ard the base of the ITCHING SCALPS. DANDRUFF-- 
we don't- fout-thene at___110
ears. This method should invariably • AND FALLING HAIR 
said, as they went down t
"they may be watching us out
be followed, as the reverse motion
-viz. green and red: Wedding bells
• window."
only tends to increase the superfluous
of holly shonTa be suspended every- 
To allay itching and irritation of the
where they will hang. Decorate the
scalp, prevent dm- thin and fa ling1
, After having carefully executed all 
• WIRE FENCING
tie movements, the skin   a -
wreaths of holly and have beltshaped 
drug, and Promote the growth and
hair remove crusts scales and dan-
plates holding the Ice cream •with  should he
• a • RAM wettrA and wrapper! .gor stock
boxes ornamented with sprays of the ,
itios dry and the cream worked , beauty of the hair. the following spe- g"‘4 ;lets 1"se 
TOUT arPri4, 4 not what it ofionlfl be se reu. shon arte,e hot who antraid Sr'I SEW
stale to te-I usiknos weArild bee rei; them
...110 tide skin. as what &kg, not work in i  
tr". ••r‘.‘'l •' ̂" ••••••• perhap• Mailers dereleienc affeets tom. unte at.mt 
lb,* remote that has eg-chrel Ilk
fit
the day of tho reception. if you cannot 
drechni. of •borat. MX ounces of rose be used as often as agreeable. but
been dissolved, and remove from the 




beat. slowly beating until It creams, Adv.
Will you please tell me what "P. P. 
lastly adding the perfume.
PAmE. ARNANCI• About the only tkinipissam fellews
C." means when written on the left
hand side of a calling card and sent
through the mail- M II, Winter 
Footwear.
- - - The mush arid ready winter boo
t Is
"P. P. C." means "To take IWIITIP - a sttirri. et s
mart affair of tett' calf,
It ta the French'-Pots-primer" conga." with top Of -4014.11410.48.414-1,31_
The sending of the card !bows thole toning trimly over th
e Instep sue
the person dill not have time to esit kits When the b
eet is
In person before her departurvr-iiiir deal of perforated 
trimming up the
Ilse ever returns you owe the first call. front and around
 the top of the Tally
MADAME MERRL Mids cog
water, one ounce of pure white vase- once or twice a month is generally As ittwrinwe• teak that'. is so reedieine
gok locioee them in a card envelope
and address to "Mrs. John Prows." 
I line an/I a few drops of any desired sufficient for this special treatment that 1.• r'ssmissms with OXI PINE. It not
think it polite to accept if you are "'flames 
obeli i
. ere% ant* Idaliena Secular or Taste-
Meit the crembas hnd vsseltne over 
for women's hair. 
only builds up the system. hat taken ree
Cutieura Soap and Ointment sold his mala at Dniagum.
going, for hostesses like to water bath, on", add gr
adually am tbrousbout the
 woric 
SampleIdea 










There is every reason why women should not 
trust their deli-
_1121110Constitutions in the hands of unskillqd persona. It requires a
 thorough medical
iltinglition to appreciate and understand the delicate female 
organism. There Is 
every reason why she should write or personally—consult an 
expepeneed specialist.
AS a powerful, invigorating tonic,'"Favorite Preicriptioar
parts strength to the Whole system and to the organs_cli
stiocdy 4011111314, 
" In particular. For -artuardown." dehlitated women of 
all occupatiOnli
irtivorite Preserhatell
Is unequaled as a restorative tonic. As a soothing an
d strengthening nerving
"Favorite Prescription" allays and subdues nervous exc
itability, irritability
nervous exhaustion, and other distressing symptoms 
commonly attendant upon
functional and organic diseases of the feminine organs
. It induces refreshing
sleep and relieves mental anxiety and despondency.
Dr. Pierces Favorite Prescription is devised and put up
 by a physician of
vast experience in the treatment of women's maladies
. Its ingredients have
the indorsement of leading physicians in all schools c f pract
ice.
TheaFavorite Prescription" has been
sold by dealers in medicine in its liquid
forra for over 40 years. Now it can also be
obtained of them in tablet form-or send 50 one-cool
stomps to De Pierce for trial box.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets invigorates the
stomach, liver and bowels. One to three • dose.
Easy to take as candy.
Send 31 one-cent stamps to pay cost of wrapping
and mailing ealy on • free copy of Dr. Pierce's Com-
mon Sense Medical Adviser, 1008 pages. cloth-
bound. Invalid's Hotel and Surgical Institute. R. V.
Pierce. U. 13., President, Buffalo, N. Y.
"It Helped /4e5o Mech.". . . _
Rm. 7. w. normes. Pei
-.Ts; -"lout 'Payouts Proscription.
• dooe wets wonderful bard good.
oseren years so when our see
Child Ira% I. •rn I rise lett soinerable.
do-tolod si.intwo p .CLIVifik W 4tb•
..trt any ri•Lit.t. I then IllOntto
4.1 Ihe head 11.-wInrSIII
he wild I nvoit hare an operatv,T:r2
once and that I Ph uld anti work. but
that was n•oarthIng 1 irouid not do.
I then Duran taking your -Thr.rlk
Preserkerout and It helped we BO
MUHL 1 alsrayseufferod err until our
last child eke. I int along DIM!. I
shall never en through negate with-
out Four asedidirk.
"Willektee iC gashing you much
wisreeats f utu re."
VTNAM FADELESS DYES
botoseewid taws, colors thins airy (*bertha.. Owe Vic package cokes a
n nhera- 1=d;7. al Odd water heftier theft rm.Y.17
li lliii=111111"1"Ifilleallert whine rushaeg apart 
Wend for true beattlet-liew to Dye. Meath and Mrs - stotra
tair DRUG CO • 
As Women Play the Game.
Two Kansas City sisters were mak-
ing a round of calls a fre dwer-ago-
Millions of Red Cross Seals on Sale.
Over 8Q.001.-.000 Red Cross Christ-
Mae- seals are now on sitte--ts-
There were many to be made, and every large City and nearly evert'
whenever there was nobody at bome state in the tailed states. The pro-
and cards could be left with the maid eeeds go for the benefit of the anti-
there was that much gained. One tuberculosis movement in the corn
mu
Of the sisters smiled contentedly nity• where the Seals are sold. So
when- the callers. as had happened carefully bas the sale been organized rersa re eure•tisrein ass hoods
throughout the countr'e that with the relis,c,..r 6,1-etujeuat topreseeet
reseel,relee
t kers.11erwurtal threga.White us. ell-
exceptions of the states of Florida. Log.lever soros. reirearearo.
Oklahoma. Nevada and 'Idaho. Red lienes J P. d1
-1-11N. Week. ankak Pau.. killsdh
Cross seals will be on Pale in almost
s tievery city, town. tillage and hamlet gaiZlltE.FtT 
DISCOVERYr:4e.
the ' Bed States, and even in tsraisse-aZitotev-so7ses.o.41%aosinsiUse
 -
West ,csperiarie-aisroverke in vardleillee I,IV=
Therappes inch tsas host used wit groat sameseels
Fisureir Illtuousb cod that it it. north, theatres:AMP• 
ilighty Hard to Eat. 
is.' ,'wk. sager tom. irsdtky, blattere. aerre4111.
,toarsiu.ebtreile went nausea trkersotaits emotional.
"So yen like all kinds of pier . Is ie._ ea_ 
Mere s -rien ts le fats lineerrittef.dat.
MA. lb. bag et, 101.4 p14.1 }rat ...la 
ta."Yes! all except humble." ,s dest "itt.rust te
n, ote,li pos4
tat operst,'.• outer .-s law teem tooneely






Weir te its Twasbiallintalass
ft
ilk, sue no XL-wee&
OLD SORES CURED
pigs. only. garden and Legn. aiki-e-
About the only man in the world
who is satisfied with his Job is the
self-made man
We are most apt to realise that this
wren able to keep ere late MIMS • is money whoa the interest comes dm.









wore the fertiliser salesman arrives, ge to 'rem dea
ler and espialis to him that
you is ill we buy II per Lent. rssis that wirtain only so pou
nds ii Puled'
per ton. Near him that mrsdern, prufiiable 
iertilliers.cusitain form
s to 10 per cent. Potash, and that the composikion of 
crops arid the
effect of crops on tolls require that
increased until it is as great as, or 'po
TAsll0, per tent. Pressh should be
greater than, the per cent. et Pbos-
phreic Acid in the fertihser. It is this grade of gage 0111114Pla
and your dealer hese Tire quantity and quality
albs Craps as. Lease and the actual plaid lucid




C.17u‘f nun Aseare kap indost, le•I miller. sad segos/ the--by
Write as foe Free Derek welet
Prolgalde hersailea
W. will soil you PstasAZ
ID an, ,•IlItlytto111 as, gr.,
up. VI Me kr prices.








or No.3 is what they o-ui •-• sad baseborn
4.twerret vain 117, 1 uf rr z2t,74.-Aori, Ill ta.:.
Watt age heeliasa hi.. Nam I
FOLEe'S
wis,THONEY.0"' TAR
-VA For Cou.hs n d Colds
Cum the awl and elk as • perverstive kr ether* Liquid tiwen onthe/
t:rtes.e 8411h- Or brood mare* and all her BOK liklIbirv finned, fee au&
St • Wink: WI sod h10 a druren. Sold by ell drugest* and horse gowillt
houses, or sent, •apersa paid, by the nuntsill,tweers.
neri. INDIANA
NY MEN ORINK IklidkUlDs PRIM A 1,1,a WMAND USE (MOOS, MO NON TO COINTIERbt NEW 11005TRLI.NY At L ASOUT elk













• WE ARE NOT




$11:25 .vNietrt,nast(iteverloaart:s. colfull lenth, con-ors black and
brown: worth $15.00, go for the low price
of $11.25
cn Mens Overcoatt.•fultlength. con-
vertable coital:- colors- black.
brown and greys; worth $12.50. go at the
low price-of $9i50
$ N.e nsaV emts, fulllength, i -7.50 ‘e .eoors)1z:.
brown and greys; worth $10.00, go at the
low price of $7.50.
Mens Overcoats, full length. oin-
$6.30 v'ertable collar: color grey only.
worth $9.00. goes at the low priC4 (41..41.
$4.25,m.,ernsitetrzs. f length,I tie ctnstripedl
worth $6.00.- goes at the low price of $4.25
- -
S3 Iens collar cOlor brown strip•Otcoats. length. con-
ed: worth.$5. I PI g0.0"3 at kiNv prise of •,;:.!6,1;
Stir Our roe ilar f
ls nain Coat. 7)1
dir air,ie •ng an worth_the money
for $4.25. .
Prices and Come and See the Goods:
/
Any-V.011.1).S piece Suit, colors brow)
greys and n, ort 2.5 per cent or one-fourth
off the regul. ice.
Any CtlIXD'', 2-) Suit in our house.
carried &viol: but some patterns, 411 •
per Cefit/off regular price.
PANTS and OVERALLS:
Mens Pants, best patterns, newest styles,
20 per Cent toff reouloir
We have about 50 pairs heavy Mens
Pants, carried stock, price ranges from $2
to $0. 'We take off 50 per cent or one-half
regular price.
S
ld Pants worth tl 50. you
I 00 71.tlYttloer $1. 00. s•
IE, Mayfield Pant worth 82.50 y 0 getdt, for 75 cents. These aiti--al ,j•Inum
sizes, Waist :10 to :. You little Hews
should investfgate. 1. . t---,--,
. _
-
8C "7 Our regAdar 81.00 Overall. clear of.OL, starch, hiehtut waist. mad..Tull all- _
over, at :N.) cents.
Ic,.. Underwear: we Wave tots of it, theipt. regul::7 :;•1 ..sent kind. .Ilibbod ..ottr-
inunts: voi, oct for 79• 'cuts, Or the suit
--k for 77) cents.
-• mt-Inr Boys all-loather- -cot-ow--
0 11. -day shoe, goes in this se
at the low price of $1.50.
Other every-day Shoes in like pro-
put ion.
-.We handle the LION Brold COL-
LARS. Never was there orie better
SHIRTS:
We handle the well known Fer-
. . goson-McKinney makeShirt, the
1.50 kind you get for $1.2.5. But only a
• few -left. The $1.00 kind you get for S5e,
and our stock is full. 50e Ferguson-Mc-
Kinney Shirts for 40 cents.
25 We have a full line of BOYS Shirta
worth We take off half the price
without collars.- all nice _pattertfs
which brings this garment to 25 cents.
HATS
Our Hat assortment is in good shape:
best .styles, best patterns. We takeoff .25
per cent or one-fourth the price exclud-
ing Stetsons.
We handle the .very best Ties we -lare
able to -find, and untill this sale ends 4 we
are going:- to sell you the 50-cent kind for
:19 cents.. The 2.5-cent kind for 19 cents
• We have 7).0e-6 dozen Bow Ties worth 5(1
vents that we are taking half the price .off.
Whii.h brings them to 25, cents.
Our Glove department was never in bet-
ter ,hapo and •e want, to sell them. So
Vu know what that means: Don't fail to
investigate. •
mt -Hero is the "killer"- -nor
ok.ito heavy N iscolized Calf Shoe.
known the world over to be worth
$3.00: our price $2.424.
-S0X—W( biii-The—INTERNyOVEN
once-worn you will certainly come
back. Price 25 cents.
• the town. Tr r thellraniAse-een-1114'00-&-con-
vinced Price, 2 for 25.
- COME AND SEE US-
Much has been said and printed regarding the Parcels Post
- to be inaugurated by the United States Government on Jan-
uary 1st of the coming year, and we've heard it discussed
--Euxt"cussed," but want tu buy ttrthe- merchandise buy
-public-of-Calloway_and_adjoinint counties are not
going to lose any sleep over it's inauguration; In the future
as in the- NW wer-e-going right on sellint —
Dependable Merchandise
at prices that will bring the public to our store and move the
oods out of the house.  In fact the merchantile-world is'our
competitor and we inAte a Comparison of Goods and
•
We can not expect your trade unleu we bindle the right—sod of goods and sell them at the right sort* of a price.
We are going to place our big stock of
Clothing, Furnishings, -Shoes Hats Etc
• before the public for the-mixt fee-weeks, teassienciag
SATURDAY,
and name some prices that will give the fellow who thinlis fie can send money - away from home and buy
cheaper a real, genuine scare. These goods are new stock, fresh from the factories and mills, as good as can be made
or handled by any firm, and the prices we place on them in order to MOVE THEM Quick will make Mr. Mail Order
House look wise and wonder. Read'over this announcement, look at every item and the price; better still come in and
Critically Inspect Each Article, Compare Values and Prices With Any Firm,
anal-yea- are-not -satisfied Ave-Avilt-place -the-goods-ta&on-Aht, shell-and-ihank-yon-for--your-trouble--
At prices we name all Goods will be sold Cash Across the Counter. Absolutely nothing charged or sent out
on approval. -
Look at the
Other Overcoats we have in different
lengths go at 25 per cent or one-fourth off
regular price .
Our stock Of BOYS and CIIILI,RES.
Overcoats is in every way to the minute.
but td lower the stock we take off '.1:; per
cent or one-fourth the regular. price.
SUII'S
Any $20M0 Mans Suit in our house we




25 ;)%4.,y1,5..e r mnatnsosruiotnxe.vefotualltcri
which hrings the suit to cost you $11.25.
91- y2. letr Suit. wes5tkt4,eoib4 U Z to
s7 , 90 Any $110.00 Ssa it we Tr:::low priee of .90.. to the
- Other-Suits in like proportion.
_ , • .s4e- 90 ‘bV, l!L ‘1.211 rs. ttuoiciks
:hat range in prir:o from $7.:10
. Your choice of the hunch for $1.9o:
• Any' 1-10YS Long Pant Suit in Louse
27).i.ier cent or tole-fourth cif regu.lar jriee.
—SHOES-.
Our Shoe Department is in. good shape
S3 50 We start by off
ering you'our
well known-  naW011 -Shoe.
worth $4.00 the world over, it the
low price of $3.50.
$2.A15.0ur button or l
ace Gun lket-
aTe--,1-best site, worth-
$2.40: you get for $2.15.
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NOTICE To CONTRACTORS'
Notice is hereby given that
Fiscal Court of Calloway Cum
Kentucky, will receive sealed
proposals and bids:from contrac-
tors until 12 o'clock noon. on 13th
day of January 1913; for the
lish their experience and quail- 
vertisement, the proposals will sealed envelope 
and must be ac-
he returned' to the bidders unt companied by a 
certified check
opened. of $1000.00 a
s a guarantee of
Bidders it all state in their pro. good fait
h that the purchaser
I tic number of buildings of w' enter into a contract for th
e
this character erec----Q- by thetn.. le of t
he bonds and-will on-de-
thes.oat_Allocation of such! livery of 
the same by County to
asother information will estab-ithe purchas
er, deliver the money
for the purchase of the bonds to
erection and completion of anew 
fications for executing 'work of the Fis
cal Court of Calloway
l_ Court !louse „Az be erected at this character. • County, in Murray, Kentuck
y,
- -Murray, Kentucky in accord-
The contractor or firm to whom and in failur
e so to do, the cer-
ince with the splints and specifl.i _
this work shall be awarded must titled che
ck so submitted will
cations for furnishing ,tnitiffirt i
rlurnishe 7 evidence- that he is be -Called and 
cretitted to the
,
-and performing the labor recruit.- ' s
killed and inexperienced in this 
County as liquidated &make.
ji_Boan, Axiiii,,tryDe-b-toonstructi-oni-mr4vor. Each bidde
r will ieclude in his
tect, Louisville, Kentucky, which!able_consideration w
ill be given bid th
e lythegttaphIng----of_ the
plans and specificationt ha velto the bid
s of coniractor or bond
s and theldelivery of the
been adopted and are now on file firms so
 experienced and quail-
same to the Fiscal Court in Mur.
and open to inspection at the of-'fied. 
1.ray, Kentucky, ready for signa-
fice of the County Clerk of saidt The contract price shall be
 tures'
paid and percentages shall be re- 
Done this the 23rd day of No-
County. vember. 1912. by order of the
A certified check forTWENTY- tamed as hereafter provided
 for
FIVE HUNDRED- DOLLARS in the - -specifications and c
on- Fiscal Cou
rt of Calloway. County,
Kentucky.
($2500.00) payable te the County- tract. R. II. Falwell. Clerk. ,
-Clerk-must accompany each bid _ It is suggested t
hat the pros-
tive bidders shall-luch-ekiik-bi be-forfeited to
 vialt 1h 







--he- awarded -to- a
and he or they fail wi
, days after being notified
ecute an approved surety bo
for the -faithful performan
contract based on his bi
WM-0mM be for tbe
of the bid, and.- certified' work. that can be ound in 
Calloway
Thp price on thiefarmcheck shall he held until actual The Co- anty reserves the
 ri_glitz untf o
operation on the building-site to accept or reject any or all Pre' is right. For full description
has been started d the con- petals or bids submitted, or
 to
tractor has begun p acing con- waive-any defects in same
, if it
be deemed to the best interestcrete. -
All bids or-proposals e y to do so.
made out on a blank form fur- i Each bidder must also fil
e with
nished by the Clerk of the i his bid a letter from a Surety
County Court, and no bid will be Company stating that t
he Surety




any other way than on this prin-
ted sheet, which must be with
any interlineations or chan-
ges.
The eertified check shall been
case contract - is awarded said New Discovery would have say-
bidder. el him. A few teaspoonsful ends
Done by order of the Fiscal a late cough, while persistent
Court of Calloway County, Ken-` use routs obstinate coughs, ex-
tucicy. this 23rd day of Novem-
r, 1912, IL-11.-Falwell, 
pels stubborn colds or] heals
closed in a sealed envelope and weak, sore lungs. -ii l sure
marked on the envelope "CER- 
Clerk. its a .God send to -humanity,"
TIFIED CHECK" giving the writes
name of the bank on which it is No
tice Sale of Court House Bonds Cal- .. _
_
UM1)111, mo.,
certified and its amount. 
loway County, Kentucky. would have
The proposal shall be enclosed Notice is hereby give
n that if / had n
in a sealed envelope and the en- the Fiscal Court of 
Calloway d ,,
velope marked "BID AND PRO- County, Kentucky, will rece
ive and yoncan get a free trial bot-
POSAL" giving the name and 'sealed proposals up to 12 
o'clock, tie or 50-cent or $1.00 size at
addreas of the bidder. noon. Monday, the 13t
h day of Dale & Stubblefield.
The envelopes containing the January. 1913, for the 
sale of -
certified checks will be opened Forty Thousand Dollars wo
rth of,
first, and if they 'are not found 5 per cent Court Hous
e bonds. 
, Settlement Notice.
to be in accordante with the ad- Each bid must be 





_BEGINNING, MONDAY NOV. 18111_
We will give tio4ts with each p




  tate of A. C. or E. M. Ratteree,
c ed or to the fir of 1.A. C
Ratteree & Co., by- neite or ac-
count n oil to eoire
fonvaxd at Onc: ' • F.1!r,
and all pt,!..
tirat • nl. •11-.t.i,-1-.1 t.,
.7ent sa.
see Finney & Downs. •
Man Coughs and Breaks Ribs.
fter a frightful coughing, 
spell a man in Neenah Wis., felt
terrible pains in ha side and his
doctor found two ribs had been
broken. What agony Dr. King's
/Keeping our table silver as bright
and polished as when it was given to
us. is not usually reckoned an easy
Bow sona_the_tarnish a ars
even on the tableware we are using'
every day—so easy to calms, so hard to
get rid of! Yet really, the "weekly
silver-cleaning" does not n
the bugbear that many women find It.
There are easier ways, far -simpler
than that customary old way which in-
volved the use of rather mussy pow-
der, any number of cloths, some hours
of time, and a great deal of "elbow
grease." Women are clever at find-
ing short cuts that are not only easier
but do the work better.
Do you clean all your silver at one.,
on one special day? If so, try anoth-
er way, just for one week and see If it
_44S_Acreaff _ doesn't seemr-a -better one. First, sa
—to the actual"-waslatig. Get a splint
grape basket-sad--pet -a/1- the_allver In
this. Set it In the dishpan, run hot
water over It. Make a good suds with
soap-or powiret- tute a dishmop to-
clean it so as not to scald your hands.
ea Rinse ft In the same basket; then lift
out the basket, drain and dry as minal.
)ow comes my chief point. Have clogs
at head, in a drawer or on a shelf, all
your -eliver-cleaning paraphernalia—
soap, powder and paste, Intubh, cloths
and chamois. What a simple matter
l olil imtnpoblrishhupesa:1 the silver to its nor-m 
here and now, before
uptting away! Do a little after each
morning's dish-washing, and use all
your sHver in rotation, and your week-
ly silver-cleaning bugbear has disap-
peared! It doesn't have to be "clean-
"—" Just stays clean.
Howeier, if this way does-not appeal
to everybody, there are other expedi-
ents. Did you ever try boiling your
silver and see how the Turkish loth
affects it? Do it in your largest alu-
minum kettle—no other will answer.
Or, put it all Into a large shallow pan
and sprinkle it with baking soda, then
pour on plenty of boilint water. Let
It stand without bolting until coot
enough to allow you to handle the
sliver, Then take it out7one piece at
is, and wipe dry. A thirtLWAffile
to use one tablespoonful of ammonia
In a dishpan of scalding water, drying
after it has stood half an hour. Any
of these methods wll brighten your
silver wonderfully.
Still another idea is to keep near
your sink a small sponge on which you
have—after wetting it—rubbed a good
deal of silver powder—then allowed
to dry. Then, when your silver is still
wet, rub it with the sponge to brighten
it. This Is especially good for the
smaller pieces.
Eggs for Sick Children.
Eggs are Often ordered to strength-
en a child who has been and no
way Is better to cook an egg than
what Is called coddling.
Put a newly-laid egg into boiling wa-
onler vytt
it• .1'. it frOm -the TI:•• etztz then
s:k.o.. ..• .d
The popular vote for the Pres-
idency has fallen far short of
expectati ma. for it is  now clear-
ly indicatid that Mr. Wilson's
popular vote will not be as large
as the popular vote cast for Mr.
Bryan in either of his three el-
ections for the presidency.
It is now evident that Mr.
Bryan still has the record on the
popular Democratic,vote, having
received over six million each
6,502,925; in 1900, 6,358,133; in
1908, 6,406,104. 
Wilson's unofficial In
New York is 647,994, while
Bryan received, in 1900, 678,386,
and in 1908, 667,468.
Wilson's total yote in Mary-
land is 112,122, while'Bryan re-
ceived, in 1900, 122,271, and in
1908, 115,908.
Wilson's vote in Delaware is
unoffkiiilly stated to be 20,431,
White-Beyan, in 1908, received_
22,071.
• It is not yet known what-Wit-
son's_popular vote is ,in _all_ the
states, but enough of it is in to
show that Bryan's exceeds it.
While Mn. Wilson's victory is
an unprecedented one, Bryan,
who was three times defeated
for the presidency, received
each time more votes than was
east for Wilson.
A feature that makes this
more surprising is that the pop-
ulation of the country has in-
creased many millions since the
years Bryan was a candidate,
and the votes of Arizona an
New Mexico have been added. _
Though Mr. Bryan said he
could fight for someone else as
the Democratic nominee much
more effectively than he could
for himself, it has not been
demonstrated in the popular
vote, though it is shown- in the
large electorial vote, which is
larger than any other candidate
has ever received.
A Des Moines man had an at-
tack of muscular rheumatism in
his shoulderA friend advised We, of this community are
ings. That expecting and anxiously waiting
i150.00 or for the electric railway, which
more. He so t for quicker will put us in easy reach of Mu
r-
and cheaper ay to cure it and ray and Mayfield,
found it in Chamberlain's Lini- The boom of the bird hunterls'
ment. Three days after the first ; gun is heard in the fields and
application of this liniment he the slaughter of the birds goes
was well. For sale by Dale & I wantonly on. - • We-Wish they
Stubblefield. would quit it. .




tn merchants and mechanics bltsilv •
engage:1 in gath.rinz hickory
wits in front of the -black .
4 will.nit'!ve
ml at_ ono,.- .all-stii4p. Mr. Wilso
n..--the leading-
a6,,i in Inn.n14 merchant, can. throw a t-a)-....an
pa.;. standard to the .top of thetallestlion.. Will
tree.'uce: eggs •
' Mrs. 7MaryWilkerson is spend.•
E. D. McConnell. in'g the winter with her 
daugtr-
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Here are !Pasts We Want Y +a to
---1Wrivit Our Risk. -
When the roots of the hair
are entirely dead and the pores
of the scalp are glazed over,
do not believe anyihing tun
store hair growth.
But, when the hair roots tee
tam n any life, we believe there 
hi nothing that will surely









Tonic, ould it not pleme you.
Resell "93" Hair Tonic de-
stroys the germs which are usu-
ally responsible for baldnesss
It penetrates to the roots at the
hair, atmulating and, by romot-
ing circulation, nourishing them
Reza- "xi" Hair Tonic helps
to relieve scalp irritation, to re-
move dandruff, to prevent the
hair from -Wig oik to
promote an increased growth of
hair. It comes ' in two sizes,
prices 50 cents and $1.00 Ree
member you can obtain it only s






Corn gathering is in progress
and crops very light.
Hog killing season is here and
ere you read Vits-many-of- the
poh;:ruksercw. bit-. in the  smoke-
Tobacco buyers are on the go
but not buyin much.
A building boom is on in this
neighborhood. The following
parties are building new houses:
Tom Nix, Luther Adams, John
Hunter and Ben Colam.
Tom Black has a case of la-
gri9P•
Brown & Hudspeth are build-
ing a new warehouse.
- --••  a.
Every Tessa Has Thew
The other day a merchant -of
a nearby town happened to see
t meeting e.- .-rtispoonfuls of eirtt.ir.1 'salt! to_ t,_aked_loi 10 a lois Daste_mith daefpoartm
anaer receive .-a -box at the
..__.' ... -Chm. sof CBkat.d..aaake.411: cever.thfat pith Soar sio. abie noticed Thattbe 
goods wereballs (th
is critanaty 
from a mail-order house. He
noticed that it was
one and a half beikten egg.- Th:en
. .• Lucile Grogan, . ! ma k., Into little
base, and 0 -Vida H-1-tpt For -1-itii GM. t - i't 
_ ,
li boiling water. Roll covered for six
.00 S.Oli will V° Often the hunt for a rich wife 
minutes. take them Ts:. ens_rerri:Iiir.. had carried for years. He im-
I browned' melted fresh er n
brolow.r •;.,cr: mediately apprciaehed the farm-1
• FREE the bow.' 42-piece 
0 ends when the man meets thej
woman that uses Electric Bitters' 
with grated cheese and
Her strong •nervee tell inraibrighti 
alinkdedonetalt ounces) over them. If „ - .
er and said: "I could have sold
_brain and even temper. _ Her! saltspoo' nful of chopped shallot. 1?
&article. you have there 
i
add to the butter a quarter you 
.tri
. ' • for less than the Mirage house,
peach-b • in complexi an& ru. -I
by lips' It fro her pure Baked Rice Pudding. 
and saved you the freight be-1I
, wise. • 
ful.aleeP; he 
„tic step from 'lab watbutt:r an:ndvder nidrool,thk.e.:tildinotaint:giti d9 so?" a
es from rest. I non one-third of cup of rice 
in.plenty sides," "Then why don't ., you.,
sketi the farmer. Iblood; her . ith
firm Tree 3, iii-tillit iglit.Tour level beatie.o.iiirsis a 
have taken the local paper_for
the heal and s ngth ElWrie *sato% totittqcg t
o taMe, ono-half teo•_yetit ,and :haven't seen a Hoe
Ditt give a \\.0 Mn. and- the .4«:::--;:f saltyou andultdaocuostrantl17stirring 
about you selling these or any
om from indi tion. 4- i.frettutintly until Custard begins t: other kind of goods
. This mail-
:ache, headache, f 'mina and torn*. •TaplOcA: can 
be used the same 'orOer house sent advertising to
dizzy spells promote. E erY- u 747 0.17.remnigkr 41t:(4.-badiraf
:Pard taPt. t me asking for my trade and
-STD* - eetri a• 8.1.0“..4 Mike hi a- modePauk, they 
got it. If you have any
where they are woman's f
Tikt_Stnedy. If volak or  ailing o‘ep at etistalli doss- not boil.
, i bargains, why don't you -put
try them, Meat-1W it StuVt: ---"" 7 ...
".M.M.".'-"--itftem 
in-tho paPer,so_we can
0.00010100.000004:100 bkfield.. i H.etar







 —0 expected to
this year.,
prols.'rly ;.r-
on or be:ore 1:4%
forever barre41 front coll,•eti 1'
same.-- This Oct ItIth. 1912. • tli 11
C B „Fulton Adm.- •' 4'! it
The County Board o 
Th.'it serve It It li 
" " VackuTed. 
a thy biscuit U
meet Thur ay,' ,Dee. i
'arties I ving .
pl se tile them rut four h
PetateDumplings. -
.-eaPe4 tablespoonfuls of
*vision Chair. 1,:a4ed potato .ior mash ale large ;na-
te, as this,. isj -
01.:i,g.er.ist) in
ed 
t!thebasainr ewhleth Naar an.ht,ounce
•11111111011111







a whole, no detailed bids
be considered other than
ailed for by proposal sheet. hind; 4-room
Bidders shall set forth in pr houses, e_stableilb nsP!'0" !etc.
I the number of working days This is one of e 'best rms
dmount tseq • .. by them_losonw r
_com,le hay ek raising etc.,
This splendid bottom' farm
lies-on-the Murray and Calloway






used this great rem-
guaranteed to satisfy,
CARE OF THE SILVER I r• -
11111ssiaryas
WEEKLY CLIANING, DOES NOT
NEED TCHIBMINIIIAll.
DO a Little Washing Each' Morning,
Use Silver in Rotation, and the
Sig Task is Made Easy—














Brow-na 'Grove and found the
Billie
$1 for Ledget-a. a .bighargen.
Popular anics
Ma
"VOIIIIrTtli so fibig CAN MAIM o iv"
ikGREAT continued Story of MeWorits Progress which
may begin reading at any time, end
whit It will hold your interest fork-. C7
NO PAGES EACH MONTH NO PRITIMOI
los ARTICLES or MOM sertatst
The "Shoo Not's^ Dloset...got rtr•-•`
ii‘e• east to.w. to do mins. - now to "'site
wend arecks for home and shop. repair.. etc
"Asset.er kfloeltaitica..1 (10 pages) tells 1,0. •
rrt.kel.limmon rumour*, vrirehminutat•
...Irv& main,. and all the theta S buy .
$1.641401 TEM. SNORE Will IS coal
Ask your tlett•drAlet. Of
\AIM POO MOB .1111tellP1A COPT TOW


























Cretonnes are so attractive that they
have !expired much deigning of as'
tides e• personal use and house dec-
oration. Recently linen crash and
flowered cretonneahave become more
popular than any other fabrics for
trsteful and inexpensive fittings and
furntehlng. Certain patterns have
been featured for living rooms and
porches; but it-Is- In bedroom -furuish-
ings that they take precedence of ev-
erything else. They are bright and
dainty and better still, they are wash-
able. Crashes are embroidered in
fast colcr embroidery silks or deco-
rated with cut figures of cretonne ap-
plied and button-bole stitched down.
There is a long list of attractive
things ehich are made of these dura-
ble fabrics. Among them the dressing
case sets, which cannot fail to please,
are among the least costly and most
effective of Christmas gifts. They are
acceptable to either men or women
friends.
The flowered cretonnes are used for
covering boxes made to hold handker-
chiefs. gloves. neckwear, cravats and
veils, and the large boxes for hats
and Shirtwoiota They are floe fee
laundry ,bags. shoe and slipper bags,
pin cushions and pin trays, tea trays
and tea cosies. Dresser scarfs are
irede of a plain fabric bordered with
cretonne. Picture frames are covered
with It and the cut-out figures are ap-
plied to candle shades. Cushions for
chairs help carry out the scheme for
cretonne decoratloos.-
In the picture...4M three candle
shades a line tray and • frame for
photographs. They are made of cre-
tonne or of linen. A set made up of
the tray and frame and one or two
candle shades all matching ought to. 
rejoicethe heart of any one who ap-
preciates a pretty dressing case. They
are all very easily made.
To make the pin tray a small oval
frame with glass and back is needcd.
Plenty of these are to be found at
the ten cent stores framing pictures
which it is a decided satisfaction to
-take out-
the glass a stiff cardboard is to be -cut
out (using the glass as a guide) into
a backing for a cretotine covering.
_Patna Os „cretonne- to this backlog
Smoothly or-SW:4-i salt Fo n
the edge and fasten the cretonne with
stitches drawn across the back of the
cardboard: Slip the covered form In-
to the frame under the glees and re-
place the back. , Paste a piece of plain
paper or felt over the bottom of the
tray.
The photo -frame Is malls of heavy-
cartlhoard 914 Inches long and hi4
inches bleb. The oral openings are a,
One over 1 inches high and 2 inchelt
broad. The cretonne is cut allowing
I Mel to turn over the edge all around
aad 11 inch about the oval openings.
it Mast be slasked at the openings to
Make it St and Is pasted or glued
404011 SAWN the *vale first. The card-
board le than' Mounted to four strips
of oardboardlas-Wavy as corrugated
board) whieh !stead all round the
edge of the frame at the beet. These
strips are glued to the Mime. The
ht4i frUcTane• Ii be Material is
11,01SIN seem' the etign_st the frame
-and glasid dawn. • narrow strip of
slam is laid against the Oval open.
Ingo at the back and fastened bY
means of strips of paper pasted over it
and to the back of the frame. Finally
erath'ei
z
a backing of thin cardboard Is pasted
to the frame across the top and
sides, leaving the bottom open for
slipping in the pictures. A small wire
ring is fastened in for a hangtr or an
easel support glued to the* back by
means of a cloth hinge.
The tallest of the three candles has
a shade made of a stiff pink men
fabric and decorated_ .with gMands
and a figure cut from the cretonne,
pasted doen. It is finished with a
narrow stila fringe. A pair of candles
with candle-sticks fitted with shades
and holders make a gift that everyone
enjoys. Glass or silver candle-sticks
are best for bedrooms. Brass and iron'
ones are appropriate for living
rooms. The plain iron. candle-stick f
'pith roee-colored candle and fluted
rose-colored shade is suited to a ramie
moth.
The shade is made of a smooth linen
starched and fluted on an iron. It is
pasted on a cardboard ring at the top
and finished with a -piece of fancy
rose-colored braid.
The dainty figured shade shown
with the silversilhandle-stick Is pure
white with ek_ tiny flower wreath '
LOCATION AND PREPARATION OF HOTBED
MOST IMPORTANT THINGS TO 'CONSIDER
Fall Is Best Time to Make Ready and to Secure Best Results—
Concrete Should Be Used in Construction—Sunny
Side of Building Best for Protection.
The fall Is the time to prepare the
hotbed. To avoid annual repairs, and
to oecare the best results build it of
concrete. Locate, the bed on the sunny,
wind.protected vide of a building.
A 4-sash 'bed is ussaity large enough
except for commercial purposes A
standard hot-bed sash is 3 feet by 6
feet. Ley out the bed ti feet tt Inches
aide by 12 feet 10 inches long The
concrete walls are 6 inches thick. Dig
the foundation trenches 2 feets6 inches
deep within the lines even above.
Make terms of 1-inch lumber to catry
the south  efrentr wall 6 Inches and 
the north (back) wall 14 Incite' above
_sniproutuL Forms are not reguli•ed bte
Any ground level. The tops of the end
walls slope to the onsets. Before SW
Mg the forms with concrete. test the
dimensions of the bed by means of
the sash See that the sash laps to
form 2 inches on all sides
Mix the concrete mushy wet in the
proportion of 1 bag of cement to ries
cubic feet of sand to 5 cubic feet or
crushed rock, ur 1 bag of cement to
5 cubic feet of bank-run--gravel. Rill
the forms without stopping for any-
thing. Tie the walls together at the
corners by laying in them old iron
t ctoredfitse r; r4 othr l migak 6f
bent
i rieght-trhe "-4°-n the- eacongvleessi  th  toploonf, 
ins the concrete set, 14-inch bolt/
about 2 feet apart to hold the wooden_
the t onerete for rouritcr -14 a •r-K17E7W--
described below. Remove the strips
as soon is the concrete stiffens. Take
down the forms after flee days. Thr
extra 2% Inched:in length of the bed
is allowance for the neve center bars
between the sueli. These sash sup
ports are of dressed 1-Inch stuff.
shaped like a capital "T" turned up-
side does. The length or the moati of
the "T" Is equal to She thickness of
the sash and the top Is 3 Inches wide.
Sufficient materials for the concrete
will be supplied by 14 bags of cement,
1% cubic yards of sand and 214 cubic
yards of crushed rock; or 14 bag. of
There is a lace edge about the top ;
and bottom. It is made of a linen eel. ;
dently woven for the purpose, stiffen-
ed and fluted. It is mounted to-a card- '
board ring and finished about the top
with a ebite braid. .
One of the easiest ways to shade a
candle as well as one of the prettiest,
is to Sat a disk of cardboard about 6
inches in diameter, with a circle cut
out of the center to fit over the can-
dle holder. Cover this with a square
of cretonne edged with bead fringe,
cut the cretonne seven inches square ,
allowing an eatra. half inch for a nar-
row hem: Hem the hem and st•W
the fringe over it. Cut an opening
from the center to fit over the candle-
holder and allow a half Inch hem also.
The pre"y handkerchief case of crash
shown In 1-1g. 1 hardly needs descrip-
tion. It is embroidered with small
Mlles. green leaves and a ribbon
-design la- light_ blud.-Itsis tired_ with 
pink _wash silk, button-holh toitched
about the edge and .thal %Oh each
ribbons. One- corner is turned back.
This is a giit which a man will appre-
ciate.
The begin Fig. 2 may -be made rith
er of trete-tine or floe cred.silk. The
handles made..oh embreith ry, rings
stound witnarrow blue ribbon. The
upper par
one-half o each ring and the tutees*
at the ends is also gathered into small
-rings limier one -en d a halt In
eter. little ribbon hoes, matching
the handles. yeast& the finishing
touch.
A double bag of linen ornamented
with embreldery, serves as a Me
piaci* for polled handkerchiefs. or 
other small accessories. It, is wash-
elle and will last a Ring time. Men
as well as women •Ilite these • handy •
bags. This is true of the little corn- '
tonne, Mush or MUL With Pinked flan-'
of the bag issathered over
cement and 24 yaeds of pit era
a cost of $10.00.
If the bed Is to be 'used ail a told-
frame. 11 la_ Ilniehltd _Whitt covorell
with glass. For a hot bed, dla on
the dirt to the depth of 2 feet, tramp
in II luches of fresh 'horse manure
well mixed It ith leaves or bedding and
cover It with 4 to 8 Inches of rich
soil. Bank the excavated earth around
the outside of the bed. Put the sash
in place.- hang a thermometer on the
-inside- and allow-the bed to heat up.
After a couple of days. when the tem-
perature has' die:Toed-to 115 or-90 dm
grees, plauting may be safely done.
.Jaaitsir
Geld Frans* With Sashes.
Sash to the level of the walls with an
allowance of ode-quarter inch tor
clearance' This can b.) done by tem-
porarily itnbedding In the concrete
wooden strips of the necessary dimen-
sions. During this operation. by
means of--blocks nalletistasthe
make provision for the center bars
EXCELLENT FEED
must be ventilated for a short period
by ridging thesaah on the side sway
frotp- the vied Water the plants in
:Ls moraine Only and ventilate later
Is remove moisture from the foll
On winter metes. it will often be
loseeeesery tossover the bed with old
.nrpete and boards.
CREEN CORN FOR
FOR ALL POULTRY FODDER AND SILO
Sprouted Oats Is One of Best
Things That Can Be Given
to Little Ones.
- --
Oats is one of the best feeds one
can give chicks for growth, but It Is
hard to get suitable form for feed
In, to poultry. One of the beet meth
ads is to sprout it. A pail of oats is
covered with water and allowed to
soak about twelve hours In winter
we use water which is heated and just
cool enough that you can bear your
hand in It, In summer, cold water
After soaking, the oats are poured
out Into trays two feet wide and three
feet long and tali inches deep. The
bottoms- of these trays are made of
galvanized one-fourth inch mesh wire
screen. We start a!bucketful of the
oats every day. piling the trays on top,
of each other .until we have four or
ave. •
Meanwhile we must thoroughly see
the oats in each tray every day and
wet with water. The ,oats will. --no
doubt, heat some and this makes them
sprout fast but If they have a ten
deney to get test hot, cold rater could
be used to keep them cool lty the
fourth or 'fifth day the sprouts eres.kIlle weeds and sterto vigorous
perhaps one half to One inch lout: erowth of the corn. plant the variety
.Epr summer feeding. when the •;.,•vh of cOre that is bestantlted to your eon
con stet plenty of grass,' Oust on! r3t -rttrinktr--- -141sess"grnsrn
the oats readily at this stage and it beet and much the chempisitt. The num.
is as Foga a growing feed as can be her of acres to plant will depend erten
ottnired The sproats are vsry good Ste caqt4eits ef silo, end the number
for .early chleks that can get no. grass of etosk to feed One acre of good
For einter feedtng to the poultry. it 'Islet alt-en rhomugh culture, will yield-
s -often -Thai-I-sit-We Frilertliesolits inset' . -1/1-- to- 12 tons of forage. 'For green
more sail Seen green Then yea will . -1 to supplement the pasture during
have to- let it grow a few data ioneer the la•ter part oh summer and early
and if you can get e *nimble reek to.; foil One acre for 15 head of cews
held the trat's several inches nistrt it should be planted MVP one taste
will tits vets* tonyerient Ity starting Feld and 'drill the corn Iles long way
.one tray each slay an.d.feeding tlitslar of AAA Reeetre to- have the ground
theme deveingted each day a eontinu enely pulverhael end rolled; the field
one' 'empty may be had This teed reel these be quirk* planted and early
has been advertised etiteneively toe e cultivation given corn is the hest
'secret and the bonito einlaining 'Shift reap to grow for erten feed for the
method have sold extensively at from silo or to ewe for winter feed.
$1 to $5 each .• .1
1,•dtnit for growth and essjte • Tett With Pigs,
deirlepotent ',member that the beat- Rik a feeding teat with AO lags, Iasi-
feede cheapeet. and that • 'dente 14. ee mom of earn ehnv
of clean feet` of •angit "Tie" to rf°' batersellk and barley and eorehum
dace a  balaticed_raPcn and /Plenty at . roreges---enediteted-eit-ther--Oltlithema
punt water will make you More pftelt -station. the leonine daily gain was
gifts for men: But we won't go tar
wrong If we stick to things which add
to their comfort. And they like, too
these things which add to the attrac-
t-hamletss of their rooms.
About the prettiest and easiest gift
to make is (be bewitching breakfast
cap. Everybody, that Is anybody, has
a little frivolous and dainty cap for
!
morning wear these daps They are
a delight to-tVe ey• and anybody may
own one. Some people call them
I boudoir caps and, furthermore, there,are caps made of nicer materialswhich are worn in the evening and
are called opera caps. They are all
simply made. It isn't a bad Idea to
I decide on a gift of this kind and make
!them up for all one's girl or women
ssfidends. Each-one-may -have--
little Individual touch to make It dif-
ferent from the others. By planning
to make several caps at one sitting
there Is • saving In material and,
time.
These caps are very inexpensive
They are made of plain or dotted net.
SIR-over lace, thin silk, mull, batiste,
embroidery and chiffon and edged
with narrow plaiting* of net or lace
A square of the ma eat
crown, that is a ptece of goods 111
Inches wide and of the same length
Is all that is required for the crown
The (korners are trimmed away mak-
ing the pieces somewhat circular A
narrow binding is sewed about the
edit* of this piece and an elastic cord
run In It is long enough to reach
about the head %fib • little stretch-
ing A single or • double fail, of
plaited net or lace is Dewed about tho
edge, one retie being slightly wider
does require some thing to find out make-the plaited ruffles, tbe expense
is lessened. But even baying It ready .
made St only requires three 'yards te
ntake.the single edging for four caps.
An average of seventy-five cents each
will cover the cost,sphen several caps
are planned to be made at one time.
Evening caps are more expensive.
One Is shown in Fig. 1 made of sliver
lace. The ruffle is a satin ribbon, is
Sue. covered with the silver and
there te a hand made wreath of lit-
tle ribbon rose buds made of narrow
pink satin ribbon set about the top of
the ruffle. Pretty', flowered ribbons
and those of rich brocade make beau- -
tiful opera caps. Nearly always tiny
made flowers, or small millinery dow-
ers like the forget-me-not, are used hi
trimming them. Rich laces are draped
n full pulfill'Or crowns and
Inge fall 'about the face and over the
neck In caps that are worn with eve-
ning dress. But, however grand, the
opera cap Is not quite so sweet as the
little breakfast cap nor nearly so use-
ful For breakfast Is a daily happen-
ing, and anything that makes the
young day _cheerful is a Christmas
gift worth having.
s_
PIant-an. Early Variety-for Feed-
ing to Cows—Rupout Sod
Ground.
omm. I
For feeding green to rows- dogma
the summer, plant an early variety of
core Select rim-cut, sod-ground, or
ground from whifb a crop of Crimson
clover or green rye has bpi.* tut off.
Plow the ground. harrow
fore the flash plowed ground can. dry
out Mark out the long way a field
and drill half bushel of corn and 400
pounds of a standard bone fertilizer
to the acre This is much the quickest
and most economical way. It saves
time and labor The corn is put in at
the right depth and without waste of
seed Four hundred pounds of a' rod
superphesphete to the acre, applied to
good sod land will bring a good crop
of forage If lend is thin, spread a
coat of manure and harrow it In, then
drill the corn. in With the phosphete. 
than the others and falling a half
Run the drills 3 feet apart If the 
inch below It A single ruffle is often
field is weedy, plant In hills so_ :be 
edged with narrow ribbon.
crop can be cultivated both ways. As The "I' shown in Fig 1 has
soon aim the omen can plainty spew 
t.rown of sheer eyelet embroider,' alth
start the sulky cultivator, using the ass.Utible ruffle falling *beet the facts
steel chisef treth Early centreline "e 'MP" 
ruffle is edged 'Ruth snar
row Valenciennes Insertion. These




fortnatlen to the-tength of time -me _Wlidn theistmas gifts bear 
with t a ruffle of net having finish of nal,
_Seesl_catalogues 'contain valuable in- '
ceesery to prodslce the different kludges them kindly thoughts or careful work row 
Val lace. Under this ruflie opiate.
of pi:ante._ tin the part of-their donor and-i-retteri441-t4
-iii a heft-
During the midday. In bright weath- bairn) of good taste In those to whom 
1 stitched hem. l'Iuk and blue satin rib-
t. tbr bru_ volt 4,4„.4,04 thorn Aro gloom. tit rooltilottle are' bon one inch wit% 
is made into little 
sure to be pleased. And Whether the bows andstwounte at -each sides Stich
e_ •  purse be fat or leas good manage ; a little cap costs only fifty cents,
merit and cleverness make it possibSe t A homely cap of spangled chiffon is
to embody these Ideas to all gifts. pictures! In Fig, S end this cap is also
Those which are the handiwork of the' very cheap in price, The chiffon is
giver - are evbese:!-Velsijis-aashe-thaeelielelt-bluess'eithellidittsgaiagaLglags
strongest appeal to our hearts and Slut surfaces, A plain, thin net crown
, bring home the sweet, gracious sejrit lines the chiffon, to protect it. They
of Christmas. - are bound with slid& narrow satin
What taxes us sliest each; S'earsishrfftbOti ltale-higerstbrettgit "telt
• the matter- of deciding on %that to the elastic cord Is run. The ruffle is
dire. After this has been settled upon made of the same chiffon edged with
and our list made out. the rest is easy a border of the ribbon. A little bunch
and the cork a pleasure. There are of pink moss roses and leaves • la
Innumerable pretty things for women Sewed to the left side. This ado fa
and girls. All of them love articles .made in pink or light green or lave,-
made to decorate their homes, and der or in all white. It requires. al-
these made for their personal adorn- moat no time to make and is one of




OLD TIME CHRISTMAS PIE
According to a Newspaper of 17714,
• it Was So Large Two Men Were
Needed to Carry It.
• great story is Whig told' about the
big plora puddings that are carried
out to India by the king and mesa.
Put, however big, they will be entities
to the Christmas pies 'they used W
make in the olden time
Jug' read (his from a newspaper of
1770: "On Monday- last Was brought
from Hawlek to Berwick. to he
shipped to Lohdon for Sir Henry Grey.
a Christmas pie, the contents wheeled
are as follows' Two bushels of flour,
twenty pounds. of but' sr. four ease.
two turkeys, two rabbits, four wild
du-Its, two woodcocks, six snipes, tour
Partridges,- two neat** tongues, • two
a yard already to sew_on.  
us.ltW aim feet fe
ran" from ttvttlitY-11‘. t° fifty cents. moven blackbirds and  six
A band of soft milestone* ribbons Ilk 
rcurlews
feretten, weighs ibout 170 pounds andlight blue, extends about the Cap with will take teo men to present It oadman fiat reset* at each side. This
tabis. atly fitted with. s easeis made by gathering a quarter of a
and four entail vt•Leele, to Facilitate itsyard Of ribbon along one edge A lit• Use to every guest that inclines totie bunch of pink rosebuds id perched partake of its tonten:a** These, asunder the rosette. just where the rut
Is joins the crown It requires ope
and a half yards of ribbon for this Sit
tie cap. Mich as may be bought Tor-
fifteen or twenty cents a yard Three
giarters of a yard of plaiting is a lit-
III More thaSis needed but ti; the al-
lowance for one riffle One and a
third Yards will easily make two ruf-
fles -
Fig. I shows * less expensive cap
made gt a 'coarse dotted net. It is
madeI. the someway and edged with
our contemporary trigy observes, were
the da)s of strong beads and stotit
stomach&
Useless Presents,
Aunt-Yes, Satiety. Santa Claus
brought yens habv brother,
Johnny--flreat Sete! Another proe
entsithat ain't any use'
A woman under the mistletoe can
kick mighty unconscieus if the Mahe
man in in sight.
nel leaves for the needles and ribbons than if the ands are scantily fed er.) pound as compared with a gala
for hanging
Where one does not enibrolder ft
very pretty substitute is possible with
e.nt SOK _Iffthilthel OMNI -1111Sted to
linen and Ifitelird• down with button-
hole or chain stlich....There is no end
to the more than good looking pre'-
tints which are made of cretonne and
creak
snowed to stay In filthy enviers and ; of 1 21 pounds on earn chop and but
pestered by lice, 'termini. A lot of begs turned late a
I geld of corosylel•Ing_ at -the rate_nf
-- Ore hank only it htteheit per aransmadi a gala
An orcistre heating plant that hat or 1 f pounds per head Estimating
been patented 0) a Messarbusett* t the value of the grain st.„7 condi per
ernPle)e 'a system of Tined In zeund, the hogs returned • ville




Anger a Sign et Weakness:
Anger is always a sign of weak-
ness It is our irritation at our teats
impotence-A is the firoof the spirit
blaring up :against the inevitable
When cc know ep are stilwrlor.
we know we are conscious of greater
power than our adversary's, we are al-
-ways calm.
Net Needed.
-I supple* the brightest moment of
your life witsiwhey task proposed"
"lirightest? Theft a particle
St light la ill1441111111fr
KM, Warm While Asleep.
Among the Museum trate of the Ka-
merlin neer Lake Chad, a German
explorer reports that he has discover-
ed an unexpected luxury As the
nights are ‘ery (sold in that part, the
beds Are built like stone collies, and
underneath a fire burns all night, keep.-
Ina the sleeper warm
Cruel Hint.
klabri-"Ocorite thinks I am
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Ribbon Bags for Christmas RAISING HOGS REQUIRES COMMON SENSE
AND KNOWLEDGE OF DIFFERENT DISEASES
Whitewash and Disinfectants Must Be Used Freely About House
and Yards Used for Swine—Animals Affected Must Be
Separated and Watched Carefully.
(fly l'It0F. It. A roam
It la very necessary that we recoil
Oise hog cholera and. swine plague In
the very early stages in order to pre-
vent them from spreading. In some
Outbreaks the symptoms arm not
typical and we cannot diagnose the
disease by the symptoms alone. In
Such cases We should destroy • sick
bog and make a careful troatonortem
erAmination.
If the disease proves to be hog
cholera or swine plague, and it is
practical under the conditions, the
herd should be divided into small
bunches The sick animals should be
separated from the well-enes and- alt.
Possible precautions taken against
voreadeefethe-ttieeisee ----
Do not move the hogs to different
parts of the farm, nor scatter the dis-
ease over-the farm. If the yards and
hog houses are in such a condition
that they cannot be properly etiefilied
and disinfeeted we ehoied move the
herd to some convenient place and
build temporary quarters.
When the weather is warm the only
protection needed _fit ilinde. In _cold
weather it Is neceseary to provide-
quarters warm enough to prevent the
hog:. from piling up and catching cola.
Portable hog houses are very useful
Or this purpose.
the $1.111111 may II*e fur five months
All Het r about the yards must In
burned or removed to a place wheel
the bogs annot come In contact witt
It.
Whileensb and disinfectants•musi
be used freely about the hog hous•
and yards If the cleaning and Main
fecting Is carefully dune we may be
able to stock up again within a few
weeks after the hogs have stopped
dying lied suffer no further loss, but it
is usuidle best to wait two or three
month* before we -Jo this, or depend
on the hogs that have survived for a
fresh Mart.
_ Where it is practical  ,ere should
move the hogs to some Other part M
the--tarnL1,tg_1111012 a.and_
yards. -
The pure-bred bog WM mature- and
come Into money_niarg quickly thaA,
and bring more money for the
same weight at that,
If sown are closely watched at tar.
rowing time and the pigs immediately
be placid in a position to puck they
are not so apt to devour theta.
The farmer who marketed his corn
in-the hieryiletralalf WhiSli-rrow mar--
ketiag the hog, can look any man in
the kictiF and kill him- to go to any old
place.
One acre of _alfalfa will furnish
gedis,efeeding floors troughs' more forage ter hogs than two a
cres
and hog Ito-us mita_ be kept cleactf.-t of clover.- and.-41-
=groiew,rfald4W--
Opera bags, handserne work iage ...Vas-9V
 in ilienttftilisteene-geneseseenyteet
ypeee--
- and small ribbon bags that are so slit into
 the bottom glass-side out. It
is a pretty fashion to scent these bags
with sachet powder let in at some
place between the_tinIng and theeout-
side.
re.come with each returning Christ-
alas are more beautiful than ever this
year. For the art of weaving ribbons.
which amounts to as much as paint-
Mg when It comes to picturing flowers,
seems to live reached perfection.
'Weven met prieted Dresden ribbons
and the richest broc,ades are used for
the various kinds of bags The heavy
brocades are need for bags to be car-
ried on the street, the flowered and
en for work bags and the small toilet
or vanity bags for carrying powder
and powder puff, a email hand enirror.
a little square of chamois and all the
other little requirements which Wom-
en find It necessary to have within
easy reach all the time.
The colors chosen for hand bags are
soft and rich and the flowers shown
ia_rabeed  velvet against asatin back-
ground. Egon/ at and----deegi -raja
'purple shading into black in the back-
ground. blossom into rich Americen
Beauty roses in their natural colorings
with dark green shadowy foliage melt-
ing intn the ground. These ribbons
are expensive but lovely beyond com-
pare, and about • go-thirds of a yard
WIII make • medium-sixed bag. They
are lined with plain silt or -Hhbo
and gathered in at the top with nar-
row satin ribbon of a -heavy, fine
quality. Little rosettes with many
hanging ends finished with pendant
'ribbon flowers or little _bows are used
as a finish. Such a bag Is shown in
Figs. 1 and 2.
For Fig. 2 a lighter brocade is used,
with woven-in instead of raised flow-
• ers. But the design Is gorgeous with,
so --rea woven Tfftn toe cerium.
The bag is a trifle smaller Mid the
corners of It are rounded. Narrow
satin ribbon to the prevailing color
of the bag finishes the sides with
loops and furnishes the means of car-
vying the bag
Fig 3 is a work bag made of gay
'Dresden ribbon with dark stripes
sewed to plain satin ribbon In the
same color as the background of the
Dresden This bag is provided with
a cardboard bottom covered with 
the
ribbon and finished with hangers 
of-
narrow satin ribbon and two rosette.
of it These Dresden and plain ratio
ribbons are inexpensive but beathe
fully colored and altogether desira
ble
Fig. 4 is a very handsome bag in
flowered ribbon to which black -and
gold are the predominating colo
rs with
touches of scarlet It Is made on a
circular bottom like Fig. S. but the
lengthwise of the ribbon ran around
the bag. It is hemmed at the 
top
without a Vending ruffle and rosettes
of narrow black satin ribbon are set
about it, four of them altogether. At
the sides ttower pendants made of the
narrow ribbon hang from full rosettes
• When the bag is drawn up on
 the
hangers, as shown In the picture, the




bags are made for so many
puniest.% Long ones provide a re-
ceptacle for handsome oorsets. others
Sri. shaped for holding night dressalt
and slippers nut women are meet
pleased with the small. dainty vanity
hags. work bags or "helping bags
The vanity haws are 'timely 'the work
What Made Him Resigned.
A fourTst Wont the emu. visitin
g
am old prospector in his lonely ca
bin
in the hills, commented: "And yet
you seem to cheerful and happy.-
eyes,e replied the ono of the pick
and shovel "I spent • week in Poo
ton once, and no matter what hap-
pens to me. I've been cheerful ever
since."
Stick to the One Thing.
Thereeefire chance for Vim unhilS






WEATHER AT CHRISTMAS TIME
--
Superstitions Are More Plentiful at
Holidays Than Any Time Dur-
ing the Whole Year.
Weather superstitions are, more
plentiful at Christmas than at any
Orme of the year. The belief is very
prevalent that what is called a season-
able Christmas implies a fine, warm
spring, while a mild last week in De-
cember Implies that Eastertide will be
cold and wind,, with enough frost to
cut the spring growth. • rainy
Christmas is held by the farmers of
England to be a -bad omen for thw
coming' year. "Christmas wet, empty
granary and barrel." is a saying of the
farmers of southern England. meaning
that both wheat and cider harvests
will be poor. On the other hand.
thunder on Christmas day, or any oth-
er day in December, Is believed to
presage line weather. Of Christmas
dIiW writer says. IA clear.
bright sun on Christmas day foretells
a peaceable year and plenty, but if
the wind grow stormy before sunset
It betokeneth sickness in the Spring
quarter." If anyone wishes to know
what the wind will be during Christ-
mas week an old tradition says look
at the weathercock at IS o'clock mid-
day on Dec. 21, known as St. Thomas'
day. It is believed that it will stick
in the same quarter for at least a
week_
Recipe for Christmas Cake.
Three pounds raisins seeded, one
and one-half pounds currants writhed
and picked, one pound butter. one
pound sugar, one-half pound almonds
cut up fine, one-fourth pound walnuts
cut up fine, two bars unsweetened
chocolate, seven eggs, a liberal pinch
of salt, one and one-half teaspoonfuls
, of allspice, one halt teaspoonful cloves,
two teaspoonfuls cinnamon, one-half
nutmeg grated, two heaping teaspoon-
fuls baking powder sifted in six cope
flour, one-fourth pound citron peel-
one-fourth pound orange and lemon
mixed.,,, one-fourth pound good table
figs. pjnch cayenne peeeer. two table
spoonfuls glycerine. 4 Rake in paper-
lined tins In a slow-oven heat for two








Healthy Pigs Are Always Profitable.
•
All litter must be removed daily, and keeps on gr
owing as test as the hogs
the frequent spraying of the hogs. eat It
 down.
feeding floors and sleeping quarters Pig
s will live and grow on rape
with a water solution (two per cent or without a su
pplement of grain, but a
more) of a tar disinfectant is a neces- small
 addition of the latter is profit-
eery part of the care abb. Dr
y sows will, however, do well
Roth the sick and well hogs should on the rap
e alone •
be fed a light diet of sloppy food. Never fee
d more than hogs will eat,
shorts, bran and tho-Ilt.---Iririeter or err-freely
. Many farmers do not preel
slop must not be left in the trough for tlee this, bu
t keep a quantity of un-
the hogs to wallow in. Copper SDI- eaten
 food lying in the lot at all
phate dissolved in the water and slop times.
in the proportion of four or five A few coals 
from the wood fire of
ounces to the barrel may lessen the-athe kitchen put into 
the houses now
chance of infection.
As soon as a hog comes down with
the disease it should be removed to
the pens set off for the sick animals_
These pens should not communicate In
any way with the pens where- the
well bogs are kept.
The dead hogs should be burned
This is not a difficult task if the body
is placed on top of a pile of wood that
will burn quickly and snake a hot fire.
If disposed of by burying it should ees
well done and the body covered we
lime. However, this is not as sail.
factory as burning.
The length of time that the hog
houses and their surroundings will
remain Infected will depend on the
care taken in cleaning them.- In filth
PROPER CARE OF
•
Plants Which Look Like *tense.
To South Africa there Is found
plant Of the genus kleeembryanthe-
mum growing on stony ground, which
Po closely resembles a pebble that it
Is Invariably taken by the stranger to
be a stone. Another species of the
same plant proklucee two leaves about
as large as ducks' eggs, having a sue
Nee resembling weathered stone of
screen These plants look like stones:
but for a short time they-put forth
bright yellow flowers. Still another
species of the same plant resembles




not understand why a tailwof your re-
sources will refuse to pay his hottest
debts' "Then I'll tell you." said the
well te do- citizen, confidentially, "If I
paid up I'd theow yes and several
others out of work...and I haven't the
heart to do It."--IlatIre.
Macaulays Idea of It
The Puritan hated bear belting, not
bemuse it gave pain to the bear, but
because It gave _pleasure to the
epeetelnrs.-Ileoettay.
and then, where the hogs can grind
them up into charcoal, help to keep
the hogs healthy.
Steaming food for hogs Is an easy
matter. All that is required Is a large
vox cenueeted 'with- a-small boller by
a one-inch pipe The pipe should con-
nect the bog et the bottom.
If you are in doubt kill the bigger
hog. for it makes better' meat and the
ham of a light hog is hardly worth
curing. If-you are fond of the meat,
'or it dwindles far too rapidly
Southern farmers have learned that
' feeding cottonseed meal in large quan-
' titles Is a bad business, as it often
leads to fatalities. Fed in small
quantities, however, with corn and
alfalfa, it is beneficial 1
the feed as the pigs get older and as
the aow seems to need it.
DIVOLIT
SIMPLE AND IN STYLE
LATEST FAIIHIONABLII ARA
MINT OF THII colorown_
Matter for the individual, but Certain
Ideas May Only Be Indulged In
by Those to Whom They
Are Fitted.
There are certain types of faces
that wear a low coiffure butter
_other style on4-  without doubt a
low Coiffure Is, of sN the most grace
ful. But it is only to be indulged in
by  _those whose heads are well bat-
anoed In outline, or whose hairdress-
ers know how to conceal any defect
in that regard.
The pretty hair-dress pictured here
is so easy of arrangement thaL any
one may undertake it. The chignon
pinned to a coil of hair twisted firmly
and fastened close to the head to
serve as a support. No attempt at
regularity ID placing the puffs Or.
curls is apparent.
The front hair is loosely waved,
parted in the middle and rolled back
at the sides. The ears in this, as In
all the fastienable coiffures, are con-
-eatied.--It-ta-the softnesa of the hair
about the face and the charm of curls
at the back that make this a style al-
ways admired and never passe.
A coronet of filigree silver is worn
In this particular instance. For this
style only coronets or bands are in
strict keeping. They add immensely
to the finished et.
JULIA SOTTWALSY.
the middle of the low*, rew. Tape
was used for finishing the raw edgers
of the three pocket' art : 4 slue
for dividing the II-inch strip inte
three more pockets. 'All raw edema
were finished with wide white tape
stitched twice. A facing of thinned
cloth was sewed on top, and draw.
strings run through. The pockets heig
plate holders, focus cloth, chat:note
skin, record book, etc. _ One metes
pocket - was lined with charnel* ski*
for the shutter with bulb and tubita
which needed special protection.
pockets closed with a snap at the top,
the whole was- folded completely
when not In use. For a use Utig
might be node_ without dressetrings
the top, and
carried by shawl straps.
MAY EASILY BE MADE AT Non
-- -
Most Attractive Clown That Offers LW
tie Difficulties for the Amateur
Dressmaker.
he gown sketched, while yielding
to the popular demand for drapery.
Is nevertheless one of real stmplieity,
and-offers no difficulties for the clever
borne dressmaker. The drapery of
the otherwise plain kluemo bodies
A eitt...nt neck an 
tha_as,
limit narrow revere of lace. A vela
and collar of shadow lace shows bee
Leath. .Tbe draper/. In_cansbt b, gift
CAMERA APRON GOOD THING
Designed for Special Purpose, It Has
Seen Snapped Up for Its Gen-
eral Usefulness.
The camera apron was devised for
the convenient garrrioll of camera
oaraphernalia on out-of-door trips. Al
yard and nquarter of gray denim was
used. The body of the apron was a
straight piece, 26 inches long, with •
strip 11 inches deep across the bottom
for pockets. The remaining eight
Inch strip of denim was cut Into three
pockets, two of which were placed
above are done as a patch pocket over
1
411MIEM=M1.1• 
tassels. which also hold the draper,
of the skirt and trim the front of the
latter. The material of this gown
is cafe au tat charmeuse, the laceat
rich cream color.
DESIGNS IN NEW LINGERIE
Ideas of Parisi en Modistes Follow
Closely the Lne of.Fashton of
* the Season.
ALL YOUNG PIGS ,:nhdthe.yoianmgourn1gosf tfheal.dt afedre t
t00bOftaht soar: nightgown. stbilzfr
ls cut high In the
back and very low In the front. possi-
Parisian modistes are making it newIf the phrs should get too fat dioxin-
likely to have eeours or thumps The bl
y Influenced by the universal rash-__
Take care of the young pigs. (liv
e
. their mother's milk They may be fed
_ • fabout two weeks old Then this
1 with the sow bk giving her a little
*hosed have some Peed in addition to
Prevent Accidents.
pigs usually will begin to eat when ion fo
r the Robespierre collars. Gowns,
t
more than she will eat or by melt
Suoigsstul  Hog Raiser Is Pros-
sat at Farrowing Time 10 —
—7





r t:: cowl4n, h t.
they are farrowed until they 
re 




Personal attention to one's 
I
T. Ft. H. Wright. assistant In animal
 I A ffopdgnixturet•ed, atorcokothru.shaoortircaoindi toPea41611
husbandry at the Kansas Aviculture' ' 
is a
college, is the most Important 01111
11S-, .raenedd tamitukilistge'be Thlargei• aluoy dues:elut
ion:deb 
by 
teal in successful hog raising the feeder, because the proportioa
The man who cense for and feeds th
e
h t th t




of farrowing After farrowing 
ter may not be best for another. The
about one-hilt of the litter, the 




will very often get up. turn over 
and them 
kill about halt the Pigs 
already far. lures make 





eamod remove theannlysarewayilcto 
be 
Ptr.ff pasture is not available, alfalfa
passeia-teast as they ate hkohowai bay 
may be fed instead, as pigs rel.
See that the pigs are dried 
Properly tab this almost as
 well In the summer
and put them In a covered 
box lin.% as In the winter. and 
It can be mire.
with burlap If the weather 
is colt' Merely fed 
in racks. The yards and
put jug of hot water or 
a few hot , Pens should be so 
situated as to re-
bricks In the center of the box to 
keep eel" the maximum 
amount of "tun.
the pigs warm The jug or
 bricks
should be wrapped to keep the yo
ung
pigs from being burned.
Reduce the feed.ef the Sew ler •
abort eme before tor
,
ewing
her a thin slop for the
 first tee at
three feeds after farrowing.- 
Inetekas
ee.e; "eiterewlegg...44,aza;:'
shine as It is one -of the best means of
keeplag the Pens In a sanitary condi
Mon.
Milking MeeMnis,
An English • milking machine is
he *idol 06war
you know. even for the evening, are
high at the back even when they are
cut almost to Wit-- it-In-the-
es
.-frenTrttit
This d ign ha* a few fine
tucks in the middle of the back. Is
finished with an overcast line of scal-
lops under which h, caught a full gath-
ered ruffle o! Valenciennes lace in
boat there are-more-flne tucks, put in
groups, and through- a line of button-
holes is run inch wide pink mein rib-
bon, iihich is tied In long loops in
the middle. The line of this decollet-
age is exceedingly pretty and remInds
one of the portraits of Raeburn of the
fashionable ladies of his day, who
wore their outer frocks cut high in
the back and swirling down to expose
a wide expense of chest and bust in
front the picture framed in with a
knife-plaited bill a- lace
This same designer is also making
Stintrable princess oombinettorts to
WNW over the corset instead of a 001',
get cover and a short pettionat and
a pair of knickers. These are of nein-
soak and fitted to the figure with
inane seams They are lust b
ag
*names to cover the cap of the knee
and are finished with two-inch ruffles
of handembroldered scallops or sli
ght-
ly gathered lace
The fastening Is dawn the stile 
III
OrtlfOr thsb Ina pottorn of the 
-front
will not be disturbed. The line goes
straight ender the arm, of course. an
the adjustable straps are of lace or at-
frr.h pink ribbon.
Neckwear Fad. ,
Malin. choux and stocks have 2111.-
ways been more or less fashionable-
ler wear "ith the tailored coat, for
there Is something eitguisitely soft
and becoming abctut the twist of tulle
around the neck, Cr the smart bow
of tulle beneath the chin, in contras*
Hesetetve-44neseof-s-tatiortiereetIL--- - —
The new tulle, or matinee neckwear
has a further touch' of daintiness he
the way of pearl bead trimming, it
the bow Is, a simple affair with loops
at either gide there may be a clawp
Wade of pearl bead strands around
its center, and....ArliaPa, • tassel or
ornament of the pearls will hang
from the clasp. The matinee 'tacks
there !trend necklaces with clasps sob
at intervals, the pretty pearl neebe
lace being tacked lightly to the one
side of tire stock.
Co Hatpins.
Two illessie ed. ill-selected betplea
can destroy the beauty of a hat be-
yond remedy. The mode at proves&
Is for small-beaded pins, and whirs
rhinestones a.r• used It Is In oonehrae.
Don with pearls, says the New York
Times In pale gray and Mist pink
tones these imitation- pearls with a
'
border of brilliants u...ke a teaming
ornament 'for the simple bats of the.
wreeent ingike For the black or Vette
hats, black glass pins may be balk
eon-biped with slightly cut white gleallki












Deabina Comet be 
Cared
W Weak a
pplleatIons, as they can.
Net reach the diseased port
 loll °Ellie
ear, There i• only one Say to .clara
•leelleess, and that is by co
nstitti-
litemoihwatedies. intense. is cause
d
by Us trillauted eoudition of th
e Dw-
ain lining of the Eastoehale
 Tube.
Wbeat the tube lit inflamed 
you hat it
a rumbling would or igtperfee
t hear-
i. and when It laatitlrely 
aimed.
deaf OMNI is a reatilf, and u
nless the
Inilarnation vault', taken out 
and




mer: since c a oin 
of tatu are
Catarrh. which la nothine
bet 'a laltauipti condi
tion of the
surface*.
We will give One Hundred 
Doi-
ten.fee Any ease of deafness 
caused
- by statarrit that eireout b4cdredbJ




 . free. ' - •
W. J. CHEN EY I CO.. Tot-440,






We the undersigned, this day.
Nov. 20. We have not told any
disgraceful tales on the widow,.
Mrs. Bettie Wilson, to any per-
win or persons or know anything
to tell. We suppose that the
tales have been stapted from us,
but we have $ n the parties
anti they-say hays-net iota
It, and an saying -that _we
did tell it tells poetively a false-
hood. As far as iv'e know she






district, and I at* sending t
wo
desire to say that I am a-pa-
tron of the lndepencience school 
wit ou s
chikirm to school-to- -Kies ILala___Weihave had 
seventy years
Ivie. That she is-giviatt 
genee......d—apericace, With Aen
al eati-ifaction, and I 
believe she Chaffy Pectoral. This
lis teaching one of the .
best makes iis have great confi-
aeleanka ever sent to. 
deuce in it for coughs, colds,
Aii---h-er--"Vandiltis, weak_ throats, and
- --it the work, I subscribe.
A Patron._
Children Wee BALL AR i v
S
3




isn't a bettersrei9edy anywhere One of Ayer's Pills&
far children's coOglw,. hoarsen 
flow of bile and ;produce an increased t bedtime
will cause
°• gentle laxative effect the day following
and bronchitis, - 
-.It's a good med Formula on each box. Show it to yost
ieine and easy to take. Price doctor. He will un
derstand at a slams.
25e. 50e and $1.00 per bottle. Dose,
 crime pill at bedtime, lust one.
Sold by Dale & Stubblefield. 
Maio by Ms a C. AT'S CO.. Low•Al. aka&
mtgs. We want you
to  have confidence in it, as
L. Ask your own doctor
what experience he has had
with it. He knows. Keep
SWileS NOIR. Per 1S13.
-- —
Swift's Premium Calendar for
1913 is styled "The Elements."
The size of the calendar„is $I
x 17 inches. On each of the
four sheets is a beautiful picture
In colors. These pictures are
the work of Eleanor Colburn, a
noted painter. There is no type









SEQUENCE OF WORK HILPS IN
SITTING MEALS. •
WOWS Thetightful Arrangements Are
NaI% Cask May Find She Has le
Wm Things at the
Sam. Time.
••••••••II




iltrATitillah. or getting metier for *Itch sow
G. -tire lard- trim been- erevioimia-may.
ottriedvu.114..typei no !Tile of it. of the chief
w ready for d
k' RI' tired queues of *nark. t I et•Isar tatlilhi.- !hi 7) °het:
ful and orderly
trade rk end 
le RI nicest,. les are
ium 0100 snultilt-: (19ik--""4 "lid she hi 11
.
Inc curlews, 'or wirchnient
'circle from the top of a jar of
 _Swift's Premium Sliced Bacon, 1
or ten cents in stamps or coins
__to Swift & Company, Calendar
Depart Merit, ('iii in SloWrialrl'illt
Chicago,
The calendar may:also -be- se-
cured from the Hamilton Cor-
perform stietes a wadi
at once. and the last moureate before
the meal will be crowded with more
-things Om ran possibly be dune, so-
c-riling to a cuniriliotor to th* De'
linestur
The time required to rook different
*lee of ftied-efteeetuiiisnes *.asort_
of schedule for atitting the mural. Time
•
THINK THIS OVER
This (Ter Should Gain the Con-
fidence of the Most Skeptical.
We pay for all the med icine
used during the trial, it' our
remedy fails to completely re-
lieve you of constipation. We
take a11-Th-l-risk. --71f0U-Sire-
obligated Tx-xe--tn----sery--- way
whatever, if'you accept. our of- ,seeiderr rraln" "e""1 *"4
fir. That's a mighty broad
statement, but we mean every.
word of it.. Could anytittng--be-
more fair to your
A most scientific, eenimon- .1"4 .
sense treatment is Rexall Or. omelet. cooks them tomsi over the
TIPS FOR THE HOUSEKEEPER I








candy! Their active principle
Is a recetir sclelitlffey disroverr-
Must be allotted tor preparation be• that is odorless, colorle
ss and
fore cooking and for flnishing touches tasteless: v pronounced
after cooking
poration, 2, 4; 6 W. 45th St.. l.'s, a gas Hinge Med, the de and Pleas .i
n act
New York City, for 20 Hamilton see ti the Orel thine to attend to The particularly •Iig
r
coupons (new denomination 1.) other thi
ngs to be arranged fur sat. way. This ingrei
-.111. • - Orally fall into three group
s, to the
- - 
first of *bleb belong the things which cause 
diarrhoea
- - - let Side. take • long owe to rook.- natscratie--lence, griping
toiled Mt Ink osittnesti.- eettaitt•- -ped.-.1rjnienee.
One nice 80 acre farm at the 
wags and vegetables which are rooked
crossing of the Cherry and Pr
ov- slowly are amo
ng those which may be 
particu a good for children,
prepared sad put on the Sr. as wee aged 'and delicate
 persons.
idenee ieoad and the Co  cord and tt is ready for them. _If  you suffer from chronic or
 has 65Murray rnafl.
acres open ;land,
frank house, •
barns, stable . This is con-
sidered one th nicast farms
in the co nitwit:. and can be
boug e rig






or oth r incon-
exalt Orderlies ern




titre dishes of the secoadtgoeicte or dependent ch
ronic
reap mod or setting the table,- EV atinent
i  
✓anging salad, ;tutting dishes to warm.
• Th• second group contains veg.-
tables and &inert& which in
. we urge you try
Rexall .Orderlies at our Halt.
I Remember, you can get them in
(Murray only at our store. 12
cen
Oculars-see Finney & Downs. or ' 
preparations of tbe other foods. !cents
; 80 tablets' 50 eents.
;Which is needed In the concluding
ta e
o comes snot her Interval,
• cold food. auch_As_kread, ine 
gOld only at our store -The Rex-
Edd Miller at Providence.  
wilb w 
butte 
and milk. may be put On the table. 
.1,111 Store. Dale. a'. Stubblefield.
Preparations must also be made for












Extra Special Bargain Department on Up-
per Floor—no room for it Down Stairs—"too
much of it." EXTRA SPECIAL is strictly
what we mean. Read the prices and see





ther and vie i kid, th 2 ta
s carriet: sto.sk.- at ti:1.14.-
$1.5:5 kid s z.. t.
cirri...It stock, .
$2.00 fin' custom made pat-
ent 1.,!-,:shcr-titrri--kA shuts. Ria'.•
12 to carr;._d stock, ai
Boy's lj solid leather heavy vIci kid
:shoes, to lace, $1.29
real value
. .t
t:( and kitld. at.
11011'el $1 to :$1.5_11 odd VCSIs.  at reuo.
'ail small sizes.
(it'tietal assortment of 25c, poplin and
other cotton dress at 12i.c.
7"ie.ltnd :;t1 sorset.,., -all carried stock.
at 35e.
44c value lni,ladies• ,heavy winter
• sests.at 25e,
2 doz good pearl buttons for 74...
Cash in Hand or Produce
General lot or Remnants, Short Ends, and Odd
Lots to close at most any old price. By all
means investigate. this proposition. We' have
many other good things not in en t i on e d.
••••••
It will all be ready Frid4 morniug, November 8th
1111 --14 --17-10NS --OMPAN —
gravy, putting beaten egg or Term!. i yIC and Mrs.' Nora Myers.
cent in soli and getting 
I Soak the hearts in salted wat
er for tie expense money
I the center end put, In a kettle of-boil- sell Rawleigh
-11114.- and-Laali. puts
the omelet pan under the broiler o
f
etitl lets the top brown.
This makes ilein islehtlr-withou
t
Para./nine the eggs.
-Woos it-trocked hlowiels brlt1 PM*
the plaits .rbittild always be stitched
tirfor• the material is .inarl• up. lad -
the row of tucks Weed so that UMW
Ii. flat and straight.
-
Never g0 Is for cheap disk towels
It you dialibe dingy effects. 'lama
ones keep- much whiter than palely
au the latter torn grey from coustaas
uss,.howev.er carefutly handled..
..„......Neverler.=.6.446.6._astaked_44,41.....t dirt!. water dry in the tow-
each using; and once a day a btt of
washing soda may be added to the
water. Rinsing -1-n- cold rather -than-
hot water keeps the towels whiter.
--Refore -using the latter dish of the
new casserole put it in a pan filled
with cold water, set it on back of
Mere and bring to boll, boiling five
tempers the earthen-
ware and makes cra/-ice less common.
Tiled vestibules, especially the old-
hiwnethlack and white tiles, may
be kept-shiny by rubbing once a week
with a lettle linseed oil. Pollak with
a dry cloth or chamois.
p everything
ararnged In dishes. es ;They w
ill make their home in 
. marble Salad.
Then there are three last things for Indianapolis, where Governor 
With a vegetable cutter cut enough
Taylor has resided 'since the 
balls from raw potatoes to make two
the housewife to do before Hi'. meal:
TO see that the fire is in condition to 
cupfuls. Roll in salted water till
leave; thattsoiled pots and pans 
„S I turbulent period following
filled with water. and last of all to assassination of GovernorGoe
the. done, but not broken. Peel and boil
In salted water till slightly tdadell
tiii eh -outset -tir-wicetrilec-bandit 
two cupfuls of white button onions.'
remove her apron and make herself . 
twelve. 1 bet  Yearling°. • - Bon half- h dozen tender --bests--in -
presentable. 
•salted water, and, when cold, 
cut
Pork Hearts. • 
Wasted at Once.
cutter. Chill all these separately. At
balls from them with the vegetable
These may be purchased for a very' 
*erring time cover a platter with
small sum in many localities, and one 
crisp lettuce. Marinate the potato
A few good men-able to fur-
Sean will usually serve two persons. nish team and wagon 
bells with French dressing, roll each
a lit- lose In parsley 'and celery leavesirtearicestor
an hour, that cnt oht-tlWvehis from'
lug salted water. Sit the kettle where by territory. Ov
it will simmer for 20 minutes; then ling articles.
drain of this water into a pan, cover tunity (or t
the hearts again with boiling water
and simmer until tender, adding an
onion and more salt. , Save the water
In which the hearts are boiled, as
when It Is cold a (mile of 1.4r4 will be
trashing. add tlif. f•-otei. potatoes;
...agent .arrarr,. on a hot dish. if
'the I. Jr's b., )tart.,14,I,
- ! . I
an
fx-Cavereer Tailor Weds.
group, and collecting on the kitchen _
-sessoutrrits-.-butter-sriti
the cooked vegetables and meat: I L
ouisville, Ky., Dec, a--:-An-
The third 'grott& contains things' nouncemet was made here today
watch "met be 
done e "" brut-of-the marriage--at- .lemestown,
before_the meal. These are broil-
Ky•• yesterday of former Coif-ing meat, preparing cooked vegetables
y
tot' the table, making sauces and ernor William S. Taylor of Ken.
(he cooking necessary to the third
• eior,..
n •
I.:I' • ith a. •., P.
I to V h ha. I. I -n added
•ett,..'of one ewg- Itetiltpt and
e'.•rbe with sa.1 gotat e. Thai
Mai( s :X. . „
Work for a Dull Day. •
Tt le.best to wash wit.dows on a
eitil day, or at a time uht :t the sun'
• s not shine eliroctiy on fl. in. Firitt
x of all take a painter's. brush and dust
"ir 
; 
sr° wiltdows Itith It. inside and out;
then wa.li the woodwork inside be-
fore touching the glass it all. For
V.
A
the w I:Wow wasItitt its, ;r ono warn
water.,atlding a tablespoonful of kern-
tene oil to a pall of water. Dry with
• roft cloth that leiVea no lintand
rsktalt carefully with tissue paw or
eld Newspapers.
It Flavors Tea.
A truif of enbe sugar rubbed Avef'
the surface of an orange will tell ti
the orange flavor by 40,647; Ling ..
'tity.;ar this- 'breveted end ust-d
I in tett tea- imparts to the latter a most
delleitnia flavor suggestag orange pe-
1; koe. ; '
a
• ' l e. renhoftlEr '.
Nit I
Two fronholerssap to hed lb a;..
at tape ono and ,R !.1f )ord.;"-FThg.
, 'tints it retitir end Ittitiet-ifneted The
-7 heck. will ,bir_ found a gi-eat help to.1
. 
 
tbe -busy hem...rife when taking Up
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ht
 ut''' '' - .•
start to aslaced fine together, and heap In
 the
-1U1 
of the Weyer. Arrange the
little white onions next and the beets
I fast 
s ei: 
around the dinside against the grows
nusu ppor. bordering -of lettuce. Over th
e on.
rifht man ions and beets pour French
 dressing.
quickly es ish himselfin an
-independent ' permanent and potatoi  
aotbatollsaiiiistuthreu ciehneteerneen coated
very profitable business. For
full particulars call on or ad-, eurrisa CIOcken. Madras style.
, up 11W chicken. r! - a to a
Karp your clothes plus in a 
stnallie
besket with a handle to It. and 
on the
handle put a hook -one ef th
e "II"
hooka, with a ritr%e at etioh
the basket en the line *ben 
banging
tip and ato you 
prueeed pusk
it along the line Just ahead uf 
you.
Vila naives Pt114,111r11.,
'A (mirk welted In oil 
makes a good
-11.1ssaitepper
Whets *wading sierra maderwea
r it
fs-iiHriiifi-he.t to- nee -* 
email ous.
darning, men in large holes, in, e
n
be accomplished with %is) 
little n.
vole:
--rre--w er iler 'tains may be-ramm
ed
-from %ludo* Wile with 
en. watt
A woman who makes delect
able
•
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Good for 
C -eaa, 15111-elv. I.
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a tablespoonful at a time, being cars.
deep saucepag and fry
brown color In butter. Take .out the
(I:'eken, and fry eltc;•pt.lottion in the
]...• 1,1-rm : add one
I , • • •.• t, rat
s•
a.
. . .1,• ... • .
.11.er
40 s. 'fintt..a . te t-erv-
lag salt to t.ts.'e. al I s.1t1 t!..• J.i.ee of
cut-hal a 1,I.Lon. Sect,, with plat&
boiled xtee.,
Crarberry Shortcake.
One pint P.ouc. one-half teaspoon
salt. OM hilif teaspoon soda, one tea-
spoon tree la tart al'. Iwo tablesPoons
butier ittto the flour...aim-half
'tut sw-ot. 31:x into a !MOO&
dough lop! b.tlte twenty .minutes.
‘Vhcn det.e %bar apart, as . cutting
makes It Ilea% y. Wash and. pick -over
one pint of • ranberr, s with one quart
of water. Set on tire and stew one-
h'ell hour; stir often to prevent burn-
' ling. Spread Irtween the Amite and
heap On top whipped cream sweet.
cued and liabered with vanilla.
Individual APO* Custard.
Pare and quarter six large apples:
rote and place on the Illre with three
tablespoonfuls of water. Let them re-
main until softened. To one-half
pound of sugar add the juice of two
lemons and the grated rind of one. Add
yolks of four egg., Ruiz well, and beat
In the apples. Place in individual -
, custard cups and beke'.' Sexy. with &
garnish -of whipped cream circles with
a maraschino eiterry in. the center.-
liarner's Bihar. •
Delicious Muffing.
For one doien: One .reg beatmn
well, one (nib s "et milk, three heap-
ing tahretireetRI4e-ltIllanirrtwe-ited
-oils--half cups of flour, tu teaspoon-
fut. of CCP:MI tartar, one teaspoonful'
of soda.SinrIt of salt, two tablespoos-
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